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SECUR;T*, CLASSIFICATION OF THIS PAGE(fhan Data Rnfoed)

scitilaton prdeectoncompensation, 4tc. The computer program is
written in Extended BASIC and can be run 6 6K eoysz OAtp
computer. Sample calculations are prese~ited. Part II of the report is con-,
cerned with the subject of isoplanatism aind its measurement. It is demon-
strated that the isoplanatic patch size wil;!, in general, not be the same f or
predetection compensation and for ordinaiy short-exposure imagery. The
concept of angle-of -arrival isoplanatismk", introduced and a simple integral
expression relating the distribution of (,C 2) to angle -of -arrival isoplanatism
is developed. The procedure for inverting a set of measurements of the angle-
of-arrival isoplanatism function to obtain the distribution of C ,and from
that calculating the predetection compensation isoplanatism frounctigj is studied.
Details of the procedure and formulation of its noise sensitivity are, presented.
Using sample angle -of -arrival isoplanatism measurements made aga'i ist the
edge of the sun, the predetection compensation isoplanatismn function i~eau
ated as well as its rms uncertainty. Because of problems with temporal eta-
tionarity in the data-.taking process, "e f inal results are of questionable~

accuacybut appear to suggest that the seful isoplanatic patch size for. 1
predetection coropensation is between 1 a 1. 5 arc-seconds./
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II
SUMMARY

The work reported here represents the final part of the work on

Air Force Contract No. F30602-74-C-0115. Previous results developed

under this contract have been reported in three contract technical reports

which have been issued as RADC-TR-74-185, RADC-TR-74-276, and

RADC-TR-75-182. All of this work has been concerned with analysis

supporting the Compensated Imaging effort under the ARPA-sponsored

Teal Blue Program.

This report covers work in two technical areas.. The first of these

has to do with the development of a computer program to facilitate the

evaluation of any of the currently well-understood atmospheric turbulence

effects. The program is written so as to allow evaluation of any of the

effects under any specified set of propagation conditions. The second

part of this report is concerned with evaluation of the isoplanatic depen-

dence of predetection compensation imaging and its relationship to the

isoplanatic dependence for angle -of -arrival measurements.

In Part I of this report, the theoretical results are presented in

appropriate form to provide a basis for calculation of all of the quantities

of interest, i. e., all the currently well-understood effects of atmospheric

turbulenc2. A computer program written in BASIC is then presented,

along with Instructions for use of the program. Finally, sample results

are developed by means of the program to provide examples of its use.

In Part II of this report, the subject of isoplanatism is first con-

sidered from the point of view of establishing that predetection compensa.

tion isoplanatism i distinct from other forms of tsoplanatism dependence.

This is done by developing an expression for short-exposure post-detection

1 compensation isoplanatism and noting that this expression is entirely di.-

tinct from that previously developed f or predotection compensation
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Summary - Continued

isoplanatism. Physical arguments explaining this fundamental difference

are pr. sented. After this, the concept of angle-of-arrival isoplanatism

is introduced and it is remarked that because of the similarity between

this expression and the expression for predetection compensation iso-

planatism, it may be possible to convert measurements of angle-of-arrival

isoplanatism into an estimate of predetection compensation isoplanatism.

A formalism for carrying this out is set up and an expression governing

the noise sensitivity is developed. Using sample data based on solar limb

angle-of-arrival measurements (provided by Lockheed Palo Alto Research

Laboratory), a representative set of calculations was carried out. The

results imply a predetection compensation isoplanatic patch size of 1. 0

to .1. 5 arc seconds. However, the results showed considerable noise

sensitivity, and the numerical results must be viewed as only tentative.
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for

Calculation of Effect#
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1. Introduction to Part I

Knowledge concerning the statistics of optical propagation inatmospheric turbulence has progressed in recent years to the point where
calculation of many of the more significant effects of turbulence is a

straightforward matter. In particular, we now know how to calculate
the effects of turbulence on the performance of various optical devices(namely, receivers, transmitters, imagers, etc.) under conditions where
strong (saturated) scintillation is not present. These results generally

are available expressed in terms of integrals over the turbulence distri-
bution along the propagation path. As a consequence, these results arenot particularly useful to the average system analyst who, after all, is
really interested in how the devices perform and not in propagation theory.

In order to make the results of propagation theory easily available
to the system analyst, we have undertaken the preparation of a computer
program for this purpose. The objective in the design of this program has
been the preparation of a program which would require as inputs from the
user only values of the propagation characteristic parameters (i. e., path
length, wavelength, etc. ) and information on the distribution of the strength
of turbulence over the propagation path. The computer program has beenwritten for interactive operation between the user and the program. The
program will request from the operator the, value of each of the parameters
governing the propagation problem, and then will request user guidance as
to which optical device effects it is to generate printed outputs for. In
addition, the program will require a subroutine which it can utilize to cal-
culate the optical strength of turbulence at various points along the propa-
gation path.

In Part I of this document, we shall first review the propagation theoryresults which we have utilized in preparation of the program. We shall then
present the program and its general structure. After that, we shall discuss the

-.. 
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nature of the turbulence subroutine and present guidelines for preparation

of such a subroutine, as well as reviewing several sample subroutines.

This will be followed by a reasonably concise description of how to use

the program, presented in a form suitable for use by those not interested

in understanding any of the inner details of the operation of the program.

Finally, we shall present a variety of sample results generated by the

program.

2. Propagation Theory

Virtually all the effects of optical propagation through turbulence

on the performance of an optical device can be quantitatively expressed in

terms of a function dependent on the device parameters and one or more

of four quantities derived from propagation theory. These four parameters

are ro I a 1 , do , and H o . We shall refer to these as 1) the receiver

coherence diameter, 2) the log-amplitude variance, 3) the scintillation

averaging length, and 4) the isoplanatism effective path length, respectively.

2. 1 Basic Parameter Evaluation

It will be convenient in this presentation to first describe the nominal

significance ot each of these parameters and present a formula for their

evaluation. Then we shall present the formulations allowing optical device

performance to be calculated from these parameters. In this presentation

we shall avoid as much as possible any serious effort at derivation of re-

suits, and instead will simply present results and refer to other documents

for the analysis.

2. 1. 1 Receiver Coherence Diameter

The quantity, r. , which we call the receiver 'coherence diameter

is the basic measure of wavefront distortion. It has the dimensions of a

length and represents the separation perpendicular to the (nominal) direc-

tion of propagation, for which the mean square magnitude of the difference of

'Z-Ol-3- 7
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complex phase measured at two points a distance r apart has the value

6. 88 (r/ro)5/3 . If #( ) is the complex phase at , then

<(') 1*r+ r ) 6.88 (r/r0)8 , (1 )

where the angle brackets, ( ) , denote an ensemble average. The physi-

cal significance of r. relative to the performance of an optical instrument

can be sensed from the fact that over a circular region (aperture) of dia-
meter ro , the ensemble average of the area-averaged wavefront distor.-

tion will be one radian-squared.1

The value of ro expressed as an integral over the propagation path

can be written as 2 ,3

ro ={O.4Z3 k2  ds q Q(s) }(Z)
Pat h

where k = 2iT/X is the optical wavenumber, CN2 is the refractive-index

structure constant (which is a measure of the optical strength of turbulence),

and Qt(s) is a function of a , which depends on whether the optical source

is a point source or an infinite plane wave source. Qj(s) is defined by the

equation

I , for an infinite plane wave sourceS(s) = ME' ; (3)
(S1103 for. 4poinkxource.,

where is the propagation path length. a , the variable of integration

i, Eq. (2), runs along the propagation path, starting at the source, i. e.,

* 0 at the source.

* The complex phase s) i. composed of two parts. The real part is
the ordinary phase, (r) , and the imaginary part is the negative of
the log-amplitude, AO). We can write IN

• . :- - ' ' ". .... , <" " :'', ' -.
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Some further insight into the physical significance of the receiver

coherence diameter can be inferred by taking note of the fact that if an

image is formed by an aberration-free lens of very large diameter, the

resolution of the image will not be determined by the aperture diameter.

Rather, it will be controlled by the wavefront distortion, with a resolution

value determined by the receiver coherence diameter, r • If we define

the "resolution length" in a sense akin to the way an electrical engineer I
defines "rise time" of a system, . i. e., as one-half the inverse of the band-

width, only more conservatively take it as twice the "rise time, '' then it

can be shown that atmospheric turbulence imposes a resolution limit for

g a very large diameter aberration-free aperture given in angular units by 4

evil,/a4 l(k ro)  :7. 08982/(k %) ,(4)

and in units of length at the source, assuming the source is a point source,

tt = 60 7.08982 g/(k re) . (5)

We can identify a ( and ; ) with the apparent full width, i. e., diameter

of the image of a point source.

To recognize the full physical significance of Eq. 's (4) and (5), we

note that in the absence of turbulence-induced wavefront distortion, the

resolution values, 0 and se would be given by Eq* 'a (4) and,(5) with

ro replaced by the aperture diameter, D . As far as resolution is con.

cerned, ro is the effective diameter of avery large diameter (i. e.,

D>> r. )lens.

4'U
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2. 1. 2 Log-Amplitude Variance

Optical propagation through turbulence results in variations of

the intensity of the wave. For many analytic purposes, it is convenient

to consider the variations of (f) , the logarithm of the amplitude of the

wave at r (rather than the intensity variations at "). One of the reasons

for this is that the log-amplitude ) appears to follow a normal distri-

bution. This distribution is characterized by a mean 7 and a variance,

a , the log-amplitude variance. It has been shownP that (for point

sources and infinite plane wave sources), as a consequence of conserva-

tion of energy,

A -at4  (6)

Obviously, then, the log-amplitude variations are characterized by a

single parameter, the log-amplitude variance.

The relationship between the normalized intensity variance, a

and the log-amplitude variance can be shown to beP

a (4 a2)1 (7)

where

a rir ir<1 8)

Table 1 shows the relationship between the log-amplitude variance, 17A a

and the normalized intensity variance, a, t

Table I

Normalized Intensity Variance

a 10.01 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.1 0.2 0. 3 0.S

a1 0.041 0.127 0.22 0.32 0.49 1.22 2.3 6.4I I I I

: : "-6-ii
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As can be seen, the normalized intensity variance increases very rapidly

with increasing values of the log-amplitude variance. Because of the

phenomena known as saturation of scintillation,$ it does not appear to be

possible for ci 2 to take a value larger than 0.5 , and there is reason

to question all theoretical predictions concerning intensity and log-amplitude

fluctuations when the propagation conditions are such that the theory leads

to a value of aL2 in excess of one-half.

So long as the propagation conditions do not lead to predictions of

saturation of scintillation, we expect the log-amplitude variance to have

a value given by the equation

= 0. 6k 7/6  do CN (s) -s)5 /6 (9)

Path

where all of the quantities have the same meaning as in Eq. 's (2) and (12).

2. 1. 3 Scintillation Averaging Length

The variation of log-amplitude and of intensity is partially correlated

for measurements at a pair of points with some finite separation. It is cus-

tomary to speak of a correlation distance as that separation for which the

correlation of the variations is some small fraction of the variance. Un-

fortunately, the correlation distance for log-amplitude. or for intensity vari-

ations is difficult to give a precise meaning to for a general propagation*i
problem. A iiLudy of the subject of aperture averaging of intensity fluc-

tuations over any type of propagation path leads to the definition of a length

which governs aperture averaging,. We recognise the relevance a( this

quantity to the correlation distance for intensity variations, but avoid i-
puting any more to this quantity than has been demonstrated, calling it the

* For propagation over a path of length e with homogeneous turbulence
statistics, it is easy and useful to consider V as the correlation dis-
tance for log-amplitude variations. However, for a path with varying
turbulence statistics, such a simple formulation in inappropriate.

-7 ..
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scintillation averaging length. We denote the scintillation averaging

length by -do . It has been shown that the value of the scintillation

averaging length. is given by the equation

d a ds C4 s(a) Q * )a

do2. 399 k-1/2 Pat c2~()~s (10)

Pat'

The quantities in Eq. (10) have the same meaning as defined for Eq. (2).

The functions % (s) and Q6 (s) have value s determined by whether the

optical source is a point source or an infinite plane wave source. They

are defined by the equations

1 , for an infinite plane wave source,
~~~ ()(1)
(s1e~*% ,for a point source

= I ,for an infinite plane wave source

Q (a ~. ale)' ,for a point source.

2. 1. 4 Isopianatlsm. Effective Path Length

For a number of applications, it is Important to know the alse of

the field-of -view over which the wavef rant distortion pattern over the

aperture Is nearly constant, i.eo., independent of fieold angle. This sub-

ject to called "isoplanatism. 11 and the fieold-Of -view Is referred to as the

isopianatic patch, or the Isoplanstic region. It Is reasonable to excpect
the oise at the isoplanatic patch to be equal to the wavefront distortion

coherence range,(a quantity of the order. of the receiver coherence diameter,

to ) divided by a quantity of the order cl the path length, Detailed analysis'

8-.
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shows that the angular size of the isoplanatic patch is conveniently

defined in terms of the quantity

6o 0 re/He 0(13)

where 0o is an angular quantity we may call the isoplanatic angle (i. e.,

the radius of the isoplanatic patch), and H. is a quantity with dimensions

of length, which we call the isoplanatic effective path length. H. is of

the order of magnitude of the propagation path length, or at least of the

path length in the turbulence. Its value is given by the equation

HO, . (14)
de , Q1 (s)

Here the quantities have the same meaning as in Eq. (2). We note that

H is independent of wavelength, but that since r. is proportional to

wavelength to the 6/5-power, then so is #0

4 2.2 Optical Device Performance Evaluation

With the four basic quantities, r5 , A A . o , and H. now
-t defined In terms of formulas suitable for computation, we are ready to

turn our attention to the evaluation of the performance of various types

of optical devices. We shall consider the following types of optical devices:

1) ordinary imaging optics, 2) laser transmitter, 3) optical heterodyne

receiver, 4) predetection compensation imagery, and 5) incoherent detec-

tion ("photon bucket") receiver. In addition, to obtain a more complete

handle on the nature of the wavefront distortion and scintillation, it is

desirable to know something about 6) the spatial power spectrum of log-

amplitude and phase variations. We shall take up each of these matters

in the following subsections.



2.2.1 Ordinary Imaging Optics

In discussing the performance of ordinary imaging optics as

limited by atmospheric turbulence, it is necessary to distinguish betqeen

long-exposure imaging and short-exposure imaging. The distinction per-

tains to the fact that in short-exposure imagery, wavefront tilt does not

degrade the sharpness of the image. Rather, it merely displaces the image

on the focal plane. In long-exposure imagery, this tilt is varied during

the period of exposure and the image is consequently smeared. In long-

exposure imagery, wavefront tilt is a meaningful portion of the wavefront

distortion.

For convenience, we shall refer to long-exposure imagery as 'slow

operation, "1 and to short-exposure imagery as "fast operation." For slow

operation, we shall only ask about the resolution, but for fast operation

we shall ask not only about the resolution, but also about the variability

or "jitter" of the image of a point associated with the unknown random tile.

We define resolution in the same sense as in Eq. Is (4) and (5), i.e., as the

inverse of the one-dimensional imaging bandwidth to be associated with the

turbulence-limited MTF of the imaging device. We define the jitter as

twice the rms variation in the position of the image of a source.

It can be shown'* that for slow operation, the atmospheric turbu-

lence limited resolution of an aberration-free imaging device with entrarnce

aperture diameter D is given by the expression for angular resolution,

66IO, o O. . a01,M(Dr o ) ,(i)

or for a point source, for which it is meaningful to speak of the resolution

projected on the source plane as

No =  ... (1)/r}.) (16)

10 -
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Here the function R3 (D/r o ) is defined by the equation

R3 T.(D/ro)_ {. 16 o/ u du Ccos. 1 u - u(l u2 )l/:2

Xexp I"3.44 ( s/ D (17)

For fast operation, it has been shown that the corresponding ex-

pressions for resolution are

%8ht On,, Py,,t (D/ro) (18)

and

81p.st xt, R.,o (D/r 0 ) , (19)

where

Rp,,, (D/r 0 ) Tt { 7.( ) j u du [ cos-1 u - ( u2V

¢T \rol

A convenient procedure for estimating the jitter associated with

fast operation is to note that the slow resolution, 6 6e,,, or 6Lg1.v should

be (approximately) the quadrature sum of the fast resolution, O or

6A,,,t and the jitter. Since resolution was defined as the equivalent of twice
the "rise-time," or as the full width of a spot image, I. e., (approximately)

twice the rms spread of the Image, then the jitter we will calculate from

the inversion of this quadrature cium relationship will be (approximately)

twice the rms uncertainty of the short-exposure image position. Expressed

in terms of angular field-of-view subtense. or for the case of a point source

in terms of the length subtended on the source plane. we have
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ejitt (6e 1 .. - (6eA) )112

- eaf. Rjt.o (D/ro) (21)

and

61j (6Atsi= - (81.8)W't*

Sxt. Rjjtta (D/r O) (22)

respectively. Here we have used Rjtt, to denote

Rj t,,, (D/ro) [Rs, (D/ro))3 - I Nas (Diro)] 1 /2 . (23)

In Table 2, we show a set of numerical values of l 1 . (D/r.) , R*,, (D/ro)

and Rjtta, (D/re) for various values of D/r 0 .

Table 2

R(D/r o ) as a Function of D/r o

D/r 0  0.1 0.215443 0.464159 1.0 2.15443 4.64159 10.0

R41*O(D r.) 0.111 4.827 2.4625 1.4993 1.1765 1.0718 1.0312

R,, (D/r 0 ) 0.019 4.6726 2.2065 1.0886 0.62407 0.54627 0.69329

Rj,,,,(.D/ro) 1.3658 1.211 1.0935 1.0295 0.99737 0.92218 0.76341

As can be seen from an examination of Table 2. the jitter is relatively

constant, independent of aperture diameter, changing by less than a factor

of two as diameter varies over two decades. The resolution for slow oper-

ation is a monotonically improving (L e.. decreasing) function of aperture

diameter. However, for fast operation the resolution reaches an optimum

(i. e., a minimum) for D/r o in, the vicinity of five. The minimum is quite

broad, as can be seen from the data.

i - 12-
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2. 2. 2 Laser Trarnmittcr

By making use of the demonstrated reciprocity" between transmitter

and receiver performance, it is possible to directly equate the performance

of a laser transmitter with that of an aberration-free imaging system. If

the laser beam uniformly fills the transmitter aperture, then the results

of the preceding section for resolution and jitter can be equated to the beam

spread and jitter results for the laser transmitter. Before delving further into

this, however, it is appropriate to say a bit about the meaning of the terms

"fast" and "slow" operation in a laser. transmitter.

The laser transmitter pointing must be controlled by some mechan-

ism which will be able to sense the apparent position of the aimpoint. If

the transmitter is hard-mounted, as in a fixed installation communications

link, the sensor is the individual who originally installed or most recently

adjurted the laser transmitter. In some applications, however, the laser

pointing must be updated either to take out the effect of transmitter mount

motion or of aimpoint motion. The servo that controls this will have some

bandwidth selected on the basis of required performance. Most likely, it

will require a beacon of some sort at the simpoint, which the sensor that

controls the pointing servo will detect. If the sensor utilizes the same

aperture as the transmitter, the wavefront tilt it senses ir.-viewing the

beacon correspond exactly* to the angular deflection the transmitted laser

beam will experience. 1  This means that if the pointing 4ervo can respond

sufficiently rapidly, the pointing can be adjusted to cancel that portion of

the turbulence effect that would correspond to a tilt of the lacer beam. We

would classify such a device as a fast operating laser transmitter. In the

absence of these two fetres (I.e., adequately high servo bandwidth and

a sensor that shares the apertu.e with the transmitter), we would classify

the device as a slow operating laser transmitter.

F For a laser on the ground illuminating a satellite tn orbit. itere is a
point-ahead requirement of Zv/c . This point-ahead angle can be so
large that the wavefront tilt seen by the sensor will be only poorly cor-
related with the tilt that turbulence will impose on the laser beam.

-13-



It follows directly from the reciprocity of transmitter and receiver

performance that for a slow operating laser transmitter, the full width of

the laser beam expressed in angular units will be 6e,10w , as defined in

Eq. (15), and if the beam is focused at the aimpoint, then the laser spot

full width at the aimpoint will be 6Ls1 0 w , as defined in Eq. (16). [The

instantaneous laser beam full width will be , , and for a focused laser

beam at the aimpoint plane, the instantaneous full width of the spot will be

* The jitter of the instantaneous beam direction will cover a range

(where range - two times rms motion) of 6.,,tter . For a focused laser

beam, the instantaneous spot at the aimpoint plane will wander over a range

(range s two times rms wander) of 61, Jtt.o

For a fast operation laser transmitter, the achieved laser beam full

width expressed in terms of an effective angular subtense will be 66,.,t

as defined in Eq. (18), and the laser transmitter servo loop will have to

apply pointing corrections over an angular range (corresponding to twice

the rms pointing correction jitter) of 860jtter , as defined in Eq. (21). If

the laser beam is focused at the aimpoint, then it is convenient to speak of

the spot width, which will be 61,t,, , as defined in Eq. (19). The servo

jitter required to take out the atmospheric turbulence tilt will have a range

(twice rms excursion) expressed in terms of equivalent displacement of the

laser spot on the plane of the aimpoint, of 61 Ji , as defined in Eq. (22).

Central to the calculation of laser transmitter performance is the

quantity ro . The value of re to be used for laser transmitter perform-

ance is actually the same one that would be used in evaluation of an imaging

device's performance for an imaging device co-located with the laser trans-

mitter, and a laser transmitter aimpoint co-located with the source the

imaging device would be viewing. Clearly, then, the value of ro for evalu-

ation of the performance of a laser Vransmitter would be based on use of

Eq. (2), witn the propagation path integral running from s 0 at the aimpoint

- 14-
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to s : at the transmitter aperture. The form of Q, (s) , according

to the options defined in Eq. (3), would be the point source form if the

laser beam were focused at the aimpoint, and would be the infinite plane

wave form if the laser beam were transmitted as a collimated beam.

Thus we would "consider" that we were dealing with a point source propa-

gation problem for a laser transmitter (which is actually the source)

transmitting a focused beam, and an infinite plane wave source for a

laser transmitter sending out a collimated beam. To apply the previous

propagation results to the laser transmitter, we have to consider the aim-

point as the (virtual) source, and the transmitter as simply the optical

device interacting with the ("radiation" from the virtual) source.

2. 2. 3 Optical Heterodyne Receiver

The performance of an optical heterodyne receiver is measured

almost entirely in terms of the signal power and signal power to noise

power ratio of its output. Atmospheric turbulence wi1j affect those values.

In addition, turbulence will change the apparent angle of arrival of the

signal wavefront, and if the heterodyne receiver alignment servo is fast

enough, I. e., If we are dealing with a fast operation optical heterodyne

receiver rather than with a slow operation unit, this tilt will cause the

alignment unit to dither over some angular range. To characterize the

performance of a slow operation optical heterodyne receiver, we shall

wish to know how the average signal-to-noise power ratio varies with

aperture diameter. This is perhaps most conveniently expressed in terms

of the effective diameter, I. e., that aperture diameter which would produce

the same average signal-to-noise power ratio in the absence of turbulence

induced wavefront distortion. It can be shbmwun that this effective diameter.

M6.6,l~ is given by the expression

= (DC")U, r H. ,(D/Ir o ) (24)

211M
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where

H31..(D/r 0 ) ( t) {JD\ .ou du [cos1 u - u(1-u0)1 /2

X exp -3.44 r (25

In addition to the information on the effective average receiver diameter,

which tells us about the average signal to noise ratio achieved by the heter-

odyne receiver, we would also like to know something about the fluctuations

of the signal power. This is still a poorly-analyzed subject, and while

some results are available, they are at best only numerical results ob-

tained from a Monte Carlo evaluation of an eight-dimensional integral.

Using these results'3 and defining the normalized heterodyne signal power

variance, ( , as

(onl(. - (Sa ( 26)

where S is the randomly fluctuating slow operation hcterodyne receiver

signal power,, we can write

where is,, r most usefully defined in tabular form. In Table 3.
: we list the values o f Heao v Ad No.sz 1 ' .. .,.
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Table 3

Slow Operation Heterodyne Receiver

Performance Functions

D/ro 0. 1 0. 215443 0. 464158 1. 0 2.15443 4. 64158 10. 0

H, 1,,(D/r.) 0. 09889 0.20717 0.4061 0.667429 0. 849963 0. 932984 0. 969713

0,.02(D/r.) 0.0219 0.0787 0.20 0.616 1.31 1.47 1.3

As can be seen, the effective diameter for a slow operation heterodyne

receiver has a limiting value of r. . The signal power variance gets to

be of the order of unity for a diameter much larger than r0 , and seems

to peak at about 1. 5 for a diameter about equal to 5 r. . (It can be 2hown 4

that the signal power variance reaches a limiting value of unity for D/r o

very large.)

In examining the performance of a fast operation optical heterodyne

receiver, we would be concerned with 1) its effective diameter (i. e., the

receiver diameter which in the absence of turbulence-induced wavefront

distortion would result in a signal-to.noise power ratio equal to the actual

average signal-to-noise power ratio), 2) the angular tracking range over

which the alignment system would have to track the dither in angle of arrival

of the distorted wavefront (taking the "range" to refer to twice the rins

excursion), and 3) the normalized signal power variance. Unfortunately,

there are no available theoretfcal results which we can use to calculate

the signal power variance for a fast operation optical heterodyne receiver.

It can be seen'b that the effective diameter of a fast operating

optical heterodyne receiver is given by the e.qsression

J r  Nat* (D/))

: .. .7

Or, V IR n
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where the function I-,~(D/r.,) has a value given by the equation

H (Dir0 ) (){&fu du [cos' u -UP2

D V3 1/2

x exp 3, 44 ro up/3 (I -Uj . (29)

The fast operation optical heterodyne receiver angular alignment, in

tracking the dither in the angle of arrival of the turbulence tilted wavefront,

will have to operate over a range (range two times rins)

8eD1the $Bi Rjite (D/r.) .(30)

Here 0,,and Rj,, (D/r 0 ) are as defined in Eq. Is (4) and (23). In

Table 4, we list a set of numerical values for 4.t.and Rt.,for

various values of D/ro

Table 4

Fast Operation Heterodyne Receiver

Performance Functions

1/.0.1 0. 215443 *0. 464159 1.0 2.15443 4.64159 10.0

Rjt,,,(D/r.) 1.3-658 1.211 1.0935 1.0192 0.99737 0. 92218 0.76341

As can be seen from Table 4, here as In the case of the fast operation

imager andi the fast operation laser transmitter, the performance 'peaks

at an aperture diameter around 4 r. The angular dither is soen to be
a Weakly -decrea ain& function of aperture di4amneter.
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2. 2. 4 Predetection Compensation Imagery

The concept of predetection compensation imagery relates to an

imaging system which can, in real time, sense the details of the wave-

front distortion of the waves from an object in its field-of-view, and in

real time apply correction signals to a deformable mirror so as to cancel

this distortion. If everything works perfectly, the imaging system ought

to achieve diffraction-limited performance. In practice, there is a basic

limitation associated with isoplanatism. The wavefront distortion is not

constant over the entire field-of-view and as a consequence, whatever

wavefront distortion correction is made will not be entirely applicable
for some part of the field-of-view, Normally one considers a working

field-of-view of only a few arc-seconds or less, but even over this small

a field-of-view there can be isoplanatiern problems.

The effect of lack of tsoplanatism can be measured in terms of a

reduction in the modulation transfer function of the compensated imaging

system for all the high spatial frequencies. The magnitude of this reduc-
tion to related to the angular spread between the detail being imaged and

the region in the field-of-view that was used to sense what wavefront dis-

tortion corrections were required.

There are two somewhat distinct approaches to the matter of sensing
the required wavef rant distortion correction. In the first approach, a point

source distinct fron but close by the region of interest is used as an "ex-

ternal reference," to determine the wavefront correction. The degradation

of the modulation transfer function is a function of the angular separation,

, between the reference and thel region of interest, if we are imaging
radiation f ran an infinite plans wave source, and a function of the linear

separation, £ , between .the- reference and the region of interest if we are

dealing with a point source. It can be shownithat the degradation is given

by

19
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(MTF-Degradation),1 ,t.f = exp [-6.88 (,$/#,)rl/3 (31)

f or imaging of radiation f rom. an inf inite plane -wave source, and

(MTF-Degradationk 1 ~t, exp [ -6. 88 (Lx,)5/3) (32)

for imaging of radiation from a point source. .In Eq. (31), the quantity

oo is as defined in Eq. (13), and 3 in Eq. (32) is defined by the equation

It is worth noting that by virtue of the reciprocity between trans-

initter and receiver" , the isoplanatism problems of compensated imaging

can be equated with that of aCoherent Optical Adap~tive Transmitter (COAT)

laser transmitter. In such a system, the transmitter antenna is distorted

in a manner controlled by some sensor servo loop that senses the optical

propagation distortion In the propagation path to some reference poin on

the plane being illuminated. (Often this reference point to a glint point.)

The antenna gain of the COAT system can be expected to be reduced from.

the dlff rac.tion-limited antenna gain by an amount equal to the factor given

in Eq. (31) or (32), where # or I is the separation between the glint (I. e

reference) point and the aimpoint.

In addition to the external reference approach to predetection corn-
pensation imaging, it is also possible to use the object at interest as its
own reference. In. this case, the isoplanatisin problem arises from the

finite extent of the object. The degree of degradation of. the MT71ai then
a function of 0 the angular extent, or -L , the. linear extent in the,
case of a point source, of the area acting -as its reference, and of.*:1the angular separation, or £,the linear separation. in. the case of a

~ 3v,
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point source, of the subregion being imaged, from the center of the region
being used as the reference. If the reference region is circular with an
angular diameter e , or a linear diameter L , in the case of a point

- source, then it has been shown' that the degradation of the modulation
- transfer function is given by the expression

(MTF-Degradation),*,,,te exp [-a (e/#0?'3] (34)

for imaging of an infinite plane wave slource, and by the expression

(MTF-Degradation), 1. exp C-a. (L/xrj?'W) (35)

for imaginig of a plane wave source. In Eq. 'a (34) and (35), the quantity
a is a function of (#/G) if we' are imaging an infinite plant wave source,
or of (IlL) if we are dealing with imaging of a point source. The value
of a i a given by the expression

(36)

whe~re

* Z~/O(37)f or
2. ZA/X. (38)

In Table S. we show the value ot a for vatious values:of
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Table 5

Isoplanatism Function for Self -Referenced

Predetection Compensation

X0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

location center radius radius *radius edge
f rom center from center from center

CL0.165 0.278 0.615 1.166 1.914

The data in Table 5, together with Eq. Is (34) and (37), or with Eq. Is (35)

and (38), provide a basis f or calculating the degradation of the modulation

traDsf er function for self -referenced predetection compensation.

The aperture di~ameter of the predetection compensation system does

not figure in the degradation of the modulation transfer function in 'erms

of the Isoplanatism problem. It only appears in the determination of the

diffraction -limited mnodula tion transfer function. The diffraction-limited

modulation transfer function for a circular aperture ef diameter D ,for

image frequency f io given by the expression

unit coof( cyle pe sain "I

to D/I(40)

while for imaging at a point source, 1' is measured In cycles per metor

on the plane of the source, -and

fo~ ~ ~ 22. (1



If we solve Eq. (39) for the value of (f/f0 ) for various values of the dif-

fraction-limited modulation transfer function, we get the results shown

in Table 6.

Table 6

Diffraction-Limited Modulation Transfer Function

MTFOL 0. 50 0.25 0. 10

(f RO)0.403972 0.634704 0.805384

2ir (f0 /f) 15.5535 f9.89939 7.80148

2. 2. 5 Aperture Averaging Intensity Receivers

The signal collected by an intensity detection receiver. will be subject

to some fluctuation due to the turbulence -induced variations of the' wavefront

intensity at the aperture plane. The variance of the total signal collected will

be controlled first of all by the intensity variance associalted with the fluc-

tuations at a point on the aperture plane, i. e. , the variations seen by a very

small diameter receiver. This variance expressed in normalized form is

given by ax as defined in terms of the log-amplitude variance in Eq. (7).

If the receiver diameter. D ,is non-trivial, then the total signal will halve

a normalized variance, aa$ where with S denoting the randomly fluctu-

ating signal

( (S - (Slel (2
as (42)

given. by the expression

as 018C I+ (DidO)" ft+ (D/4)'A34

r~xp (4 e~) I]1)(. (D/41'I* + (D#*41FAJ4 (43)
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where do and a 12 are asa def ined in Eq. Is (9) and (10).

2. 2. 6 Spatial Power Spectrum of Log-Amplitude and Phase Variations

The fundamental measures of spatial variation of log-amplitude and
phase, as developed in the published literature, are the covariance func-

tions

and

c~(p (j() -(~(~(P)- ,(45)

where

r r (46)

It has been shown3 #el that these two covariance functions can be expressed

in terms of an integral over the propagation path as

4ff %4 W T du u 0 (o u( 4 ()

x ( cos (Usk-*) ~()k3(47)

and

816(O k$ -od 5 4 Ot 6()

x (I + cos tu'kk-s) 0,(s)Ik.3) (48)

where Q6(o) is a function whose formi depends. on whether the source is a -

point source or an infinite plane wave source. The form oL C4(s) in given
by the expression { ,for an inf inite plane wave scurce

(49)
-~ ~*i a t for apoint source
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In Eq. 's (47) and (48), the integration over s along the propagation path

runs from the source (at s = 0 ) to the measurement plane (at s = Z ).

Strictly speaking, Eq. (48) can not be valid as the integral is

divergent. The divergence is due to the very large contribution for very

low values (frequencies) of u . In the physical world, there is a cut-off

(the outer scale of turbulence) which suppresses this divergence by intro-

ducing an additional factor into the integrand of Eq. (48) which reduces the

contribution of the low values of u . In practice, it is customary to get

around this problem by working with the phase structure function, thus

replacing Jo (p u Q6()) by Cl - J0 (p u q(8)) ] and suppressing the divergence,

at least for finite values of p . For our purposes here there is no diffi-

culty involved in using Eq. (48) just as given with the proviso that we re-

member that there is a missing factor in the integrand which would suppress

the very low frequency (small values of u ) contribution.

To calculate the log-amplitude and phase power spectra, we make

use of the fact that the spectra can be defined in terms of the two-dimen-

sional fourier transform as

{ +0 +0

Bj (p,q)- J' dx f dyCA Wy)exp..i(px+qy)3, (50)

B (pq) ,dx +.yexpf-i(px qy)] . (51)

-s y CA

where p and q represent spatial frequencies along the x and y axes,

respectively.. Because-the covarlance functions are isotropic, the spectra

can be expressed in terms of a radial function, namely,

B (POO 0 (53)
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where

(p2 +q2)W(54)

It is possible to show, making use of the isotropy of the problem, that

BL4J.0 =T 2n p C, (p ) Jo (lip) dp ,(55)

0

0

If we substitute Eq. (47) into Eq. (55), or Eq. (48) into Eq. (56),
and make use of the standard property of repeated Harilel transforms to
recover the starting functiont 7 , we obtain the result that

BA (1)4.O08 Is 4 '1 f daqC4 (ais)l coo k 0 (s)j (57)

~)4.O08 k I' do q q(s)Il+ co~ 1 . (8

Eq. as (5 7) and (58) provide, a convenient basis for numerical calculation of
the log-amplitude and phase variance. given the distributlion of the strength
Of turbulence along the propsgation path. As pointed antt previously. we
can not expect the phase variation power spectrum, as given by Eq. (58),
to be reliable for very low spatial frequencies, i.e. for values of
smaller than the in- erse of the outer scale of turbulence.

It is interesting to comment on the asymptotic dependence of jj
and N(O) for very $Mau valuse at lk adfor very large values of
(Ignoring, of course, the Influence at the outer seale at turbolence). For
very small values of b* b cosine functioz will be nearly equal to unity.

"5-"
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In evaluating B.(w6) , this will lead to replacing (1-coo) by a 14 de-

pendence so that BL() will vary as /z . In evaluating BO(4) , this
will lead to replacing (1+cos) by a factor of 2 , so that BO (p) will vary
as . For very large values of p , the cosine term will vary so
rapidly that its contribution to the integral will be negligible. This will
lead to replacing (Izcos) by unity in both integrals, and the asymptotic
dependence of both B and B (p) will be identical, approaching the
same p-11A form. We note that although N(u) varies as 11-11/3 for
very small values of k and for very large values of 4. , the two asymp-
totic limits differ by a factor of two, i.e., the difference between the two
replacements for (l+cos) . We expect the factor of two transition to
manifest itself in the spatial frequency range ji s I/co , where do is
as defined in Eq. (10). We expect that in this spatial frequency regime,

the value of B£(4) will approach that of B fi)

3. Computer Program Structure

The program for calculation of optical propagation effects on optical

devices has been prepared in BASIC language in a form suitable for use on

a teletype terminal interactive basis. It has been run on a Nova-type mini-
computer, but should be easily adaptable to larger machines. The program
consists of two parts, the main program which is the bulk of the code. and
the turbulence subroutine. Other than noting here that the turbulence sub-
routine is to be specially prepared by the operator in advance of calling the
program and has two entry points, at 9000, called to set up the set of con.
stants required repeatedly by the program and subroutine, and at 9100, j
called repeatedly to generate values of C44 given an altitude, we defer
discussion at the subroutine to the next section.

The main program is listed in Appendix 1. with accompanying remarks
in Appendix 2. The main progrart is conveniently separated iato six distinct
coctiona.. We categorize these as: 1) Set-up. 2) problem parameter defi-
nition, 3) propagation path subdivision, 4) C,' evaluation, 5) basic results
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computation, and 6) generation of desired special outputs. We discuss

each of these in the following six subsections.

3. 1 Set-Up

The basic set-up details required before the program computations

can start are carried out in instructions 110 to 150. This portiori of the

program establishes the dimensioning of the arrays required by the main

program, defines the output format terms, and goes to the turbulence sub-

routine at entry 9000. This establishes H9 , the upper altitude limit for

the turbulent atmosphere, according to the turbulence model. It also gives

the subroutine a chance to carry out whatever preliminary manipulations

it requires be performed before it is ever called upon to generate values

for CN2 . (Some versions of the subroutine require no such manipulations

- otherc do.)

3. 2 Problem Parameter Definition

Instructions 1002 to 1230 are concerned with obtaining keyboard

inputs from the operator to specify the parameters which will govern the

calculation. The nature of these inputs are discussed in detail in Appendix 2,

under remark #2 (REM #2).

2-3.3 Propagation Path SubdivisionInstructions 1240 to 1450 are concerned with establishing the propa-

gation path segmunts through the turbulent portion of the atmosphere. The

calculations start with HI and H2 , the altitudes at the two ends of the

path, Z , the total path length, and N the number of segments we wish

to divide the part of the path that is in the turbulent atmosphere into. The

calculations also make use of H9 the altitude established by the initial

calling of the subroutine as the "top" of the turbulent atmosphere. The

program establishes the two altitudes, H3 and H4 , which limit the

propagation path in the turbulent atmosphere, taking account as necessary

S-a8-
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of H19 .It also establishes the propagation path length to the two limits,

namely, ZI and Z2 , which correspond to H3 and H14 . The programT then establishes the altitude increment H15 ,and path l4ength increment Z3
which control the N steps between ZI and Z2 over which the propagation
integrals will be evaluated.

3. 4 Turbulence Strength Evaluation

Instructions 1460 to 1520 are concerned with establishing a matrix

* C( )of N values of C,,2 at the midpoint of each of the N intervals utilizedI

in evaluation of the propagation integrals. The program in sequence estab-

lishes the altitude H of each interval's midpoint, H , and then calls the

* turbulence subroutine which retu.rns the value C of q2' at that altitude.

This value is stored in the matrix C( )for later use.

3. 5 Basic Results Computation

The evaluation of most of the effects of atmospheric turbulence on

optical devices requires the evaluation of the four basic parameters, ro

a d0 , and HD - - whose values are defined by the pi-opagation inte-
grals in Eq. 's (Z), (9), (10), and (14). Instructions 1610 to 1880 cause the

evaluation of the necessary four propagation integrals, called 12 , 13 . 14

and 15 - The -basic pararneter3 r. * oA2 , do, and HO are calculated

(called R1 . R3 , R4 , and RS respectively) and printed Pitt by-inatruc-

tions 1910 to 2080.

If the value- of aais greater than 0. 5, the program prints out

a comnmen~t to) the effect that it will not printout any furthe r results concern~-

iug intensity variations.' (The program will later suppressI printout of the

intensity variance and of the apertur* averaged sipnal variations.) This to
accomplished by instructions 2,090 to 21.0.

Having printed out the va-lues of ro. a ,4 and HO the progratp

nee, caiculates and prints out the vslues at~ calculated from Eq. (4)
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[or xl, , if we are dealing with a point source, calculated from Eq. (5)],

which is called PI; the value of t0 calculated from Eq. (13) [or ,b if

we are dealing with a point source, calculated from Eq. (33)3 , which is
called P2 ; and the value of aS , calculated from Eq. (7), which is called

P3. These results are calculated and printed out in instructions 2220 to 2430.

Whether the calculations are performed on the basis of infinite plane wave

source or point source is governed by the value of Q , a flag set at the

keyboard to 0 or 1 at the start of the program. .-

Beyond this point, all computer outputs are optional, controlled by

the six-digit binary number input by the operator at the start of the program.

These optional outputs are discussed in the next subsection.

3. 6 Optional Outputs

There are six options for detailed outputs, any or all of which the

operator can request by his determination of the six-digits of the binary

number he input at the keyboard at the start of the program. The nature

of these six outputs ib discussed in the following subsections. Which output

options will be exercised is determined by the six-digit binary number Qi

which is manipulated as Q2 in the program. The preparation of these

optional outputs is covered by instructions Z510 to 4960.

f 3, 6. 1 Ordinary Imazing and Laser Transmitter Outut .L i
The calculations of the performance of an ordinary imaging system

and of a laser. transmitter, and the outputting of detailed results are accom-

plished by instructions 2510 to 3063. Onstructions 2515 to 2530 check to

see if this output is desired and set up Q2 from Qi in a form suitable

for controlling the subsequent output options.) T .,e nature of the ordinary

imaging device performance is discussed in Section. 2. 1.: The governing

equations are Eq. Is (15), (18), and (?1).tor in the. case of a point source,

Eq. s (16). (19), and (22)], with pertinent numerical values given by Table 2.

3-
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The nature of the laser transmitter performance is discussed in Section 2.2.2.

The governing equations are the same as for the ordinary imaging device,

i. e., Eq. 's (15), (18), and (21) if a collimated beam is transmitted Cor Eq. Is

(16), (19), and (22) if the laser beam is focused at the aimpoint].* Here

also Table 2 provides the necessary numerical values.

Because of the identity between the ordinary imaging device per-

formance and the laser transmitter performance, only a single output set

is provided. It is labeled primarily in terms of the ordinary imaging device

performance, but carries secondary labels which allow interpretation of the

results in terms of laser transmitter performance.

3. 6. 2 Heterodyne Receiver Output Option

The calculation of the performance of an optical heterodyne receiver

is carried out in instructions 3065 to 3152. (Instructions 3066 and 3067 are

concerned with the binary control number governing whether this or the

subsequent output options will be carried out. ) The nature of the optical

heterodyne receiver performance in discussed in Section 2. 2. 3. The gov-

erning equations are Eq. 'a (24), (27), (28), and (30), and the necessary num-

erical values required to prepare the outputs are contained in Tables 3 and 4.

3. 6. 3 Predetection Compensation Imagery Output Option

The calculations of the performance of a predetection compensation

imaging system is carried out in instructions 3233 to 3870. (Instructions

3234 and 3235 are concerned with the binary control number governing

whether this or subsequent output options will be carried out.) The nature

of the predetection compensation imaging performance degradation due to

turbulence, and the expected diffraction-limited psrfprfnance in the absence

* The numerical calculations are carried out as though the aimpoint were
the'source and the operator fnput Olsoukce altitude" is actually the aim-'
point -altitude. The operator input# the response t he is dealing with
a point s oure," if the laser beam is focused at the. aimpoint.

q,~ gpl NY.' . ' .l : .. - . -'
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of turbulence or if compensation io perfect is discussed in Section 2. 2. 4.tThe key equations, governing the generation of the printout data are Eq. * i

(31) and (34) [or Eq. 'a (32) and (35) in the case of a point source], together
with the numerical data in Tables 5 and 6.

3. 6. 4 Aperture Averaging Intensity Receiver Output OptionI

The calculation of the performance of an aperture averaging inten-

sity receiver is carried out in instructions 3980 to 4260. (Instructions 3990

and 4000 are concerned with the binary control number governing whetherI

this or subsequent output options will be exercised. ) It should be noted that

instruction 4100 checks to see if aig (denoted by R3) Is. greater than 0. 5

-in which case, the output of this option will be suppressed. The calcu-

lations are carried out on the basis of Eq. (43), using P3 for crand

R4 for do

3. 6. 5 Spatial Power Spectra Outgut Option

The calculation of the log-amnplitude and phase power spectra are

carried out in Instruction 4310 to 4730. (Instructions 4320 and 4330 are

concerned with the binary control number governing whether this or the

subsequent output options will be carried out.) The outputs are prepared

for a six-decade spatial frequency -range nominally centered about (K)h1

The calculations are carried out using Eq. Is (51) and (58). They repreaent

results basked on the assumption that the source as specified in the keyboard.
inputs is literally a source, and that the wavefrout distortion statistics$ io e.

spatial power spectra, are those. whbich would be measured on the Plan. Con- ~ ,

tamning the aperture of the optics.

The calculation of the log-amplitude and -,*ass variation power: spectra

involves-the evaluation at 62. (somewhat interrelated) propagation path inte-

grals, namely. 11()-and.12() Thisis amuch larrtask than theeval-

uation of the four propegation path integral*, 12 ,13 . 14 ,and 15 *carriedIout near the start of the program, andW when exercised is generally the

*32
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longest part of the program execution time. These 62 propagation inte-

grals are evaluated using the samne set, C( ),of values of C.2 distribu-

tion along the propagation path as was used for the evaluation of 12 , 13

14 , and i5.s

3. 6. 6 Turbulence strength Output Option

In instructions 4810 to 4960, the program allows the user the option

of requesting a printout of the values of Cw along the propagation path that

were used in the evaluation of the various propagation integrals. (Exercise

of the printout option is evaluated in instruction 4820 and 4830.) The values

of C,, listed are those stored in the C( matrix, along with the assoc-

lated altudes,

4. Strength of Turbulence Subroutines

In order to run the main program, it is necessary to provide the
computer with a subroutine which the main program can call on for values
of the refractive -index structure constant, ( This subroutine has two
entry points, at instruction address 9O000, which we call the "initiation entry,"

and at 9010, which we call the "production entry."

A number of different versions of the turbulenc* subroutine have been
prepared based on different tutbuiwnce models, and no doubt others will be

prepared based on various modifications of the turbulence model. The basic
constraints on the subroutine are so follows: 1) It io to be writteon in.BASIC.
2) The tubroutine is to be located at instruction address 9000 and up.

3) The subroutine io to have an initiation entry at imstruction address 9000
and & production entry at instruction address 901.0. 4) Return from the

gonoatifisubroutine that the pragram was written to initially evaluaate

integralnsr sfatamdmubaace::h
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subroutine is to be by means of the BASIC instruction "RETURN."

'5) The subroutine will be entered at the initiation entry only once during

a program run. This entry will occur before any production entries.

When entered at the initiation entry, the subroutine must assign a value

to H9 (corresponding to the top altitude for atmospheric turbulence).

When entered at the initiation entry, the subroutine can also set up any

parameters it will require repeatedly during the later production entries

of the subroutine. 6) The subroutine will be entered many times in succes-

sion for successive altitudes, at the production entry. At this point, the

main program will have previously called the initiation entry once to allow

establishment of certain parameters. The main program will have set the

value of H to the altitude of interest before calling the production entry of

the subroutine. The subroutine will return with C set equal to CM8 at the

altitude H

In Appendix 3, we list five different turbulence subroutines which

have been used in operation of the main program. We refer to these as the

Button Turbulence Model, the Hufnagel Non-Random Turbulence Model,

the Hufnagel Random Turbulence Model, the AF 15 May 74 Flight Data

Turbulence Model, and the Hufnagel Simplified Turbulence Model. The

remarks are contained In Appendix 4. In the following subsections, we

comment on each. of these subroutines. .

4. 1 Button Turbulence Model

This turbulence model Is based on balloon thermosonde data obtained

in a series of four flights by J. ufton,14 providing data for altitudes above

500 m, and the measurements of Koprov and Tsvang1 for data below that

altitude. The model has been assembled by us16 and has the form

*34 -
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7.O0x1I0r 's Ir' h<100m

l. 5xl0 100Om< h<500mn (9

for altitudes below 500 m , mind is obtained by interpolation of the data in

Table 7 for altitudes above 500 m

Table 7

Bufton Turbulence Model

Altitude Altitude 4

0.5 1. 5x l1 9.0 0.ZO 210-Y16

1.0 0.375 10.0 0.305

2.0 1.170 11.0 0.370

3.0 0.585 120 0.420

4.0 0.435 13.0 0.385

5.0 0. zi, 5 14.0 0.295
6.0 0.100 15.0 0.133

7.0 0.130 16.0 .0.063

8.0 0.160 17.0 0.038

The top of the turbulent portion of the atmosphere is considered to be

At the initiation entry, the subroutine reads the values of Table 7

out of DATA Instructions, which are later used in all production entries
to calculate C#*m
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4. 2 Hufna el Non-Random Turbulence Model

A turbulence model has been generated by R. E. Hufnagel' which
can be used to generate random sample realization of the vertical distri-

bution of the optical strength of turbulence, C',through the atmosphere.
A direct derivative of this model is a non-random version. The non-random

version has the form

6. 0 x I (r5 hO (W/27)2 exp (-h/bOO0)

+ 2. 7 x 10-1 exp (-h/11500) , 3000 < h < 24000 ,(60)

where W is the rm a wind in the 5000 m to 2000 m altitude range, i.e. ,

(All quantitecs above are in MKS units.)

For altitudes below 3000 m ,we have used a model developed from
the Roprov and Tsvang1' data and the Dufton data.20 We have used the
formulation,

7X 10-44h-4% ,h <O00M
l. 5 x1004 lOOmch< SOOn

SD 1 5 l.x IorU- .l12Sx 10-1A. (j.-jOO)m< hO<m1000 m

3.'?S x &PI" I k 1000 / 00M h 00W

.1. 17 x I"- S.as x101 (110 )2000 m<h <000 m
(6Z)

The subroutine sets the upper Ihnit of the turbulent aftiospher. at an-.
&ltitude of (H9.) 24&000 in.. The initiallsation portion of thesbotiss

v1 suruin7st



4. 3 Hufnagel Random Turbulence Model

The random turbuilence version of the liufnagel turbulence model

hasa the form

Ct~o (2.2x 10-53 h1 0 (W/27)2 exp (-h/1000)

+ 10'16 exp (-h/ 1500)) exp C(r (h, t)j

for 3000 m <h< 24000 m . (63)

Here W is defined exactly as before, i.e. , by Eq. (61). The quantity

r(h, t) is a gaussian random variable which depends on altitude and time.

As defined by Hufnagel, r has a zero mean and a correlation function

£(r (h+h*, t+.r) r (ht)) A(h /100) exp (-1/300)

+ Ath 12000) exp (.,r/4800) (64)

where t is time measured In seconds. The function A Io defined by
Hufnagel as a triangular function, I. t,

A( (65)

We have, however, found it inoro convenient to use an exp~onential decay

function. i.eC

A(4) ezp (-4) .(6

In our development of the suabroutine for this model, we have not had to

consider the temnporal dependence. In calcualating r (Ii) ,we have assumnedI that the main program would cell, the produettion entry with an ordered series

of~ altitudes OWd assumed tat us is W-4ilabJ. asthe altitude difezenee
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between the current value of H and the value at the previous entry. The

subroutine in the production entry made also assumes that the random value,I
R , which was used for r (h) for calculation of q2 at the previous entry

is still available to be used in generating a new value of r (h) which will

have a correlation with the previous value that is in accord with Eq. (64).

Instructions 9310 to 9360 of this version of the subroutine generate this new

value of r (h) , called RIl R is set equal to RI before returning soI
that it will be available at the next production entry.

One of the functions of the initiation entry is to generate a random

value for R that can be used in the first productior? entry. Also, during

the initiation entry, the top aititude of the turbulent atmosphere, 119 is

set equal to 24, 000 m .

4. 4 AF' 15 May 74 Flight Data Turbulence Model

As one example of the general versatility of thin, subroutine approach

to generation of a turbulence model, we have taken an extensive set of bailoon

thermosonde data and converted it to a subroutine. Data was available at

various irregularly- spaced altitudes. The altitudes and the values of Cfg

were prepared as it set of DATA instructions. These values were read by

the subroutine during its initiation entry operation. During the production

entry phase of subroutine operation, evaluation of C%2 wae irn'rely amatter

of table look-~up and interpolation.

4. 5 Hut nasel Simplified Turbulence 'Aodel

As a very simplified turbulence model, Hufnagel has. suggestedO
a model based on the equation

1, lZx1 (I 0/h) I < lh < 20000m * (67)

where 4 to a constant whose value is determined by the time-of -day.
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f 0.3 midday

0.0 night (68)

-0.2 dawn/dusk

This model has been very easily converted into a subroutine. The initia-
tion entry sets the top altitude for turbulence to (H9 = ) 20000 m , and

requests an input from the operator as to the time-of-day conditions for

Eq. (68). The production entry simply utilizes Eq. (67) to return appro-

priate values of C.2

5. Program User's lastructions

This section is written with the intent that it should more or less

be able to stand by itself as a guide to the program user. For deeper

understanding 1f what really is implied by various of the program results

and how they are obtained, the user will have to refer to the preceding

sections and to the program listing in Appendix 1. However, if all that

is required is the ability to use the program at the level of understanding

that goes with the notation accompanying the computer printouts (which,

by the way, have been designed to provide an explanation of the data's

meaning as free from ambiguity as possible, within the space constraints),

then a study of this section should suffice for the user's needs.

We assume that a suitable subroutine has been prepared for genera-

tion of strength of turbulence data and integrated into the main program.

(The necessary information for preparation of such a subroutine will be.

* found in Section 4, along with information on a variety of subroutines,

listed in Appendta 3, any of which might be used with the main program if

the user accepts the suitability of the turbulence model used in onorating

that subroutine.) With the program loaded into the computer, the user at

a teletype console types in "RUN, which instruction- will startethe *=cu-

tion of the program. At this point, the program starta to type out requests

-j.. for information which will be used Lia controlling the calculations It will

-39-
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perform. There are seven items requested. The meaning of the question

and the nature of the appropriate reply to each is discussed in the following

subsections.

5. 1 Number of Integzration Intervals Input

To carry out its calculations, the program has to evaluate several

integrals. The range of integration will cover the portion of the propagation

path in the turbulent portion of the atmosphere. These integrals will be

evaluated by a method involving subdivision of the total range of integra-

tion into a set of intervals. Generally, the more intervals used, i. e., the

smaller the individual interval length, the more accurate the integral evalu-

ation and the final computer results will be.

The maximum number of intervals allowed is 1000. However, the

user is cautioned that using such a large number can result in a severe

operating-time penalty. We have found that for the problems we have run

using 200 intervals seems to give very good accuracy, and that in many

cases, use of even as few as 20 intervals gives tolerable accuracy. In

general. the more varied the distribution of the optical strength of turbu-

lance. C68 , along the propagation path, the greater the number of intervals

that should be used. If in doubt as. to how find a subdivision to use, i.e., how

many intervals to specify, the operator can run the program twice, once with

N Intervals and once with 2N intervals, and estimate .by how much the

printout results change whether or not sufficient accuracy has been achieved.

5.2 Wavelength Invut

After the number of integration intervals has been input, the computer

will request the wavelength for which the calculations are to be performed.

Only a single wavelength can be input.- It should be entered in units of meters,

i.e. s 5500 would belnput as 0.55X I00's

* 40--
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5.3 Point-Source Input

After the wavelength information has been input, the program will

ask if the source is a point source. If a "1" is input by the operator, the

program will understand the source to be a point source, and will proceed

accordingly in its propagation calculations. If any number other than "I"

is input, the computer wili print out a statement to the effect that it will

consider the source to be an i-dinlte plane wave iource, and the program

will act accordingly in its computations.

The question of whether to classify the source as a point source

or an inafinite plane wave source deserves some comment here. First,

h.ivever, we remark on what is considered to be the source in various

case,.. In most cases, the terni "source" refers to just what we would

normally consI 'r to be the source. For imaging, it is the object being

imaged. For heterodyne reception or intensity detection reception, it is

the radiator emitting the detectable, presumably information-carrying

photon stream, However. for the laser transmitter, the program uses

the word "source" to refer not to the transmitter but rather to the airnpoint.

For total propagation path lengths in excess of 100 }Imi (source to

optical device range), to avoid serious round-off errors in the program

operation. if thoe source is in space and the optical device on the ground.

* the source should be specified as an infinite plane wave source. If the

"source" i emi'iing a collimlted beam or if we are dealing with a laser

transmitter which is projecting a collimated beam, then the "source" should

* be spec ifiedi as an Infinite plane wave source. For problems involving

imaging at an object in space at a range under 100 kin, or If the object 15

in the atmosphere. the source should be specified as a point source. If

S * 'The logic bulAnd this -seemingly strange notation relates to the use of
reciprocity between transmitter and coherent receiver. This need not
contern the program user, whose only concern • need be to keep his in-
puts. and his interpretalion of the data, in confotunce with the stated
interpretation to be applied to the term "source."
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the object is truly a point source emitting a divergent wave, it should

be specified as a point source, providing it is not in space and at a range

in excess of 100 km, in which case it should be classified as an infinite

plane wave source. * If we are dealing with a laser transmitter which is

projecting a beam that is focused on the aimpoint, then the "source"

should be considered to be a point source.

If the program is told that the source is a point source, it will
produce output such as those dealing with resolution and beam spread,
measured in meters at the "source," and image frequencies measured

in cycles per meter at the "source."1 Thus laser transmitter beam spread

for a focused beam will be given in meters beam spot size as projected on

the target, and resolution size will be in terms of meters width of a resol-

vable element on the object being imaged.t

If the program is told that the.source is an infinite plane wave

source, then the corresponding values witl be presented in terms of angles.

In each case, the angle corresponds t6 an angular subtense as seen from the

optical device position looking toward* the "source."

In the case of the optical heterodyne receiver's performance output

for fast operation, the dither of the alignment system due to turbulence is

k presented in angular units of subtense as seen from the receiver looking

towards the source, whether or not the radiation source is specified.as a

point source.

The only linear measurement units output by the program which do

not refer to length measured on the plane of the source are in the output of

the log-amplitude and phase power spectra. In this case, the spatial

A By the time the radiation from such a source reaches the turbulent
atmosphere, the portion of the radiation that will be detected by the
device of interest is so nearly planar that it can be considered a plan.
wave,

It should be noted that beam spot size, resolvable length and jitter size
are presented in terms that are most easily described as twice the
rms valve. -

.- ,
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frequency, alvays given in cycles per rneter no matter what the type of

source, refers to spatial frequencies at the end of the propagation path

away from the source.

5. 4 Path Length Input

After inputting information on the nature of the source, the com-

puter will request the operator to input the propagation path length. This

should be input in meters, including the entire distance from one end of

the path to the other (not just the portion in the atmosphere.)

5. 5 Optics and Source Altitude Input

The computer will next request information on the optics altitude

and then on the altitude of the source. Both are to be input in meters.

The term "optics" as uaed here refers to the device with some aperture

diameter of interest, or else to the plane on which the log-amplitude and

phase power spectra are to be specified. Except for the case of the laser

transmitter, which is also considered the "optics, "the "optics" receive
the radiation. The other and of the link is the "source.

5.6 Output Options Binary Control Input

After all of the basic parameters covering the propagation problem

have been input, the computer will request the input of a six-digit binary

number which it will interpret to determine which special data output

options are to be exercised. Each of the six-digits independently control

one of the six outputs. Uf the digit is a "sero, Ithe output will be suppressed.

If it is a "one," then tho data will be printed.

The first digit controls the output of information on ordinary imaging

systems and laser transmitter performance. (Because of reciprocity between

* The number is binary in the sense that all non-nero digits are interpreted
as "one." Thus if the operator inputs 012345, it would be interpreted as
011111, and if he Input 908000, it would be interpreted as 101000. "a
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coherent transmitter and receiver performance, the same output data

applies to both types of devices, as indicated in the printout captions.)

The second digit controls the output of information on the per-

formance of an optical heterodyne receiver.

The third digit controls the output of information on the perform-

ance of a predetection compensated imaging device. [By reciprocity

arguments, the output can be related to the expected performance of a

coherent optical adaptive array transmitter (COAT). However, informa-

tion pertaining to this is not provided in the printouts. 3

The fourth digit controls the output of information pertaining to

the performance of an intensity detecting receiver,

The fifth digit controls the output of information about the log-

amplitude and phase spatial power spectra.

The sixth digit controls the printout of the values of CN used

in evaluation of the propagation integrals. The listing is of the points

in the turbulent portion of the atmosphere, listed proceeding from the

"source" to the other end af the propagation path. The listing gives

altitude and 4;4 at the center of each interval used in evaluating the

propagation integrals.

6. 2iscussion of, SamPle Results

Ad an example of the type of results that will be produced by the

propagation code, In Table 8 we show the computer printout associated

with a rather comprehensive saniple run. TabLe S shows the operation

of the first part of the program. The. operator-generated characters are

lndicated'by loeinig shadzdi Inittally the operator types "RUN". :This

starts the execution of the program .- i4 the computer responds by print-

ing out the .Ature of bu. tubu1.nce model ben used. (This output i
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part of the turbulence subroutine and not part of the main program.

Depending on the subroutine used, this output may be missing.) After

this, the program asks how many intervals to use in carrying out the

integrations. In this case, the operator instructs the program to use 50.

When asked for the wavelength of interest, the operator inputs 1.06 Pm

to the computer. He states Viat he considers the source to be a point

source, and that the propagation path length is 5 km. This path runs be-

tween optics on the ground, i.e., at 1 m , and a source at 1 km altitude.

This could correspond to ground optics imaging an aircraft at 1 km altitude,

or to a ground-based laser transmitter projecting a focused beam on the

aircraft. It could also correspond to an optical point source (perhaps a

diverged laser beam) emanating from the aircraft at I km altitude and

being detected by a receiver on the ground. The operator inputs a 111111

binary control digit to the computer in response to the last question, which

will cause the program to print out all possible data options.

Shortly thereafter, the computer prints out the Basic General

Results and the Subsidiary General Results. These printouts can not

be suppressed no matter what six-digit binary control number has been

input by the operator. The Basic General Results tell us that in this

propagation problem

ro -0. 0362 m

0. 0992 neperzA V
o0 0433 m.

" 0

j The Subsidiary General Results t*ll us that the limiting resolution on

the aircraft is

0.164m,

that the ia$ le"#OM aim *0 trc a raft. " .-
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i i

0 x 0.209 M

and that the intensity variance associated with observing a (point) source

; on the aircraft with a zero diameter intensity detector will be

a :_ =0.487

1) This means, in general terms, that about the best we will be able to do

in resolving details on the aircraft will be to see items of about 16. 4 cm

size, or that if we are focusing a laser on the aircraft, the spot size as

limited by turbulence will be about 16.4 cm. 2) If we form a compensated

image of the aircraft, the region in which we can expect to achieve ade-

quate compensation is about 20. 9 cm in diameter. * 3) If we were observ-

ing a 1. 06 pm beacon on the aircraft, unless we had a large enough re-

ceiver to provide sufficient aperture averaging, we would find the beacon

intensity had a 69.8% rms fluctuation. [Note: 0. 487 = (0. 698)2)

Table 8b shows the portion of the computer output generated be-

cause the first digit of the binary control number w, s "one" rather than

"zero." These results pertain to long and short exposure (i. e., fast and

slow operation) ordinary imaging systems, and to low and high servo band-

width (i. e. fast and slow operation) laser transmitters of various diameters.

We see, for example, that a high bandwidth laser transmitter focused on the

a ampoint and having a 7. 8 cm aperture diameter will project a 10. 2 cm
diameter spot on the aircraft. The tracking servo will have to track out

a random dither due to turbulence which would correspond to a range .

0i. e. , two times wins) 01 16. 4 cm on the aircraft. If It could not track

this out, performance would degrade toward the low bandwidth limit of a

19.4 cm diameter laser spot on the target aircraft. If we consider a

1 * If we had a COAT laser transmitter at 1. 06 pim working oft of'a glint
point, meaninf.u COAT performance could only be achived f the
glint point wore well within a range of 20.9 , m o the desired aimpoint. K'
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photographic system of only 0. 78 cm aperture diameter, we see that

the resolution as limited by turbulence and diffraction would be almost

unaffected by whether the camera produced a long exposure or a short

exposure. The long exposure resolution would correspond to 79. 6 cm

on the aircraft, while the short exposure resolution would correspond

to 77. 0 cm on the aircraft.

Table 8c shows the portion of the computer output generated be-

cause the second digit of the six-digit binary control number was "one"

rather than "zero." The results pertain to the performance of an optical

heterodyne receiver on the ground collecting the signal from a wide angle

(i. e., many milliradians) divergent 1. 06 pm laser beam source on the

aircraft at I km altitude. We see that if the heterodyne receiver has a

low servo bandwidth, so that it can not track out the dither in the apparent

angle of arrival of the received wavefront (i. e., slow operation), then if

the receiver diameter is 16. 8 cm, its effective diameter will be only

3. 38 cm and the signal power detected will manifest a 147% rms Iluctuation.

(The average signal-to-noise power ratio detected will be equal to that which

would be produced by a heterodyne receiver with a 3. 38 cm diameter, if

there were no turbulence effects. ) If the heterodyne receiver has a high

servo bandwidth so that it can track out the dither in the apparent angle

of arrival of the wavefront caused by turbulence, and if the receiver dia-

meter is 3. 62 cm, then the servo tracking range (range a two times rms)

would be about 33.6 irad. The average signal-to-noise power ratio will

be equal to that which would be produced by a heterodyne receiver with

3. 32 cm diameter operating ir 'te absence of any turbulence effects.

Table 8d shows the portion of the computer output generated be-

cause the third digit of the six-digit binary control number was "one"

rather than "ero." The results pertain to the performance of a pre-

detection compensation imaging syutem, with the imaging system on the

g. • 
.~ ~jri
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ground viewing a target object at 1 km altitude and 5 km range. If self-

referenced predetection compensation is utilized and the target object is

circular with a 45 cm diameter, we see that the compensated image will,

because of isoplanatism considerations and the finite size of the target

object, have an MTF equal to 55.2% of the diffraction-limited MTF for

imaging of details at the center of the target object, but only 10. 9% of the

diffraction-limited MTF for imaging of details half-way between the center
and the edge of the target object. If the predetection compensation imaging

system had a 1 m aperture diameter and the pattern details at the center

were black and white lines with a line pair every 0. 835 cm, the diffraction-

limited MTF for imaging these lines would be 25%. With the inherent

55. 2% degradation associated with the isoplanatism considerations and

the finite size of the target object, we see that these lines would actuallyI be imaged with an expected MTF of 25% x 55. 2% = 13. 8% . For imaging

of black and white lines located half-way between the center and the edge

(i. e., 10. 125 cm from the center) with a line pair every 1. 31 cm, the

diffraction-limited MTF would be 50% and the compensated imaging system

would achieve an MTF of 50% X 10.9% 5. 1%

If there is an external reference, such as an intense, very small

area optical source near the region to be imaged, which can act as an ex-

ternal reference, we see from Table 8d that if the separation between this

external reference and the region to be imaged is 9. 71 cm, the degradation
of the compensated MTF relative to diffraction-limited imaging will be.

14. 7%. With 2 m diameter compensated imaging optics, a line pair pattern

with a periodicity of 0. 655 cm could be imaged with an expected MTF of

50% x 14. 7% 7. 3S%

Table o shows the portion of the computer output generated be-

cause the fourth digit of the six-digit binary control number was "one"

rather than "zero." The results pertain. to the performance of an intensity .
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detection receiver on the ground viewing a small (point source) 1. 06 pm.

beacon at I km altitude and 5 km range. If the receiver diameter is very

small (6. 83 mm or less), the signal will fluctuate with a normalized vari-

ance of 0. 454, i. e. , an rms fluctuation of 67. 41. If the receiver diameter

is 31. 7 cm, the normalized signal variance will be 0. 0113, i.e., an rms

fluctuation of 10.616.

Table 8f shows the portion of the computer output generated be-

cause the fifth digit of the six-digit binary control number was "one" rather

than "zero. ", The results pertain to the spatial power spectra of log-

amplitude and of phase of the wave arriving at the ground end of a 5 km

long propagation link from a 1. 06 jm point source at an altitude of I km.

The exact definition of the power spectra given in terms of a fourier

transform on a covarlance function are to be found in Eq. ' (50) and (51)
with the phase and log-amplitude covariance functions defined in Eq. ' (44)

and (45). The spatial frequencies listed are those for which the. corres-

ponding power spectrum values are applicable, and are given in units of

cycles per meter. All values given refer to measurements made on a

hypothetical screen at the ground end of the propagation path, the screen

being oriented perpendicular to the line-of-sight associated with the propa-

gation path, We see from the printout that at a spatial frequency of 0. I

cycles per meter, the log-arnpltn:de power spectrum has a value of

4. 16 X 10"  and the phase power spectrum hasa value of 2.25 X IO N

The dimensions of the power spectra are not indicated in the printout. They

are neper/(cycle/meter) for the log-amplitude power spectrum# and

radiane/(cycle/meter) for the phase power spectrum.

Table .8 shows the portion of the computer output generated be-

cause the sixth digit of the six-dilit binary control number was a-"one"

* Different definitions of a power spectra can differ by factors of 2wv
and even in the two-dimensionaL space case with radial symmetry, by
a power af spatial frequency. The user iscautioned to refer to the
referenced definition.

.- . "-" . .9 " -
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Table 8 a

]Propagation Code Sample Run, Part 1

RUN

CALCULATIONS WILL BE PERFORMED USING THE
AF~ 15 MAY 74 (ASCENT) C-SUB-N SQ. DATA

INUMBER OF INTERVALS IN INTEGRATION R? 50
WAVELENGiTH (METERS) a? 1#06E-6
IS SOURCE A POINT SOURCE? (IJYES) ? 1
PATM LENGTH (METERS) a ? SE3
OPTICS ALTITUDE (METERS) *?I
REMOTE END ALTITUDE (METERS) x ? IE3
INPUT 6.DIGIT BINARY NUMBER TO CONTROL OUTPUT* ? 111111

BASIC GENERAL RESULTS

RECEIVER COHERENCE DIAMETER& R-SUB-ZERO 3#69[-02 (METERS)

LOG-AMPLITUDE VARIANCED-SIGMA-SUD-L SQUARED a 99E-02 (NEPERS-SO)
SCINTILLATION AVERAGING LENGTH#D0-SUB-ZERO a 6.531-08 (METERS.)I ISOPLAt4ATISH EFFECTIVE PATH LENGTH. H..SU9-ZERf a 4*33E+02 (METERS)

SUBS1DIARY GENERAL RESULTS

LIMITING RESOLUTION SOURCE LENGTH X-SU18-MIN at*64E-01 (METERS)
ISOPLANATISH SOURCE SIZE. X-30B-2190 * 09E-01 (METERS)
NORMALIZED INTENSITY VARIANClt. 3IGNA-SU9-I SQUARED a~ 4s879-01-

s-50
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Table 8 b

Propagation Code Sample Run, Part 2

IMAGING-SPTICS RESSLUTISN
(OR TRAN.",ITTER BEAM4 SPREAD)
rSR VARISUS OPTICS DIAMETERS

SLOW PAST
OPERATION OPERATION4

OPTICS RESOLUTION RtSfLUT19Nr DITHER
VDIAMETER (METERS) (METERS) (METERS)

(METERS)

3*62C-03 1*66t+0O 1#65c+00R 025K-0
7.801-03 7.96C-0) 7.70t-01 10999-01
1.6st-02 4.061-01 3.641C-01 1.00-01
3.601-02 2#47E-01 10791c-01 1.691-02
7.810Z-09 1.94L-01 20019-01 1,64t-01
I #68t-0 1 106C-01 M.01-00 1.501-01
3 601t-0 1 1.701-01 1.141-01 1.051-01

vk 512"i'"-.
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T a ble 8 c

Propagation Code Sample Run, Part 3

HETERODYNE RECEIVER PERFO*RMANCE

SLOW OPERATION PERFORMANCE

OPIC FFECTIVE R14S SIGNAL-
DIAMETER DIAMETER POWER VARIATION4
(METERS) (METERS%, (2)

3*62E-03 3*58E-03 2.19E+OO
7*8OE-03 7*SOE-O3 7*87E*OO
1#68E-02 h*47E-OB B.OOE*oa
7-S0E-09 3*OSE.O2 1*31E+OB

1*8E01 33$E-09 1*47E.O03
3-69E-01 3*SiE-O2 1*Bfl+O2

FAST OPERATIRON PERFORMANCE

OPTICS EPPECTIVE TRACKINe
DIAM4ETER DIAMETER DITHER:j

3*62E"03 3&61t-03 4309-EOS
7*6OE-03 7*5taW~o 3*29C.03
3.669.02 1 5.3gC.02 3* 60t-0
606t-9 339O0 3*369-05

3#699-01 504.-0 $190

.~ ~ ~ ~ <- .



Table 8d

Propagation Code Sample Run, Part 4

PREDETECT ISN CSMPENSATISN

EFFECT IF LACK OF 130PLANATISH ON COMPENSATED
MTF FOR SELF-REFERENCED OPERATION* FOR VARIOUS

(NOMINALLY CIRCULAR) SOURCE DIAMETERS.

MTF DEGREDATION

SOURCE LOCATION IN THE SOURCE OF THE IMAGED REGION
SIZE CENTER 1*04 14#2 3/4 EDGE

(METERS)

4.50E-02 9.879-01 9.70E-01 9,539-01 9.131-01 8.621-01
9.71 -02 9#55E-01 9925E-01 6942E-01 7.22it-01 5.671-01
2.0'PE-01 6.o47E-01 7.571-01 5.401-01 3*.11-01 1.471-01
4.501-01 5.52-01 3.6O1-01 1.091-01 t9511-02 1.021-03
9.711-01 1.189-01 2.75t-02 3.551-04 2.651-07 1.631-11
2.09t*O0 4.711-04 2.461-06 4900E13 3.11-24 2.611-39

EFFECT 0? LAC9 Of ISNPLANATISN OWd COMPENSATED
MTF FOR EXTERNALLY-REFERENCED OPERAtI*N.
FOR VARIOUS IMAGE- TO-RZTERANC SEPERATINS.

SEPERATION TI COEERS). DEGMVATISK
4*50E-03. 90961-01
9*71-03 9491-01
2.09t-02 6.6&11-0I
4'450C-09 S.S7E:*OI
907it-oft I1.4,79-01

A**0E-41 14891-44:

I3'
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Table 8d -Propagation Code Sample Run, Part 4 (Continued) Page 2

THE DIFFRACTION LIMITED MTF 13 50%# 052* 102
WITH THE INDICATED OPTICS DIAMETERS. FOR THE
SOURCE PATTERN PERZODICITIES LISTED.

OPTICS SOURCE PATTERN PERIOD FOR
DIAMETER 502 1477 852 MT 102 MTF
(METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS)

0.501-01 5.241-00 3.341-00 .*63t-02
5*00E-01 2.601-09 10671-02 V* 3 1E-0e
7.50t-01 1.741-02 1.111-OP 8,7E-03
1.009+00 1.31E-02 5.351-03 .6.SSE-03
1025E+0* .410 6.661-03 5.961-03
1#50c+00 8#74E-03 5. 561-03 4.361-03
1.73t+00 7.491-03 4*77E-03 3076Xar03
2.600c+00 6.551-03 4*171-03 '3.29t-'03
2.SI00 5.241-03 331E-03 .6392-03
.250* 5.631-03 3%31E-03 9263-03

2#751.00 4.771-03 3.031-03 2o391-03
3*O01.00 4.371-03 0.761-03 0 19E-0

*1a

%:
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Table Be

Propagation Code Sample Run, Part 5

NORMALIZED* APERTURE AVERAGED
INTENSITY VARIANCE AS A FUNCTION

OF APERTURE DXA14XTERo

OPTICS INTENSITY
DIAMETER VARIANCE

6*83E-03 4*54E-01
1*47E-02 4%08E-01

3.17E-02 3.09E-01I
6*83E102 1.621-01
1047E-01 S.16-02
3.176-01 t*13E-Oe
6.631-01 go.I01-03

-55
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Table 8f

Propagation Code Sample Run, Part 6

SPATIAL POWER-SPECTRUM FOR

LOG-AMPLITUDE AND PHASE VARIATIONS

SPATIZAL L06-AMPLITUDE PHASE
FREQUENCY POWER-SPECTRUM POWER-SPECTRUM
C 1/METERS)

1.001-04 4.161-06 2.251418
1.581-04 4.851-06 4.16E+17
2051E-04 $466E-06 7.70E+16
3.98E-04 6660E-06 1.42V+16
6.30E-04 7.691-06 go 6FE+ 15
1.001-03 8.971-06 4.815E+1I4
1.51-03 10041-05 8.97E*13
2.511-03 1.221-05 1.65E+13
3.98E-03 10421-05 3.06E+12
6.301-03 1.651-05 5.661+11
1*001-02 1#93E-05 1.04E+11
1.561-02 2095E-05 1093E+10
20511-02 2#62E-05 3.571'+09
3.981-02 3*06E-05 6* 601408
6.309-02' 3' 579-05 1.*22t15
1001E-01 4016E-05 2.251+07
1.561-01 4.51-05 4.161+06
2051E-01 5066E-05 7.701+05
3vM8E01 6.601-05 1*401405
6.00t-01 7.#691E-05 2.611+04
1.009+00 6.97-05 4.651+03
1,48c+00 1.049-04 6# 971#02

2.51+001.21E-04 10651+02
*13.981+00 1*391-04 3.061+01

6*301+00 1.501OI-04 5.669+00
14001+01 1.561 04 1004c+00
1.SSE+01 1.389-04 1.#31-01
0.51c+01 1.419-04 3.56t-02
3.981+01 M.00-o5 6.51t'03
6.301+01 3*821-05 1.161-03

1000t.02 11749-05 1 081-04

-56
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Table 8g

Propagation Code Sample Run, Part 7

* TURBULENCE DISTRIBUTION ALONG
THE PROPAGATION PATH

ALTITUDE C-SUB N SQ ALTITUDE C- SUB N SQ
CM) CM-V3) (M) (M W's)

9.700E+02 5.08E-16 1908E02 4*62E-16
9.701.0 4.51-6 I7081:.o2 3*47E-169.S OE+ 2 3 421 161-505E+02 2.331-169*3001:402 2.59E-16 1*30$E1. 1.73E-169*IOOE+02 3.06E-16 1ss~284EiSi9OIE*023.531-16 .0901140

8.701E+09 #3-6 *920 1.66E-144.001-16 74093s+01 .U148*.01E.02 4*47E-16 20~a:o MI3X- 14
8.301E+02 4994E-16 5*095E*0g 313E-14
8.101E.02 5.411-16 1*099E.os .51170902E.*)2 5#38E-16 49E1
7*7081:402 6@35E-16
7.SORC~og 6.83E-16
7.3021.02 7.30E-16
7.1021.02 7977E16~
6.903E402 8#24E-16
6-703E+02 8.71t-16
6.5031,02 8. 64E-16
6.303E,02 6.26t-16
6.1031.02 7.6gfE-16
5090411+0251-1
5.7041t02 7*131-16
5*50414I .01-6
5,3041+09 6#61x-146
S*1041.E+665-1
4.-9051,02 6.69E-16
4.7051.02 6,73E-16
4*4059+09 6#77Z-16
4.3059+6f 6.61r-16
4.105c+02 6.61- 16
3.9061.0001 6#69c-163.70C1,02 6,03163.506E.02 .1-1 

*3.306E,09 6*761-i6
3. 1041.01 .01
11.9071+02 6. 451-16

9#507c#02 6 3t- 16
0* 171[409 5.761-14



rather than a "zero." The data listed corresponds to the altitude and

value of C,, at the midpoint of each of the 50 intervals utilized in the

evaluation of the propagation integrals.

7. Computer Results

As an excample of the application of the propagation code, we haveI
utilized it to ca-..ry out three investigations. The first of these was con-

cerned with the question of how large an isoplanatic region the Hufnagel

Simplifiled Thr bulence Model would lead to for vis ible light satellite imag-

ing. The second application is concerned with an assessment of the. gen-

eral credibility of the turbulence measurement data utilized to generate

the "1AF 15 MAY 74 (ASCENT) C-SUB-N SQ DATA." The third applica-

tion we have considered Is a general assessment of the implications of

the Hufnagel Random Turbulence and Non-Random Turbulence Models,

with particular emphasis on the log-amplitude 311d phase power spectra.

These applications are treated in the following three subsections.

7. 1 Rfnagel Simplified Turbulence Model

Using the appropriate turbulence subroutine for the Hufnagel

Simplified Turbulence Model, as listed in Appendix 3. we rart the -computer

code for ground-based viewing of a visible light illiuminated satellite pass-

ing directly overhead at 300 km altitude. We assumed that 5500 Rwas
repretientative of visible light, and since we only had special interest in.j

the isoplanatium aspect of tho propagation problem, the binary control

number was chosen to only provide for the isoplanatian -printout option.

The computer printouts are given in Table 9.

As can be seen from a study of the data in'T-4bte 9, the turbulence

mnodel. predict# reasonable values for ro and- vj*R It -also predicts an

isoplanatism angle #0 # 2 arc &econdo. -This "meaii that it we are u~us

self- referenced predotectica compensatloli, we can not got usefully cown-

pensated results for Imaging of deti~~sar he o sabellite it the

AI
S",8
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Ta blIe 9

Satellite Compensated Imaging Evaluation

Using The

Hufnagel Simplified Turbulence Model :

CALCULATIONS WILL BE PERFORMED USING THE
HUFNAGEL SIPLIFIED TURBULENCE MODEL

INPUT TIME OF DAY) 1=MID-DAY,2NIGHTh3*DAWN/DUSK? 2

NUMBER OF INTERVALS IN INTEGRATION =? 200
WAVELENGTH (METERS) a ? 955E-6
IS SOURCE A POINT SOURCE? C1'YES) ? 0

(SOURCE WILL BE TREATED AS AN INFINITE PLANE WAVE.)

PATH LENGTH (METERS) '?3E5

OPTICS ALTITUDE (METERS) aI
REMOTE END ALITUDE (METERS) x ? 3E5
INPUT 6-DIGIT BINARY NUMBER TO CONTM9L OU~TPUT* 001000

BASIC GENERAL.RESULTS

RECEIVER COHERENCE DIAMETER. R-SUB-ZCRII 9* 75t-02 (METERS)
L0G-AMPLITUDE VARIANCEsSIOMA-SUB-L SQUAR.ED a 5930E-09 (MEPEJRS-SQ)
SCINTILLATION AVERAGING LENGTH# D-SUB-ZEIW a 6*90E.OB (METERS)
ISOPLAt4ATISH £FFECTIVE PATH LENGTH# H-SU9-Z9R9 x .47103 (METERS)

SUBSIDIARY GENERAL RESULTSj

LIMITING RESLUTIN0 ANGLE* THETA-SUB-MIN a 6*34C106 (RADIANS)
ISOPLA4ATISM FIELD-ANGLE. THETA-SU9-ZIRE a t.09t-OS (RADIANS)
NORMALIZED XNTENSITY VARIANCE SIGMA-SUB-I SQUARED * 3E-01

-59
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'fable 9 (Continued) Page 2

?REDETECTION COMPENSATION

EFFECT OF LACK OF ISOPLANATISM ON COMPENSATED
MTF FOR SELF-REFERENCED OPERATION. F'OR VARIOUS

CN3KINALLY CIRCULAR) SSURCE DIAMETERS#

MIF DEGREDAT ION

SOURCE LOCATION ON THE SOURCE OF THE IMAGED REGION
SIZE CENTER 114 1/2 314 EDGE

(RADIANS)

1.09E-06 9*96E-01 9#94E-01 9#86E-01 9.75E01 9*S9E101
2.35V-06 9.679-01 9.761-01 9.531-01 9.13E-Ol 8.62[-01
S.07E-06 9.SSK-Ol 9.25E-01 6.48K-01 7.221-01 5*876-01
1#09E-05 89.47E-0I 7.571-01 5.40E-01 311K-Cl 1.47E-01
2.35E-OS 5*S2E-01 3*6flE-01 1.091-01 1.512-02 1.0*1-83
5.071-05 3. 18C-01 9.751-02 3.55K-GA 8.66-07 1.63E-1.1
1.09E-04 4. 71 -04 2*48E-06 4*0C- 13 3s.191-24 2.611-39

EFFECT O1F LACK OF ISOFPLANATISM ON COMPENSATED
MTF FOR F XTERNALL Y-IrIEN CEO OPERATION
FOR VARIOUS 1N4AG-T-RU11W4C1 SKPERATIgtS.

SEPERATION K4TF
MOMI~tS) EROTO

ll.bsSC-07 s.80-01
s~ett-o7 .01

. 106I ?0

.1 #91 K03
60
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Page 9 (Continued) Page 3

THE DIFFRACTION LIMITED MTF 13 502s 252v 101
WITH THE INDICATED OPTICS DIAMETERS. FOR THE
SOURCE PATTERN PERIODICITIES LISTED.

OPTICS SSURCE PATTERN PERISD FOR
DIAMETER 502 MTF .25X MTF 102 MTF
(METERS) (RADIANS) -(RADIANS) (RADIANS)

050E-01 5*44r,-06 3.'i6t-06 0. 731*06
S600Z-01 2.791-06 .1.73E-06 1.36E-06
7*SOE-01 1411E-06 1.159-06 90101-07
1.001400 1*36E-06 S66E07 6.891-07
1#95E+00 1.081-06 6.9*V07 5.46E-07
10501400 9.071-07 5.71E-07 4.551-07
1.751+00 7*771-07 4.951-07 3.901-07-
2.001+00 6.801-07 4o.331C-07 3.411-07
0.2151c+00 6.051-07 3*S-O?. 3.031t-07
.950E+00 5.441-07 39461-07 2.731-07

0.6751+00 4.951-07 3*151-07 0.461-07
3.001+00 4.531-07 9.881E-07 0.271-07

0-6,
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satellite diameter is greater than about 2 arc seconds, i. e., about 3 m

at this range. However, if we are willing to restrict attention to the

central part of the satellite, we could work with a satellite angular

diameter of about 4 arc seconds. This corresponds to about 6 m

diameter, This is about twice as large as what we have previously

estimated was the case using the Button Turbulence Model. The dif-

ference in results is strictly a function of the data in the turbulence

model.

7. 2 Assessment of the "AF 15 MAY . " Turbulence Model

A set of thermosonde readings for q collected on 15 May 74

at Fairbanks, Alaska, was available for propagation analysis, and a

turbulence subroutine has been generated from this data. However,

there had been some suspicion by the experimenters that there was a

defect in the instrumentation and that the data was not valid; that, in

fact, the reported values of CV were much too high.

To check this conjecture, we used the subroutine to make some

predictions of what an aircraft at about 60, 000 ft. (i. e., 18. 6 kin) alti-

tude would see if it were to look down at a divergent (i. e., point source)

argon laser source at 4880 R. Because of the nature of our interest,

no optional output features were exercised, and the six-digit binary

control number was 000000. The computer printout for this run is

listed in Table 10.

As can be seen from a brief study of Table 10, the predicted

effects o turbulence are gen'erally too strong to appear credible. In

*1 particular, we note that the predicted value at oil is greater than

I i unity. This large a log-amplitude variance is clearly in disagreement

with any of our obtervations -- and this large a log-amplitude variance

would be easily noticeable even to a casual observer. . -

'a-.....
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Table 10

Test Calculation for the

"AF 15 May . . . "Turbulence Model

RUN

CALCULATIONS WILL BE PERFORMED USING THE
AF 15 MAY 74 (ASCENT) C-SUR-N SQ. DATA

NUMBER OF INTERVALS IN INTEGRATION z ? 200
WAVELENGTH (METERS) a ? *49RE-6
IS SOURCE A POINT SOURCE? (I=YES) ? II
PATH LENGTH (METERS) x? 18600
OPTICS ALTITUDE (METERS) a ? 1R601
REMOTE END ALTITUDE (METERS) a ? I
INPUT 6-DIGIT BINARY NUMBER TO CONTROL OUTPUT. ? 000000

BASIC GENERAL RESULTS

RECEIVER COHERENCE DIAMETER# R-SUP-ZERO * 37E-01 (METERS)
LOU-AMPLITUDE VARIANCE. SIGMA-SUB-L SQUARED a 1.05400 (NEPERS-SQ)
SCINTILLATION AVERAGING LENGTH# D-SUR-ZERO. a 2.66E-01 (METERS)
ISOPLANATISM EFFECTIVE PATH LEWGTH#.H1-SUB-ZERO 8*R68E403 (METERS)

THE COMPUTED VALUE OF LOS-AMPLITUDE VARIANCE IS W. LARGE
AS TO CAST DOUBT ON ALL INTENSITY FLUCTUATION RESULTS.
PRINT-OUT OF THESE RESULTS ivILL BE SUPPRESSED*

SURSIDIARY GX14ERAL RESULTS

LIMITING RESOLUTION SOURCE LENGTH X*SUR-HM e*234E-01 (METERS)
ISOPLANATISK SOURCE SIZE. X-SUA-ZER6 4*6RE-02 (METERS)
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We therefore conclude that the C, s data that went into the 'tAF 15 MAY

turbulence model is almost certainly too large and ought not to be
usdfor prediction of optical effects of turbulence.I

7. 3 Assessment of the Hufna zel Random and Non-Random Turbulence Models

Subroutines representing the Hufnagel Random Turbulence Model

and the 1{ufnagel Non-Random Turbulence Model are presented in Appen-

duix of prpgatieeton effoies, ehavin ealuio oft exe fcd

duixn 3. prsingatton subrotis, ehavezigcarioutase of texpcal-

l'3g-amplitude and phase power spectra. Two propagation paths were con-

sidered. Each case represented an aircraft flying through the illumina-

tion from a ground- based point source (i. e. , widely diverged) laser beacon

located I mn above the ground. The aircraft viewed the laser radiation

when virtually directly over the beacon. Aircraft altitudes of 35, 000 ft.

(10, 660 mn) and 62, 000 ft. (18, 600 mn) were utilized. The laser' operated

at 4880

In running either of these two fiufuagel turbulence models, it is

necesuary to specify the rms wind, W . in the altitude range of 5 km to

1S km. A number of flights have been made involving optical experimnts

(which we shall not discuss here) for conditions related to these described

above. The, vertical wind profile data is available for these cases, and

from this data we have calculated values of W -These values are listedI in Table 11.
Table 1.1

IMS Wind, W ,For Various Flights

Flight RMS Wind

Fairbanks, Alaska; 15 May 74 -6. 89 rn/sec
Albuquerque, New Mexico; ZS Mar 74 .13. 1 rn/sec
Dayton, Ohio. 17 Nov 73 15.3 rn/sec
Amarillo, Texas; 18 Oct1E7 14.4 rn/sec
Amarillo, Tquas; 18 Oct 67 12.6 rn/secK
Amarillo, Texas; 17Oct 67. 18.4 rn/sec

...... .6 4I _________ -______________m

_______________ i 7' 7..7-7



We note that these values are significantly below the 27 m/sec nominal

value suggested by Hufnagel 2 l when he presented his Random Turbulence

Model and his Non-Random Turbulence Model.

We have run both a 35, 000 ft. flight altitude case and a

62, 000 ft. flight altitude case using the non-random turbulence model with

the rms wind parameter, W = 5 , , 15 ... , 50 m/sec , and made

ten runs for each altitude using the random turbulence model with W = 25

m/sec. As a reference point, we have also run the 62, 000 ft. fli ht silt-

tude case using the Bufton Turbulence Model with the corresponding sub-

routine ai listed in Appendix 3. The ccmputer printout for this reference

case is presented In Table 12.

A plot of the log-amplitude and phase power spectra for the Bufton

turbulence model is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the phase power

spectra decreases as the (-I 1/3)-power with an additional factor of two

reduction transition introduced at a spatial frequency about equal to

Z/d o o 23 cycles per meter. The log-amplitude power spectra first

rises as the 1/3-power, and then starts to decrease as the (-11/3)-power

joining the phase power spectra after it has undergone its factor of two

reduction in magnitude. It is possible to parametrise these two power

spectra by writing the low-frequency behavior in the form

) -li/. (fc< ,) , (69)

for the phase power spectra, and

'VA(f) A A PA (f << . (70)

The factor of two transition in the phase power spectra occurs in the

vicinity of where these two asymptotic dependencies intersect, i.e., at

the transition frequency
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Table 12

Reference Case

Computer Run with Bufton Turbulence Model

NUMPER OF~ INTERVALS IN INTEGRATION =? 200
WAVELENGTH (METERS) =? *498E-6
IS SOURCE A POINT SOURCE? IF YES. INPUT 10? 1
PATH LENGTH (METERS) = ? 18600
OPTICS ALTITUDE (METERS) a ? 18600
REMOTE END ALTITUDE (METERS) a ? I
INPUT 8-DIGIT BINARY NUMBER TO CONJTROL OUTPUT. ? 000100

BASIC GENERAL RESULTS

RECEIVER COHERENCE DIAHETERP R-SUB-ZER6 * 67E-01 (METERS)
LOG-AMPLITUDE VARIANCE*SIG-A-SUB-L SQUARED a 4s94E-0C (NEPERS-SQ)
SCINTILLATION AVERAGING LENGTH. D-U-ZR A e*33E-01 (METERS)
ISGPLANATISM EFFECTIVE PATH LENGTH. H-SUB-ZERO 7#74E+03 (METERS~)

AL", SUBSIDIARY 6ENERAL nESULTS

LIMI1TING RESOLUTION SOURCE LENGTH X-SUB-MIN u3*63E-02 (NETERS)
ISOPLANATISH SOURCE SIZE& X-SUB-ZER@ a 3*2.0O1 (METERS)
NORMALIZED INTENSITY VARIANCE. SI0NAS4UB-i SQUARED *2#16E-01
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Table 12 (Continued) Page 2

SPATIAL POWER-SPECTRUM FOR
LOG-AMPLITUDE AND PHASE VARIATIONS

SPATIAL LOG-AMPLITUDE PHASE

FREQUENCY POWER-SPECTRUM POWER-SPECTRUM

9*99E-05 3.,63E-05 98.07E*16
1*58E-O4 4*24E-05 1049E+16
2*51E-04 4*94E'05 ;to75E+ 15
3998E-04 5*77E-OS 5*09E+14
6*30E-04 6072E-05 9*41E+13
9,99E-04 7.84E-05 1,73E+13
1,58E-03 9.14E-05 3*21E+12
23,51E-03 1*06E-04 193E+11
3*98E-03 1*06E-O4 5.9E+1
6*30E-03 1.44E-04 2402E+10
9* 99E-0Z- 1*68Eu04 3*74E+O9
105SE-C2 1*97E-04 6.92E+08
2*SIE-02 2*299-04 1.27E*O6
3. 9SE-02 B. 67E -04 2. 369+07
6*30E-02 3*E-04 4*36E*06
1*OOE-O1 3#63E-04 8*07E+05
1*5SE-01 4.2AE-04 1*49E+OS
90519-01 4.94&-04 B.759.04
3*96E.-0) 5976E-04 5-096*03
6*30E 01 6*71E-04 9.41E+02
I*00C,00 7.77E-04 1,.719+02
1#58t+00 866-04 3.21E+01
2*51t.00 6.299-04 So 931.00
3*961400 6.39E-04 1 * 01c+00
6009400 7.331-04 2.0SE"OI
1.009+0) 6.501-0.4 3.669-09
1*581401 4648E-04 .47E-03
2.51E401 1.87t-04 1.09C-03

3.6C0t8*4E-05 1.471-04
6.309*01 2*82t.05 1.53105

1000 4AOOE-06 4.061-06
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j4 Log~Afnpitude power Spectruln --
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10 100w01 lo

~. spatia! Fre.quency. f (Cyclaslrneter),

Figue 1.-Buton Tuarbulnce Model Power Spectra. Calculations
are for an aircraft at 62" 000 ft. looking strMght down
at a 4880 A point-*oure beacon The eitension. at the
low'frequency asyroptotic behavior# Zq, s(69)&'Ani (?O)1*
is shown as the broken itnes.
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T=(AOfA.W) . (71)

For high spatial frequencies, the asymptotic limit for the two power

spectra appear to have the form

yo (f AO f-lVS (f >>,f, ) , (72)

Thus we see that presenting values for A and AA and for convenience

also for f,, , appears to completely characterize the phase and log-amplitude

power spectra.

The forty runs performed using the Hufnagel Random Turbulence

Model and the Hufnagel Non-Random Turbulence Model give results in
good general agreement with the asymptotic representation of the power

spectra presented. In Fig. 's 2 and 3. we present plot& of the phase and

log-amplitude power spectra for the rms wind parameter W having the two

extreme valuaes of 5 and 50 rn/sec ,for cases run with aircraft flight

altitudes of 62, 000 it. and 35,000 it. , reap. vtively, using the Hu.fnagel

Non-Random Turbulence Model.- As can be seen, the results are clearly

In conf ormanco with the, asymptotic. behavior suggested in Eq. Is(17)

The ten power spectra runs with the Hufnagel, Random Turbulence Model

for each aircraft altitude were averaged, and the results plotted in

Fig. Is 4 and S. He re again, it i obvious that the -powr spectra -follow

the asymptotic dependencie-s presented.1ri Eq. 1* (69)-(73). Moreover, we

~iote. from a compaison of ]rig, 'o 4 with 2. and S with 3, that the power

spectra obtained from the random turbulence mtoduil with W 25 is In

reasonably good general agreement with what we qet with, the same value

of W -from the non-random turbulence model.

*69
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Log-Amplitude Power_ ectra

10-3 1(2 r 100 101 108

lo..~o[ Satial Frequency, f (cycles/meter) seta

Figure 2. Hufnagel Nor.-Random Turbulence Model Power Seta
62, 000 ft. Calculations are for an aircraft at 62, 000 ft. looking
straight down at a 4880 A point-source beacon. Results are shown
for the turbulence model run with wins wind values of W a5 rn/sec
and W =50 rn/sec. For very low spatial frequencies, there is only
a very small difference in the log-amplitude power spectra for these
two cases. The broken lines represent the extension to high fre-
quencies of the low frequency asymptotic dependencise given in
Eq. Is (69) and (70).
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Figure 3. Hufuagel Non-Random Turbulence Model Power Spectra,

35, 000 ft. All comments here are the same as for

Fig. 2, except that the aircraft altitude is 35, 000 ft.
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Spatial Frequency, f (cycles/meter)

14Figure 4. Hufnagel Random Turbulence Model Power Spectra,
62, 000 ft. Calculations are for an aircraft at 62, 000 ft. looking
straight down at a 4880 R point-source beacon. Results shown
are the average of the results of ten runs, all carried ou.t with
an rms wind parameter value W = 25 in/sec. The broken lines
represent an extension of the low frequency asymptotic dependen-
cies, given in Eq. to (69) and (70), into the high spatial frequency
range,,
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Figure 5. Hufnagel Random Turbulence Model Power Spectra,
35, 000 ft. All comments here are the same as for
Fig. 4, except that the aircraft altitude is 35, 000 ft.
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In Tables 13 and 14, we present the values of the parameters

governing the asymptotic dependencies, i.e., A0 , AA , and 4 for the

Bufton turbulence model and 62, 000 ft. aircraft flight altitude, for the

ten W-values obtained with the non-random turbulence model at 62, 000 ft.

and 35, 000 ft. aircraft flig.,t altitudes, and for the average of the ten

random turbulence runs with W = 25 m/sec and 62, 000 ft. and 35, 000 ft.

aircraft flight altitudes. As can be seen from an inspection of these tables,

there appears to be no very great significance to be attached to the random

as distinct from the non-random Hufnagel turbulence model -- at least as

far as computation of the phase and log-amplitude power spectra are con-

cerned. The values of A0 , A, , and 4 obtained with the random model

match the values obtained with the non-random model for the same value

of the rms wind parameter, i. e., W = 25 m/sec , to within one standard

deviation. We note also that the ability to distinguish between different

turbulence models, in this case between the Bufton Turbulence Model and

the Hufnagel Non-Random Turbulence Model is not provided by phase and

log-amplitude power spectra taken at a single altitude.

In Tables 15 and 16, we show the values of the basic propagation

parameters, r , . do , and Ho for each of the cases considered.

Here again, we note the good agreement between the average of the random

turbulence results and the results of the non-random turbulence for the

same rms wind speed parameter, W = 25 m/sec . It is not clear from

any of these results that any particular virtue or utility should be attached

to the Hufnagel Random Turbulence Model in comparison to the Hulnagel

Non-Random Turbulence Model. We prefer the latter because of its ease

in use,

None of our results, however, can be interpreted as in any way

validating either model. What is clear from our results is that validation
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Table 13

Power Spectra Parameters, 62, 000 ft.

The parameters listed are defined by Eq. Is (69)-(73). The
data is for an aircraft at 62, 000 ft. l- klng straight down at
a 4880 .2 point-source beacon on the ground.

Turbulence Model AA f,

Bufton 1. 73x1 03 7.84x10- 4  21.7

Hufnagel Non-Random

W = 5 m/sec 1.77X10 6.90X10 12.7

W = 10 3. 0IXI0' 6.94X10* 4  14.4

W = 15 5.08XI0 7. 06x104  16.4

W = 20 7.98x I0 7.16xlO- 4  18.3

W = 25 1.17XI0 7.28XI0'4  20.0

W = 30 1.62xI0 7.43x10" 4  21.6

W = 35 2.16XI0 7.60x10 4  23.1

W = 40 2.79X104 7.81X10' 4  24.4

W = 45 3.49X102 8.04X10- 4  25.7

W = 50 4.27xlo 8.29X10 26.8

Hufnagel Random
Average of 10 ruas
with

Wu ZS m/eec (1.01 :k 0. 25) (7.10 + 0.15) 19.4 -1.2

x 109 x 10 -4
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Table 14

Power Spectra Parameters, 35, 000 ft.

The comments here are the same as for Table 3,
except that the aircraft altitude is 35, 000 ft.

Turbulence Model A 0  AA ft

Hufnagel Non-Random

W = 5 m/sec 3.72X1 2.06x10 4  20.6

W = 10 4.74x10 1  Z.07xi0 4  21.9

W = 15 6.46x101 2. 07X1()- 23.6

W = 20 8.86x10' 2.07 10- 4  25.6

W = 25 1. 19X10 2  2.08X10 4  27.5

W 7 30 1.57x102 2.09x0r 29.4

W 35 2. OlXl0 2. 1Xl1)- 4  31.3

W = 40 2.53X100 2. 1lXlO" 4  33.1

W =45 3. llXlO 2.12XlO' 34.8

W = 50 3. 76x109 2. 13x1O" 4  36.5

Hufnagel Random
Average of 10 runs
with

W 25 m/ec (1.14 ± 0.38) (2. 13 :E 0.24) 27. 0 9.5
x 102  X 10'
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Table 1 5

Basic Propagation Parameters, 62, 000 ft.

All data is for an aircraft at 62, 000 ft. looking straight down
at a 4880 R point-source beacon on the ground

Turbulence Model ra d H
(m) (neper ) (m) (kin)

Bufton 0.267 0. 0494 0. 233 7. 74

Hufnagel Non-Random

W = 5 rn/sec 1.05 0.0173 0.347 13.2

W = 10 0.765 0.0197 0.329 10.9

W = 15 0.559 0.0238 0.305 9.43

W = 20 0.426 0.0295 0.280 8.57

W = 25 0.338 0.0368 0.256 8.06

W : 30 0.278 0.0457 0.235 7.75

W = 35 0.234 0. 0562 0.218 7.54

W =40 0.201 0.0684 0.202 7.40

W = 45 0.175 0.0821 0,1189 7.30

W = 50 0.155 0.09,15 0.178 7.23

Hufnagel Random
Average of 10 runs

l with
W :25 m/sec 0.383 0.0325 0.270 8.14

0. 069 *0.0055 *0.020 k0.547
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Table 16

Basic Propagation Parameters, 35, 000 ft.

All data is for an aircraft at 35, 000 ft. looking straight down
at a 4880 point-source beacon on the ground.

Turbulence Model ro  2 do  H O
(m) (neper2) (m) (kin)

Hufnagel Non-Random

W - 5 m/sec 0.674 0. 0147 0.221 6.72

W = 10 0.588 0.0153 0.218 5.94

W - 15 0.484 0.0162 0.212 5.13

W = 20 0.400 0.0175 0.206 4.46

W 25 0.334 0.0191 0.198 3.95

W 30 0.283 0.0211 0.190 3.57

W 35 0.244 0.0235 0.182 3.29

W :40 0.213 0.0263 0.174 3.08

W :45 0.188 0.0294 .0.166 2.92

W: 50 0.168 0.0329 0.159 2.79

Hufnagei Random
Average of 10 runs
with

W 25 m/sec 0.382 0.0206 0.202 4.42
:k 0.099 * 0.0101 +0.023 * 1.00
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or rejection of any particular turbulence model will require more than

merely straightforward optical measurements* made at a single altitude.

The virtue of single altitude measurements is that they may be translated

to prediction of the results of other types of measurements at the same

altittde at the same time, but clearly they will not by themselves provide

the basis for generating a description of the distribution of turbulence in

the atmosphere.

t * Certain rather vpecial measurement# made at a single altitude may bet able to give data on the altitude diatribution o C , but these are not
ordinary measurements..
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Appendix 1

Main Program Listing

(Copies of this program can be obtained on

8-bit wide paper tape, on request to

Optical Science Consultants.)
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Appendix 1 Main Program Listing Page I

110 REM #l
120 DIM CC1OOOINC30]*llE30212E303*MIC303.M2E301
121 DIM ASC83]BSE182
130 LET AS=u".#*#ttlt"
131 LET BSsD.hI#tt tt DIg,,ttll"
150 GOSUB 9000
1002 FOR tat TO 5
1004 PRINT
1006 NEXT I
1010 REM #2
1012 PRINT "NUMBER OF INTERVALS IN INTEGRATION : WJ

1014 INPUT N
1016 PRINT
1020 PRINT "WAVELE.1GTH (METERS) a "S
1030 INPUT K
1040 PRINT
1050 LET K6.28319/K
1060 PRINT "IS SOURCE A POINT SOURCE? (laYES) '5
3070 INPUT 0
1080 PRINT
1090 IF 04b l PRINT
1091 IF QOel PRINT "(SOURCE WILL BE TREATED AS AN INFINITE "S 1
1092 IF 0o I PRINT "PLANE WAVE*)"
1093 IF 0*41 PRINT
1100 PRINT "PATH LENGTH (METERS) * "I
1110 INPUT Z
1120 PRINT
1160 PRINT "OPTICS ALTITUDE (METERS) a "s
1il0 INPUT fig
1180 PRINT118 PRINT "REMiE END ALTITUDE (METERS) * "5

i 1184 INPUT I
118lI6 PRINT

1190 PRINT "INPUT 6-DIGIT BINARY NUMBER TO CONTROL OUTPUT* "3
1930 INPUT 01
1940 FOR tat TO S
1950 PRINT
v960 NEXT I A
1310 REM 03
.1330 LET H3I111
t14o IF N3*'9 LET 3*N9
13S0 LET 14814
1360 IF 140119 LET H4N9
1370 IF H3,t*M4 GTO 1410
1380 IF H34149 GO 1410
1390 PRINT "PROPAGATION ENTIRELY OUT OF" THE TURBULIENT ATMOSPHER."
1400 STOP
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Appendix 1I Main Program Listing (Continued) Page 2

* 1410 LET Z1=

1412 LET Z2zZ
1414 IF HK1H2 GOTO 1440
1416 LET Z12Z*(HI-H3)/CH1-Hg)
1420 LET Z2.Z*(H1-HA)/CH1-H2)
1440 LET Z3C(Z2-Z1)/N
1450 LET H5x(H4-H3)/N
1460 REM 04
1470 LET )4:H3-H5/2
1480 FOR 1=1 TO N
1490 LET H=H+H5
1500 GSSUB 9010
1510 LET CCI3uC
1520 NEXT I
1610 REM 05
1630 LET 12u1E-60
1640 LET 13.IE-60
1650 LET lAxIE-60
1660 LET I581E*60
1670 LET S*ZI-Z3/2
1680 FOR Ixl TO N
1690 LET S*S+Z3
1700 LET SluZ-S
17t0 LET SgsSlt(5/6)
1720 LET S3ul
1730 LET S~ul
1740 LET S~w1
1750 IF 0u1 LET S3s(S/Z)t(5/6)
1760 IF Cut LET S4*S3*S3
1770 If Out LET S5aS4*CZ#S)*CZ/*S)
1790 LET IguIB.CC13*S4
1800 LET I3'I3+CCI)*S2*S3
1810 LET I4wI4*C(I3*S*SB*S4
1820 LET 15=IS.CCIJ*SI*Sl*S$
1630 NEXT I
1850 LET 12uI9*Z3
1860 LET I3*13*Z3
1870 LET 14*14*Z3
1880 LET ISuIS*Z3
1910 REM 96
1990 LET RIUC*423*K*K*I8)1(-3/*S)
1940 LET R3**56
1960 LET R3uR3*K9CI/6*I3
1970 LET R4w2*399*K#(..5)*(I5tt3)*(3#fl)
1980 LET R5a~l~flg)t(3,'5)( 196e PRINT "soBWASIC SENERAL RESULTS"
1964 PRINT
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Appendix 1- Main Program Listing (Continued) Page 3

1985 PRINT
1990 PRINT USING ASs"RECEIVER COHERENCE DIAMETER* R-SUB-ZERO = "IRIJ
2000 PRINT 00 (METERS)"
2030 PRINT "LOG-AMPLITUDE VARIANCE*SIGMA-SUB-L SQUARED a "2
2040 PRINT USING ASJR3J" (NEPERS-SQ)"
2050 PRINT "SCINTILLATION AVERAGING LENGTH* D-SUB-ZERO = "s
2060 PRINT USING ASIRA)" (METERS)"
2070 PRINT "ISOPLANATISM EFFECTIVE PATH LENGTH# H-SUB-ZERO =
2080 PRINT USING ASJR5" (METERS)"
2090 IF R34.5 GOTO 2220
2100 PRINT
2110 PRINT
2120 PRINT "THE COMPUTED VALUE OF LOG-AMPLITUDE VARIANCE IS SO LARGE"
2130 PRINT "AS TO CAST DOUBT ON ALL INTENSITY FLUCTUATION RESULTS."
2140 PRINT "PRINT-OUT OF THESE RESULTS WILL BE SUPPRESSED."
2220 PRINT
2230 PRINT
2231 PRINT
2232 PRINT " ","SUBSIDIARY GENERAL RESULTS"
2234 PRINT
2235 PRINT

2240 IF 0=1 GOTO 2320
2250 LET P1.O708982/(K*RI)
2260 PRINT "LIMITING RESOLUTION ANGLE* THETA-SLBNIN ="J
2270 PRINT USING ASIPIJ" (RADIANS)"
2280 LET P2u,5*RI/R5
2290 PRINT "ISOPLANATISM FIELD-ANGLE. THE2A-SUB-ZERS 2 "S
2300 PRINT USING ASJP21" (RADIANS)"
2310 GOT@ 2380
2320 LET Pie?.08982*Z/(K*RI)
2330 PRINT "LIMITING RESOLUTION SOURCE LENGTH X-SUB-MIN 1 "l
2340 PRINT USING ASPIS" (METERS)"
2350 LET P2a.5*RI*Z/RS
2360 PRINT "ISOPLANATISM SOURCE SIZE* X-SUB-ZERS a 11)
2370 PRINT USING ASJP2)" (METERS)"
2380 IF R3*.5 GNTS 2420
2390 LET P3" EXP (4*R3)-l
2400 PRINT "NORMALIZED INTENSITY VARIANCE. SIGMA-SUB-I SQUARED N "J
2410 PRINT USING ASJP3
2420 FIR tal TO S
2425 PRINT
2430 NEXT I
2510 REM #7
2515 LET Q2aQl
2520 IF 010O0000 OSTO 3066
2530 LET 02u01-00000* INT (01/100000)
2540 PRINT I M., INAGING-IPTICS RESOLUTION"
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2541 PRINT " "#"(OR TRANSMITTER BEAM SPREAD)"

2542 PRINT " ","F@R VARIOUS OPTICS DIAMETERS"
2543 PRINT
2544 PRINT
2550 PRINT " "s" SLOW"," FAST"
2551 PRINT " "*"OPERATION"*" OPERATION"
2552 PRINT
2560 PRINT " OPTICS",D"RESOLUTION-,"RESOLUTION"D' DITHER"
2562 PRINT "DIAMETER"*
2570 IF Q= PRINT " (METERS)"," (METERS)"."(METERS)"
2580 IF Q-c>1 PRINT "(RADIANS)""(RADIANS)","CRADIANS)..
2590 PRINT "(METERS)"
2595 PRINT
3000 PRINT USING ASl.I R1,I10.111*PIt.O19*PI,.

3 6 5 8*P!3010 PRINT USING ASle215443*R1.4.827*P,4. S726*P1.l.2 1 1*pl3020 PRINT USING ASI.464159*R1,2.4625*PI,2.2064*Pl,,
0 O9 3 5*P!3030 PRINT USING ASIRI 1.4983*Pl,.O886*PIg.

0 2 9 5*pI3040 PRINT USING AS)2o15443*RII1765*P1,.624
07* I,*9 9 7 3 ?*PI3050 PRINT USING AS14.64159*R1.10 OT7O*P1,.54627*PI,.9 2 2 18*Pl3060 PRINT USING ASIIO*RlDl.0312*Pl,.69329*Pl,.?

63 4 1*Pl3061 FOR l1o TO 5
3062 PRINT
3063 NEXT I
3065 REM #8
3066 IF Q2410000 GOTO 3234
3067 LET 02"02-10000* INT (02/10000)
3070 PRINT TAB (15)I"NE7ERODYNE RECEIVER PERFORMANCE"
3075 FOR lIt TO 3
3076 PRINT

3077 NEXT I
3078 PRINT TAB (17)3"SLOW OPERATION PERFORMANCE"3080 PRINT
.3081 PRINT

3082 PRINT TAB (11)$"OPTICS"s TAB (23)l°"EFFECTIVE"-
3083 PRINT TAB (38)l"RNS SIGNAL-"
3084 PRINT TAB (tO)J"DIAMETER") TAB (23)SNDIAMETER"S
3085 PRINT TAB (36)l"POWER VARIATION"
3086 PRINT TAB (10)l"(METER3)' TAB (23))"(NETERS)")
3087 PRINT TAB (42)l"(l)"
3090 PRINT
3091 PRINT USING ASl TAB (10)Jl1*RIJ TAB (23)l9*889E-02RI,
3092 PRINT USING ASl TAB (40)32,19
3093 PRINT USING ASW TAB (10)1.215443*R1I TAB (23)1
3094 PRINT USING ASJ,20717*RI, TAB (40)13787
3095 PRINT USING AS$ TAB (10)S.464158*RI, TAB (23)1
3096 PRINT USING ASI.4061.RI; TAB (40)S20
3097 PRINT USING All TAB (IO)lRIS TAB (2 3)10667429*Rll
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3098 PRINT USING AS) TAB (40)361.6
3099 PRINT USING AS$ TAB (10))2.15443*RIJ TAB (23);
3100 PRINT USING ASJ.849963*RI TAB (40))1313101 PRINT USING AS) TAB (10)J4.64158*RIj TAB (23)J
3102 PRINT USING ASJ.932984*R1, TAB (40)11473103 PRINT USING ASJ TAB (10)10*RI TAB (2 3)J.969713*Rl)
3104 PRINT USING AS) TAB (40)3123
3110 FOR Ila TO 4
3111 PRINT
3119 NEXT I

3113 PRINT TAB (17)3".FAST OPERATION PERFORNANCE"
3114 PRINT
3115 PRINT
3116 PRINT TAB (14)i"SPTICS"s TAB (26)VOEFrECTIVE',S
3117 PRINT TAB (38))"TRACKING"
3118 PRINT TAB (13))"DIAMETER"J TAB (26))"DIAMETER"l
3119 PRINT TAB (39)WDITHER"
3120 PRINT TAB (13)$"(METERS)"j TAB (263"(NTERS)"J
3121 PRINT TAB (38)s"CRADIANS)"
3125 PRINT
3126 LET X"Pl
3127 It Q"I LET X=PI/Z

* 3130 PRINT USING AS) TAB (13)S.1*RIS TAB (26)
3131 PRINT USING AS39.98127E-02*R13 TAB (40)h1.3658.X
3132 PRINT USING AS$ TAB (13))#215443*RIS TAB (26)3
3133 PRINT USING ASi.214013*Rl$ TAB (40)31.211*X
3134 PRINT USING AS$ TAB (13)S.464159*R1S TAB (26)33135 PRINT USING ASI.453237*RIS TAB (40))1.0935*X
3136 PRINT USING AS; TAB (13)SRIJ TAB (26))
3137 PRINT USING ASSo918652*R1, TAB (40)Jl.019*X"
3138 PRINT USING AS) TAB (13)32.15443*RI TAB (26))
3139 PRINT USING ASSIo60239*R1i TAB (40)S.99737*X
3140 PRINT USING AS) TAB (13))4.64159*RIS TAB (26)J
3141 PRINT USING ASSI.8306*RI, TAB (40)$.9ge8S*X
314e PRINT USING AS$ TAB (13)IIO*RIj TAB (86)j3143 PRINT USING ASS1.44241*RIS TAB (40)2o7634t*X
3150 FSR 1a1 TI 5
3151 PRINT
315e NEXT I
3233 REN 09
3234 IF 09t1000 SOTO 3990
3835 LET *8-eQ-1000* INT (0291000)
3236 PRINT TAB (18)S MPREDETECTISN CGNPENSATISN"
3937 PRINT
3838 PRINT
3939 PRINT
3840 PRINT TAB C11)"ErrECT IF LACK F SIPLANATISN IN")
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3241 PRINT #'COMPENSATED-.3250 PRINT TAB C11)s..MTF FOR SELF-REFERENCED OPERATION* 8113251 PRINT "FOR VARIOUS".3260 PRINT TAB ( 13 )3"C(NOMINALLY CIRCULAR) SOURCE DIAMETERS,..3270 PRINT
3280 PRINT
3290 PRINT TAB (31)s*MTF DEGREDATIONN
3300 PRINT
3320 PRINT " OF THE IM4AGED REGION"3330 PRINT TAB C')jfSIzE~j TAB (16J)CENTER*, TAB (26))1/490) TAB (36)33340 PRINT "1/2"; TAB (46)Iw@'l4"g TAB ( 5 6 )J"EDGEN3350 IF Cut PRINT TAB CS)3**CMETERS,..3360 IF Qc~ PRINT TAB CS)'.CRADIANS)"
3370 PRINT
3350 FOR 1m-3 TO 33390 PRINT U$UNG AS) TAB CS)310f(I/3)*P2,wf 99j3391 PRINT UtING AS) EXP (-0 165*10tC5*I,,))j,. -j3400 PRINT USING AS) EXP (-*278*1otC5*I/q)).. "j3401 PRINT USING AS) EXP (-, 6 15*1Otc5*I/,)jff'~
3410 PRINT USING AS) EXP (-j.166*jotC5*I/q)),. 

stj
3411 PRINT USING AS) EXP Ct,1*O(*1)3420 NEXT I
3430 FOR lut TO 5
3440 PRINT
3450 NEXT I

3500 PRINT TAB CI1)"EFECT IF LACK F ISOPLANATISI ON COMPENSATED".3510 PRINT TAB (I1)g'.MTF FOR EXTERNALLY- REFERENCED OPERATION..*3520 PRINT TAB (11"FR VARIOUS IMAGE-TORFEACt SEPERATIINS.6.
3530 PRINT/
3550 PRINT TAB ())J"SEPERATIONWS TAB c36)j"MTF"w3560 IF cut PRINT TAB (19)S"(METERS)")3570 IF Ots- PRINT TAB C 19))3$(RADIANS) so)3550 PRINT TAB (34)S"DEGREDATION*
3590 PRINT
3600 FOR 18-5 TI I3610 PRINT USING AS) TAB Clt')iI0'CI3)*Pg, TAB (33)S3611 PRINT USING AS) CXP C68*0C*1)3620 NEXT I
3630 FOR I.! To 5
3640 PRINT
3650 NEXT I1s: 

"3680 PRINT TAD (9)J"THE DIFFRACTION LIMITED MTr IS SOX*932
3681 PRINT "1@"3690 PRINT TAB MS)"WITH THE INDICATED OPTICS DIANETERS. "I
3691 PRINT "FOR THE"
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3700 PRINT TAB (9)3"SOURCE PATTERN PERIBDICITIES LISTED-"
3710 PRINT
3720 PRINT
3730 PRINT TAB (5);"SPTICS"j TAB (27))"SOURCE PATTERN PERIOD FOR"
3740 PRINT TAB (4)J"DIAMETER"j TAB (21)W"50 MTF'j TAB (36)5
3741 PRINT "252 MTF"j TAB (51))"102 NTF"
3750 PRINT TAB C4)1"(METERS)"i TAB (20);
3760 IF O= PRINT TAB (4)5"(METERS)"IJ TAB (35)W"CMETERS)")
3761 IF OQ1 PRINT TAB (50)3"CMETERS)"
3770 IF Qt(l PRINT TAB (4)"(RADIANS)" TAB (35)J"CRADIANS)"s
3771 IF 0Q21 PRINT TAB C50)1"(RADIANS)"
3780 PRINT
3790 FOR Iz.25 TO 3 STEP ,25
3800 PRINT USING AS) TAB (4)11 TAB (19)3
3810 IF Qu LET KI3K*I/Z
3820 IF 04 1 LET KIxK*I
3830 PRINT USING ASJIS.5535/KIJ TAB (34)39.89939/KIJ TAB (49)2
3831 PRINT USING AS17.80148/KI
3840 NEXT I
3850 FIOR Ia1 TO 5
3860 PRINT
3870 NEXT I
3980 REM 010
3990 IF 024100 GIT@ 4320
4000 LET Q2,Q2-100* INT (02/100)
4100 'F R3395 GIT 4320
4110 PRINT TAB (16))"NIRNALIZED& APERTURE AVERAGED"4120 PRINT TAB (15)5INTENSITY VARIANCE AS A FUNCTIIN"
4130 PRINT TAB (20)13"OF APERTURE DIANETER."
4140 PRINT
4150 PRINT
4160 PRINT TAB (22)J"$PTICS"S TAB (34)W"INTESITY0
4170 PRINT TAB (21))"DIAMETER"I TAB (34)i"VARIANCE-
4160 PRINT TAB (21))"CNETERS).
4190 PRINT
4200 FOR Iu-3 TI 3
4210 PRINT USING ASS TAB (21)JIOt(I/3)*R4J
4220 PRINT USING ASS TAB (34)5P3/(1 109(7e/1s)1Ot(7*l/))
4230 NEXT I
4940 FIR 1a1 TI S
4o50 PRINT -
4260 NEXT I
4310 REM fit
4320 IF 02'I0 BITS 4820
4330 LET 02a02-10* INT (02/10)
4335 LET SulOtc INT ( LOG (3.16226/R4)/ LOG (10)))4340 FIR JwO TO 30
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4350 LET NCJz1O(J-5)/5)/S

4360 LET NICJ3zKCJ~fC-11/3)
4370 LET N2EJ~uNCJ]*MCJJ
4380 LET I1CJ3~tEw60
4390 LET 12CJ3'1E-60
4400 NEXT J
4410 LET SuZI-Z3/2
4420 FOR Jl TO N
4430 LET SvS+Z3
4440 LET S1z1
4450 IF Cal LET Si=CS/Z)1(5/3)
4460 LET S2=(Z-S)/K
4470 IF Out LET S2mZ*CZ-S)ICK*S)
4480 FOR J=O TO 30
4488 LET #43*N2C43*S2
4490 LET l3 CBS (M3)
4496 LET J101-13
4497 IF M33'1 GOTO 4500
4498 IF I3o*99 LET I4uN3*N3/B-M3*M3*M3*N3/24
4500 LET I1JJ3'I1CJ3+CCII*St14
4510 LET I2CJ3*I2EJ3+CE:J*S1*c1*I3)
4520'NEXT J
4530 NEXT II
4540 FOR J*0 TO 30
4550 LET 11CJ]04*08*K*K*Z3*NICJJ*IICJ)
4560 LET 12L33'4*08*K*K*Z3*MIEJ3*ISCJl
4570 NEXT J
4S60 PRINT TAB C16)I"SPATIAL POWER-SPECTRUM FOR"-
4590 PRINT TAB (12)J"LOG.ANPLITUDE AND PHASE VAIATISNSW I
4610 PRINT
4690 PRINT TAB (11)8"SPATIAL L96GAMPLITUDEW)
4630 PRINT TAB C440D"PRASE"
4640 PRINT TAB (10I"ROUENCY POWER-SPCCTRUMNS
4650 PRINT TAD (39)IWPGWER-SPECTRU4"
4660 PRINT TAB C10D"(11NETERS)"
4670 PRINT
4680 FOR JwO TO 30
4690 PRINT U31NG AVh TAB (t0)JI.00001*MCI3i TAD (27)
4"#I PRINT USING ASIIICJ3I TAB (43)112EJ)
4700 NEXT J
4710 FOR Iet TI 5
4710 PRIMT
4730 NEXT I
4610 IREm Ole
4620 IF Gett ON"0 4970

.. 4630 LET 09409- INT (02)
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4840 FOR Iw) TO 5
4850 PRINT
4860 NEXT I
4870 PRINT " TURBULENCE DISTRIBUTION ALONG"
4871 PRINT " THE PROPAGATION PATH"
4872 PRINT
4873 PRINT
4880 PRINT " ALTITUDE C-SUB N SO"
4890 PRINT " (N) CNV-2/3)"
4900 PRINT
4910 LET HuH3-HS/2
4920 FOR tat TO N
4930 LET HuHHS
4940 PRINT USING BSJ TAB (17)JHI TAB (33))CICC
4950 NEXT I A
4960 PRINT
4970 STOP

I<, - 9I -
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Appendix 2

Program Remarks

In the Main Program, the notation REM # is utilized to

indicate a discussion of some aspect of the operation of the program at

that point. These comments, mostly too long for inclusion in the pro-

gram itself, are presented in this appendix.

REM #1

The program's operation is initiated at this point. The computer

program will accept the definition of an optical propagation problem and

the pertinent propagation path and source information, and calculate the

value of the various propagation integrals. From this, the program will

calculate and report the value of the basic parameters which quantitatively

describe the effects of turbulence on optical propagation for the propagation

problem specified. The user has the option of requesting detailed informa-

tion concerning any particular aspect of the problem. Before the program

can be run, the user must provide a subroutine (described later) to allow

calculation of the refractive-index structure constant along the propagation

path.

't. REM #2

At this point, the program starts the process of requesting keyboard

entry from the operator of the parameters governing the propagation prob-

lem, as well as a definition of the degree of detail to be provided in the re-

sult reported. (For batch operation, this section would have to be modified.)

Most of the data input requests are self-explanatory in terms of the printout

accompanying each request. However, the following three input requests

deserve comment.

-92
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1) Number of intervals in integration -- All integrals are evalu-

ated by first identifying the extent of the portion of the propa-

gation path that is in the significantly turbulent part of the

atmosphere, (Tc subroutine for generation of the refractive-

index structure constant also defines the upper li-nit of the

turbulent atmosphere. ) The portion of the propagation path

that is within the atmosphere is then subdivided into N equal

length intervals. Each integral is evaluated as the sum over

the set of N-intervals of the value of the integrand at the mid-

point of each interval times the length of each interval. The

user can specify integral evaluation using subdivision of the

path into as few as N equals one (1) interval to as many as

N equals one-thousand (1000) intervals.

2) In order to carry out propagation calculations, the program

must be told whether to consider the "source" to be a point-

source or an infinite plane wave source. If the user wants the

program to consider the source to be a point-source, he inputs

a one (1). Inputting any other vilue will cause the computer to

consider the source to be an infinite plane-wave source. What

is treated as the source can correspond to a true source, if

we are concerned with such things as an optical system that

receiver a photon stream from a source (such as an imaging

system, a heterodyne receiver, or an intensity receiver).

However, if the optical system is a laser transmitter, then the
program considers the aimpoint region to be the (virtual) source.

We classify the problem as a point-source case if the laser beam

is focused on the target.
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If 'he source is a point-source, then imaging resolution

results are given in units of length of the source, and for a

laser transmitter, results are given in units of length at the

target. For an infinite plane-wave source, such results are

given in terms of angular subtense as seen from the system's

optics, i.e. , by the imaging aperture, or the laser trans-

rritter's aperture.

3) The program will output detailed information concerning such

things as imaging resolution or transmitter beam spread,

heterodyne receiver performance, isoplanatism, aperture

averaging of intensity fluctuations, etc., if so instructed.

To cause computer printout of any of these options, the com-

puter allows the operator to input a six-digit binary number.

(Though the binary digits arm nominally "zero" and "one".

actually they are "zero" and "any non-zero digit. ") Each

digit refers to a particular output option. These are explained

below.

First Digit: Causes output of resolution of an ordinary
imaging system. (The results are also
applicable for laser transmitter beam spread.)

Second Digit: Causes output of performance of an optical
hete rodyne receiver.

Third Digit: Cause output of information on predetection
compensation imasing.

Fuurth Digit: Causes outp'it o performance of an intensity
detection recelver in terms of signal fluctua-
tions.

Fifth Digit: Causes output of the iog-amplitude and phase
fluctuation power spectrum.
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Sixth Digit: Causes output of the turbulence distribution
along the propagation path.

REM #3

The portion of the program starting here causes the portion of the

propagation path within the turbulent atmosphere to be identified. This

portion is between the path length ranges ZI to ZZ (at altitudes H3 to

H4 .)

index structure constant subroutine to generate values of the refractive-

index structure constant at the center o f each of the N-intervals involved !

in the integral evaluation.

REM #5

The portion of the program starting here evaluates the iour basic

propagation integral*, 12 , 13 , 14 . and 15 .

REM 06

The portion of the program starting here uses the propagation

integrals to evaluate the four basic propagation parameters, r. . a,

do , HO . It then prints out these values as the "Basic General Results.'

after w~ich it prints out a set of "Subsidiary General Results, calculated

directly from tes basic parameters.

REM 07
If the first digit in the sx-digit binary contro number is not sero.

the following portion of the program will be executed. This portion of the

program will print out the resolution of various diameter imaginS optics.

} 95
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For a point-source, results are given in terms of a length at the source.

For an infinite plane-wave source, results are given in terms of angular

spread. Long exposure and short exposure results (called slow operation

and fast operation, respectively) are both given. For the short exposure,

results are in terms of both the resolution per se, and the jitter in the

apparent position of a point source.

The same results, as indicated in the printout, are also applicable

to the svbject of laser transmitter beam spread. In this interpretation

of the results, tho tetrn "sluw opei-aiion" refers to a laser transmitter

with a pointing servo too slcw to follow the turbulence- induced rapid motion

of the target. The term "fast operation" covers the case in which servo

operation is fast enough to follow the turbulence-induced apparent dither

of the target position.

REM #8

If the second digit of the six-digit binary control number is not

zero, the following portion of the program will be executed. This portion

of the program will print out the performance of an optical heterodyne re-

ceiver for various diameters of the entrance aperture. The term "slow

operation" is used here to characterize a receiver whose pointing system

is not capable of following the rapid changes of the apparent angle of arrival

of the signal wavefront caused by turbulence. The term "fast operation"

implies a system whose pointing system has a high enough servo bandwidth

to do this.

REM #9

If the third digit of the six-digit binary control number is not zero,

the following portion of the program will be executed. This portion of the

program will print out information related to the performance of a

-96-
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predetection compensation imaging system. For a point-source (the object

being imaged is the source), the source size and source separation is given

in units of length at the source, but for an infinite plane-wave source,

source size and source separation are given in terms of angular subtense

as seen from the imaging system's aperture.

For all image frequencies of interest (i. e., high image frequencies)
there is a degradation above the normal diffraction-limited degradation. For

self-referenced predetection compensation, this degradation depends on

source size and how far from the center of the source the-field-of-view being

cor.-=nsated is. I.'r extern,.iy-rcferenced predete'-tion compensation, this

degradation depends on the 3eparation of the reference and the field-of-view

being compensated. For both self-referenced and externally-referenced

predetection compensation, the MTF degradation values are printed out.

Also as an aid to the user, the MTF per se associated with the diffraction

limit is printed out in terms of the optics diameter and the pattern wave-

length associated with the image frequency that gives an MTF of 50% , 25% ,

and 10% . The pattern wavelength of the image frequency is given in units

of length for a point source, and in units f angular subtense for an infinite

plane-wave source.

REM #10

If the fourth digit of the six-digit binary control number is not zero,

the following portion of the program will be executed. This portion of the

program will print out the fractional variance of the signal collected by

photon-bucket receivers of various diameters.

REM #11

If the fifth digit of the six-digit binary control number is not zero,

the following portion of the program will be executed. This portion of the
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program will print out the spatial frequency power spectrum of log-

amplitude and of phase fluctuations. Here, spatial frequency is in inverse

units of length in the measurement plane.

REM #12

If the sixth digit of the six-digit binary control number is not zero,

the following portion of the program will be executed. This portion of the

program will cause the printout of the midpoint altitude and refractive-

index structure constant for each of the N-points utilized in evaluation

of the propagation path integrals.

-98-Lt
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Appendix 3 - Sample Turbulence Subroutines Page 1

BUFTON TURBULENCE SUBROUTINE

9000 REMSI I
9001 GB TO 9020
9010 REM #S2#1
9011 GB TO 9300
9020 PRINT
9030 PRINT
9040 PRINT
9050 PRINT TAB(IO)J"CALCULATIONS WILL BE PERFORMED USING THE"
9060 PRINT TAB(18))"BUFTN TURBULENCE MODEL"
9070 PRINT
9080 PRINT
9090 PRINT
9100 DIM CI(17)
9110 LET H9*17000
9120 DATA o375 ao1 7 *,58Se.435 *.24S,#*e11 3 #.1 6 *.2 1
9130 DATA *305.37..420.385..295*,133.P.063*.038
9140 FOR 1l* TO 17
9150 READ CICI)
9160 LET CICI)aCI),1E-16
9170 NEXT I
9180 RETURN
9300 IF 1P100 60 T9 9330
9310 LET CwTE-14*Ht(-4V3)
9320 RETURN
9330 I r 1500 OS TB 9360
9340 LET C'1,SE-16
9350 RETURN
9360 IF 11000 Of TO 9390
9370 LET Cu(l,5E-16).((HoSOO)/S,00)*I,15E-16
9300 RETURN
9390 LET JoINT(HItOOO)
9400 LET CCI(J)
9410 IF J4*H/1000 LET C8C+(CI(J+1),-C(J))*(HlOOOoJ)
9420 RETURN

1%
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IIUFNAGEL NON-RANDOM TURBULENCE SUBROUTINE

9000 REM #SI.2
9001 GOTO 9020
9010 REM #S2.2
9011 GOTO 9200
9020 LET W=27
9030 PRINT
9040 PRINT
9050 PRINT
9060 PRINT TAB C10)JICALCULATIONS WILL BE PERFORMED USING A"
9070 PRINT TAB (4))'N0NRANDON HUFNAGEL TURBULENCE MODEL WITH W U"JW
9080 PRINT
9090 PRINT
9100 PRINT
9110 LET H9=24000
9120 REI1JRN
9200 IF H03000 GOTO 9240
9210 LET C*2.2E-53*HtIO*CW/27)*CW/27)* EXP (-H4/1000)
9220 LET C=2*71828*(C.IE-16* EXP (-N4/1500))
9230 RETURN
9240 IF Hv100 GOTO 9270
9250 LET Cu7E-14*H(-4/3)
9260 RETURN
9270 IF 142500 G@TI 9300
9280 LET Cu1.SE-16
9290 RETURN
9300 IF 141000 GOTO 9330
9310 LET Ca(1.5E-16).CN*500)/,S00)*1.t2SEw16
9390 RETURN
9330 IF 1422000 GOT# 9360
9340 LET Ca3.75C-17.((14-1000)'1000)*7.95E-17
9350 RETURN
9360 LET C**7-6(H90)10)56E1

9370 RETURN
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HUFNAGEL RANDOM TURBULENCE SUBROUTINE

9000 REM fS193
9001 GOT@ 9020
9010 REM fS2.3
9011 GOTO 9300
9020 LET Wa25
9030 PRINT
9040 PRINT
9050 PRINT
9060 PRINT TAB (t0)3"CALCULATIONS WILL BE PERFORMED USING6 A*3070 F-RINT TAB C6)J"PMDOM HUVNAGEL TURBULENCE MODEL WITH Wx "3W"S80 LET Ra RND C0)*1000000
9090 PRINT TAB (19)3"(RAMODN KEY a ";R;")"
9100 PRINT
9110 PRINT
9120 PRINT
9130 LET Ru- .9G Z RN40 C0))
9140 LET Rat SOR (R)* COS (6.28319* RNID (0))
9150 LET RuR.R
9160 LET H9*94000
9170 RETURN
9300 IF M43000 GOTO 9410
9310 LET Am, XXP (- ABS CH5)I100)* EXP (- ASS CH$)/02000)
9320 LET AuA19
f330 LET Aga SOR (1-A*A)
9340 LET Rim- LOG ( RN0 (0))
9350 LET Rio SOR (R1)* COS (6.28319* IWD (0))
9360 LET R1wR1*R1
9370 LET RuR*A*R1.Ag
9350 LET CwCB.IE-53.K910.W.W/799)* EXP (-10)
9390 LET Cu(C*IE-16. UXP (-IV1500)* UXP (R)f400 RETURN
9410 If 101OO GOT# 9440
9490 LET C'7t'14Mtf(-43)
9430 RETURN
9440 If W500O ST# 9470
9450 LET Cw1*SE-t6
9460 RETURN
9470 If HalOSO WITO 9500
9460 LET Cu(1e5EQ6).C(H.SO),S(0)*).1gSE..I6
9490 RETURN
9500 IF 102ooo WYS 9530

j 9510 LET C(3.?SE.17).((H-1000)f1000O)*?.,.g..,7
"230 RETUN
9530 LECT Cto~-t-(-00#10)SGC
9540 RETURN
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AF 15 MAY 74 TURBULENCE~ SUBROUTINE

9000 REM #SI.4
9001 GOTO 9020
9010 REM #S2.4
9011 GOTO 9500
9020 LET H9=15381
9030 DIM HIC80]oCIE803
9040 DATA 0,131,212,357,542,663; 930,1341d~l
9050 DATA 1510,1639,1905,2155,2317,2446,92720,2881,3123
9060 DATA 3260,3397,3494,p3639,3768,3930,4059,4196,4A405
9070 DATA 4?36,5010,5228,5542,5704,5897,6083,6381,6534
9090 DATA 6913,7059,73l7,7534,7680,7841,8091,8204,8550I
9090 DATA 8680,8849,9236,p9494,9889,9986, 10139,10268, 104709100 DATA IJ986,11139,11510,11720,11825,12155,12349,12475,12-639
9110 DATA 12841e12962,13010,13204,13317,13413,13752,13930,14042

.19120 DATA 14 17 1,14325,14413,)4526,1A647*14839,14905,014933,15381
9130 DATA 541.2,1.197,5.8I39,6.965,6.592,8.887,2.593,19.65
9140 DATA * 468,* 965, 3.076,1 *625,1 *588,2. 32,1 * 41,3.365,1.*663
9150 DATA 3.322,1 *384,5.877*3.052, 5. 222, 2. 407,2. 798, 2.259,7.495
9160 DATA 3.93 5,a10.6So3.#0 79,P I C,7 1,#3.*3 7, 10.#3, 5.7 5 4,24. 73,7.*2 61
9170 DATA R *9 71 #8 17 5 *IS.6 3.v9 97 91 #13 *4 6 #9. 5 5#7.#3 94,231 8,7 *80 8
9180 DATA 9,l92* 5*547,2o. 03# 6.192.#4. 622,7.9793,3. 516# 4#564* 3.817
9190 DATA 12.06,4.203,3.19), 13.45, 3.056,8.06, 4.392,6. 60,2. 416I
9200 DATA 4.909,2.165,5.5912.2064,5. 984DI* 586,7.605,2.569,7.4939210 DATA 2.117.2.511,1.767,a2.573l.9897.425,a..463,6.2l3,I 7339220 FOR 1=1 TO 80

* 9230 READ HIC13
9240 NEXT I

9250 FOR 121 TO 80T
9270 LET CICUIU*1E-16
9280 NEXT I
9290 PRINT
9300 PRINT
9310 PRINT
9320 PRINT TAR (10)VICALCJLATIONS WILL BE PERFOR14ED USING THE"
9330 PRINT TAB (C1I)J6AF 15 NAY 74 (ASCENT) C-SUB-N SO* DATA"*
9340 PRINT
9350 PRINT
9360 PRINT
9370 RETURN
9500 LET Juo
9510 LET Jwj.1
9520 If HICJ)4H GOTO 9510
9530 LET C3(CICJ-1)*(HIEJ3-H)*CCJ(KsH1Ncj..i3))/4(HCj)-HCj-1 )
9540 RETURN
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HIJFNAGEL SIMPLIFIED TURBULENCE SUBROUTINE

9000 REM #S1#5
9001 G0T0 9020
9010 REM #S2.5
9011 GOTO 9300
9020 PRINT
9030 PRINT
9040 PRINT
9050 PRINT TAB (1OW'CALCULATIONS WILL BE PERFORMED USING THE"

9060 PRINT TAB (12)$3HUFNAGEL SIMPLIFIED TURBULENCE MODEL".
9070 PRINT
9080 PRINT TAB (5)j"4INPUT TIME OF DAY) 1MID-DAY,2 NIGHTP##1

9090 INPUT E

9100 LET E1=1
9110 IF E=1 LET E1=0
9120 IF EL*I LET E=193
9130 IF E=2 LET El=O
9150 IF E=2 LET E=10
9140 IF E=3 LET E1=0
9160 IF Em3 LET E.8S
9170 IF E)'1 GOTO 9070
9190 PRINT
9180 PRINT
9200 PRINT
9210 LET H9z20000
9220 RETURN
9300 LET Cu).2E-17*C10000/H)tE
9310 RETURN
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Appendix 4

Rubroutine Remarks

(The same remarks apply to all of the subroutines.)

REM #Si.--

This point is the entrance to the initial portion of the refractive-

index structure constant generating subroutine. This portion of the sub-

routine is to be called only once, at the start of execution of the Main

Program. It serves to set up all the basic constants that will be used

later in the evaluation of the refractive-index structure constant. It also

establishes the altitude limit corresponding to the top of the turbulent

atmosphere.

REM #$W. - -

This point is the entrance to the main working portion of the

refractive-index structure constant generating subroutine. This portion

of the subroutine is called repeatedly, each time with a new value of

altitude, H , and returns with the corresponding value of the refractive-

index structure constant, C

1
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PART II

Angle-of -Arrival Isoplanatism. and the

Calculation of the Isoplanatic Dependence

Of

Predetection Compensation Imagery from

Measurements of the Isoplanatic Dependence

Of

Angle -of -Ar rival

A- 106.
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1.0 Angle-of-Arrival Isoplanatisent. 1 Introduction

The subject of isoplanatism is a relatively exotic matter, origi-

nally introduced by Linfoo in the consideration of the optical transfer

function of a lens. The isoplanatic patch size was defined as that region

in the field-of-view of a lens over which the optical transfer function

could be considered to be essentially constant. It was necessary to intro-

duce this concept of isoplanatism in the development of the theory of the

optical transfer function as, without it, the normal definition of the trans-

fer function is mathematically unsatisfactory. The situation is rather akin

to that involved in the discussion of the transfer function of a time varying

electronic filter. One has to assume that the L ansfer function varies V

slowly compared to the frequencies involved if the concept of a transfer

function is to have any meaning -- and even then the situation is mathe-

matically awkward. The practical engineer is, however, generally not

so much of a mathematical purist as to be bothered by this rather subtle

and somewhat exotic mathematical difficulty.

The concept of isoplanatism, originally defined in terms of a lens

and its transfer function, was applied by Hufnagel s to the subject of atmos-

pheric t'arbulence as an optical system. Because the concept was used

only as "the name of the reason given for ignoring a mathematical difficulty,"

it was not necessary to give a precise definition of isoplanatism. Isoplana-

tism was simply understood to be something that had to do with the relative

constancy of an imaging system's aberration with field-of-view, and con-

sidered to be about as meaningful for use in studies of imaging through

atmospheric turbulence as in studies of lens design. Recently, however,

with detailed attention being paid to the subject of correcting for turbulence

effects, both by predetection compensation and by postdetection compen-

sation, the matter of Isoplanatism has entered into our considerations in

a quantitative way. It has beconte inportant to develop precise, quantita-

tive definitions, theory, and experimental data related to the subject of

isoplanatism.
~-1I07 -
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We start by noting that there is no reason to believe that there

is a uniquely definable 4soplanatic patch size or isoplanati3m angle to

be associated with imaging over a given propagation path. In fact, we

shall argue that accordingly as we are concerned with 1) post-detection

compensation of a long exposure image, with 2) post-detection compen-

sation of a short exposure image, or with 3) predetection compensated

imaging, there are three different values to be associated with the iso-

planatic patch size. We shall demonstrate this heuristically in the next

section.

Unfortunately, the lack of a simple relationship between the iso-

planatic patch size for post-detection compensation of short exposure

imagery and the isoplanatic patch size for predetection compensation

imagery means that while we can make measurements of the former,

such measurements are not applicable to the latter. Since we are currently

very interested in knowing about what the isoplanatic patch size may be

expected to be for predetection compensation, we have studied the possi-

bility of using short exposure imagery isoplanatism data to form a basis

for calculating in some indirect manner the predetection compensation

isoplanatic patch size. We have found that such a possibility exists if,

rather than concern ourselves with the isoplanatic aspects of the short

exposure image's resolution and modulation transfer function, we turn

our attention to the concept of isoplanatism for angle-of-arrival fluctu-

ation. (This represents a fourth area in imaging through turbulence for

which we shall have a separate definition of isoplanatism.)

The angle-of-arrival isoplanatism is no more directly related to

predetection compensation imagery isoplsnatisrn than post-detection

compensation short exposure imagery isoplanatism is. However, unlike

the situation for post-detection compensation, for angli-of-arrival iso-

planatism we can develop a rather simple linear theory which relates
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measurements of the isoplanatic dependence of angle-of-arrival statistics

to a weighted integral over the vertical distribution of turbulence in the

atmosphere. This would then allow angle-of-arrival measurement data to

be inverted to provide an estimate of the vertical distribution of the strength

of turbulence. Since the available theory for isoplanatic dependence in pre-

detection compensation is well advanced, 3 requiring only a knowledge of the

vertical distribution of the strength of turbulence to allow quantitative re-

suits to be generated, we should be able to go from angle-of-arrival iso-

planatism measurement data to quantitative predictions of the isoplanatic

dependence of predetection compensation imagery. The main part of this

paper will be concerned with the development of the theory of angle-of-arrival

isoplanatism, with the objective of obtaiing results expressed in terms of

an integral over the vertical distribution of turbulence. We shall not be

concerned in this report with the processing of any actual measurement

data, or with formulation of the details of the integral inversion proced'ure

by which we would obtain the turbulence distribution from the angle-of-

arrival isoplanatism measurements. These matters will be treated sepa-

rately at a later time.

Before taking up the development cd the theory of angle-of -arrival

isoplanatism, we shall first explain why we have to consider Isoplanatism

to be different. with distinct numerical values, for different processes of

imaging through turbulence. We take this up in the next section.

1.2 Difference in Isop anatiam

As indicated above, though the term "lsoplanatism" is used in

regard to turbulence effects without any further limiting modifier, we

shall show here that there are several distinct and generally unequal

meanings to be associated with the term. We shall offer heuristic argu-

ments to demonstrate this based on the rather simple model of all

- 109 -
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significant turbulence located in a single layer some distance from the

aperture of a telescope. We consider a pair of point sources located at

an essentially infinite distance from the aperture. We shall let #~ denote

the angular separation of the two sources, as seen by the telescope, let L

denote the range from the telescope aperture to the turbulence layer, and

let D denote the telescope diameter. We assume that the optical wave-

length and strength of turbulence are such that the wavefront reaching the

telescope aperture has a coherence diameter, r. . In Fig. 1, we depict

this situation, showing the "projection" of the aperture on the turbulence

layer for rays oriented toward the two point sources, and also indicate

how the wavefront distortion generated by the turbulence layer w ill project

onto the telescope aperture -- the projection being shown for light from

the two point sources.

The question that is central to our considerations here is whether

or not the two different wavefront distortion patterns projected onto the

telescope aperture by the two point sources are related to each other

closely enough. If they are, then we would say that the two point sources,

separated by the angle 0 , lie within a single isoplanatic patch. But this

question, rather than providing the basis for evaluating the isoplanatic patch

size, simply highlights our lack of definition of the problem -- for the fact

is that the question can not be answered until we say what we mean by
"related... closely enough. " In attempting to formulate an answer to

such a question, we find we must first decide which type of imaging we are

concerned about, i. e., 1) predetection compensated imaging, 2) post-

detection compensated short-exposure imagery, or 3) post-detection corn-

pensated long-exposure imagery.

If we are interested in predetection compensated imagery, in which

we would use measurements ot the wavefront distortion for light from source

#1 to control the compensation for the wavefront distortion of light from
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point source #2
7-

point source #1

waverot dapplicpble

by source #1

D wavef ront distortion projected
telescope by source 02
aperture

Figure 1, 1. Generalized View of kmaging Isoplanatism Related Effects
for a Single Turbulence Layer. The significant point to be

noted here is that the same turbulence pattern to projected
by the two point sources as two different wavef rout distortion
patterns at the telescope aperture. U. the wavefront distortion
patterns are related closely enough, then the angutar separation
of the two sources, to i within the isoplanatic patch. The
key question is exactly what do we mean by "related closely enough."
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source #2, then we must have the two wavefront distortion patterns match

reasonably well on a point-by-point basis across the telescope aperture.

(By "matching reasonably well, " we mean that the rms difference should

be about cne radian. ) If Ot (r?) denotec the wavefront distortion pattern

at position 'r just below the turbulence layer, then the wavefront distor-

tion patterns projected onto the telescope aperture by sources #1 and #2

will be 0 1 (r) and 2 (-r) , respectively. It is obvious that

0Cr) 0. €.r+ R) )

0. Cr) Ot rr + R + $'L)()

where R is some displacement vector associated with the fact that source

#1 is not at the zenith.

Our condition that the two wavefront distortion patterns projected

on the telescope aperture match well enough is represented mathematically

by the requireme'nt

!i(['t" - 1 a  ( 3)

Making use of Eq. Is (1) and (2), this can be rewritten as

but here the ensemble average can be recognized aQ the ordinary phase

structure function, which for the coherence diameter r. can be written

CO ' ) Cr4 t )2 6 8A (5)
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Combining Eq. 's (4) and (5), we see that the requirement for isoplana-

tism in predetection compensation imaging will be satisfied if we require

that
r0

0 S: 3. 18 L(6)

(where 3. 18 6. 883' ). This is in good agreement with exact results
derived previously for isoplanatism in predetection compensation. 4

Eq. (6) is subject to a very simple physical interpretation. This

interpretation is that if t is too large, i.e., greater than the value given

in Eq. (6), then the two wavef ront distortion patterns will be shifted so

much with respect to each other that although they are fundamentally the

same distortion pattern, the amount sensed at a point (from source #1)

will be only poorly correlated with the amount of correction required at

that point (for imaging source #2). If the shift is of order ro , then the

two wave!ront distortion patterns will not be related to each other closely

enough.

For predetection compensation, we see then that the answer to the

question we asked before about the required closeness of the relation has

to do with the exact matching of the two distortion patterns at the same

point on the aperture. Quantitatively it leads to an isoplanatism angle

determined by the coherence diameter ra and the distance L to the

turbulence,

For post-detection compensation of a short-exposure image, we

intend to use modulation transfer function measurements obtained by

processing the short-exposure image of source #1 to compensate the short-

exposure image of source RZ. Our basic requirement is that the two short-

exposure images be aberrated in exactly the same way. This is a require-

iment on the aberration realitation in any one picture, and not a statistical

requirement. If the two aberrated short-exposure images are essentially
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'I
the same, then post-detection compensation will function almost perfectly

(at least to the limit allowed by noise considerations) and a validly com-

pensated image of source #2 will be formed using compensation values

derived from the image of source #1. If post-detection compensated short-

exposure imagery isoplanatism conditions are not satisfied, however, then

the aberrations in the short-exposure image of source #1 will not be well

related to the aberration in the short-exposure image of source #2. As a

consequence, the post-detection compensation process will introduce

spurious details into the compensated image of source #2.

The basic condition for the aberration of two images to be at least

approximately the same is that the wavefront distortion patterns entering

the telescope aperture for the two sources be essentially the same. If due

to the angle f) the two wavelront distortion patterns are displaced by a

distance #L which is much less than the aperture diameter D , then for

the most part the two distortion patterns will be the same. There will be
minor regions, crescent-shaped on two sides of the aperture, for which

one of the distortion patterns will not have any match in the other distor-

tion pattern, but over most of the aperture region the wavefront distortion

from one source can be perfectly matched to the wavefront distortion

entering the aperture from the other source. The matching portions of

the two wavefrout distortion patterns will not lie on top of each other --

the match will involve a displacement # L , but the wavefront distortion

pattern entering the aperture from the two sources will be essentially the

same and the images formed will, as a consequence, be essentially Iden-

tical. The modulation transfer fnction dtveloped from the image of

source #1 will be suitable for. conpensation of the image of source #2,

So long as the displacement #L is much less than the aperture diameter

D , we would be able to consider that iaoplanatiam applies for post-

detection compensation 4f a ehott-eaposure imae., 'Taking 10% to corres.

pond to 'much less than"o this condition could be written as the. roquirement

.114
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that

.3D DL 3.33L (7)

It is worthwhile to compare this result with Eq. (6). We see that

the two equations have the same form for the size of the isoplanatic patch,
4

except that the role of the coherence diameter, ro , in predetection com-

pensation imaging is played by the aperture diameter in post-detection

short-exposure imagery. (We acknowledge that the agreement between

the numerical coefficients of Eq. 'a (6) and (7) Is somewhat contrived, and

not to be taken too seriously. ) We see that the isoplanatic patch size Is

quite distinct in these two cases, and that measurement of isoplanatism

for short-exposure imagery can not be directly applied to predetection

compensation imagery. It might be possible to obtain an order of magni-

tude type estimate of the size of the isoplanatic patch for predetection

compensation imagery by making measurements of the Isoplanatic patch

size for post-detection compensated short-exposure imagery and scaling

by a factor of r0/D -- but this would only yield what would at best be an

order of magnitude estimate.

If we now turn our attention to the isoplanatic patch also for post-

detection compensated l.ong.exposure imagery, we first note that each

realinatio of the image of a point source is weU defined by the statis-

tical description of the propagation path. The nature of the image is

not a random variable, it is repeatable from photograph to photograph.
Poet.-dtection compensation of a long-exposuim image from source #2
On the basis of an image of source #1 would therefore be expected to

work since the two Images may be expected to souffer from the *am* tur-

bulence degradation. The only thing that will change the nature of the

image is a change in the statistics -of the propagation path. For the case

depicted in Fig. 1, such a change would exist between the paths froml

source #l to the telescope, copeted to the path from source 02 to the
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telescope, if the angular separation, 0 , is large enough to change the

secant of the zenith angles involved by a significant amount. Nominally

we might take

1 (8)

as a measure of this condition, i. e., as a measure of the isoplanatic

patch size for post-detection compensated long-exposure imagery. This

is so significantly different from the isoplanatic patch size for predetec-

tion compensation, Eq. (6), or for post-detection compensation of short-

exposure imagery, Eq. (7), as to require no special comment here.

Having seen that each of the three different types of imagery leads

to a different criteria and different numerical values for the isoplanatic

patch size, we see that we can not make direct measurements of the iso-

planatic patch size for either post-detection compensated short-exposure

or long-exposure imagery and expect it to be applicable to the question of

isoplanatism for predetection compensated imagery. This would seem to

imply that we shall have to operate a predetection compensated imagiag

& nystem to get measurement data related to its patch size.

Actually, such need not be the case. Since measurements of iso-

planatism dependence for post-detection compensated short-exposure

imagery can be related to the vertical distribution of turbulence. we

could presumably calculate the distribution of turbulence along the propa-

gation path from such measurements. Then, since exact theoretical results

already exist 4 for calculating the isoplanstic patch site from knowledge of

the distribution of turbulence along the propagation path, it would be pos-

sible to calculate the predetection compensation isoplanatic patch size

from measurements of post-detection compensated short-eposure imagery
isoplanati si. N ,
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We have developed the theory for the relationship between post-

detection compensated short-exposure imagery isoplanatism and the

distribution of turbulence along the propagation path and concluded that

it will be very difficult, if not totally impractical, to attempt to work

backwards from the isoplanatism measurements to the turbulence distri-

bution. The basic analysis of this situation is presented in Appendix A.

Instead of working with the post-detection compensated short-

exposure image, we have noted that a much simpler relationship can be j

established if we work with angle-of-arrival isoplanatism. The equation
relating angle-of-arrival isoplanatism and the distribution of turbulence

along the propagation path is rather straightforward and appears to be

quite easy to manipulate so as to obtain an estimate of the turbulence

distribution frorn a set of angle-of-arrival isoplrnatism measurements.

In the next two sections, we provide ar, exact definition of angle-of -

arrival isoplanatism, set up the basic formulation, and carry out its

reduction to a rather simple one-dimensional integral formulation.

1. 3 Annle-of-Arrival Isoplanatism Definition and Formulation

The angle-of-arrival at the entrance aperture of dlameter D of

a telescope viewing a point source at angular position a can be equated

with the aperture averaged tilt of the wavefront at the aperture, relative

to the direction - . It can be showns that this can be written as

where r is a two-dimensional variable over the plane of the aperture,

and W(r;D) is a function which serves to define the extent of the apertuwe

according to the equation

if 7jsD
WO; ;D (10)

0 if > ~~D
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In Eq. (9), X denotes the optical wavelength and O(r;1) denotes the

(complex ) phase error at aperture position r associated with the

wavefront distortion of the radiation from a point source located at

(The wavefront distortion is, of course, referenced to an undistorted

plane whose normal is oriented toward .

The components of the angle-of-arrival vector, a , are

~ ~ S dV~W;D) x~(;r) (7a

om?() er dWr; D) y( ) Or (11ib)

where x and y are the two components of r .

The isoplanatic aspect of angle-of-arrival can be introduced by

considering a pair of point sources located at 1, and " * and consider-

ing the angle-of-arrival isoplanatlsm-structure function

where

(13)

As a practical matter with an eye toward the problems of making related

measurements, it is appropriate to treat the statistics of the x- and y-

componento of angle-of-arrival separately. To make this particularly

useful, since we have freedom in our choice of the orientation of the

(x, y)-coordinat* system, we choose the oriontation so that the x-axisi 4

to parallel to $ and the y-axis is perpendicular to , . We write for

To the extent that log-amplitude varittionw are negligible, the complex
phase is equivalent to tbhe ordinary phase. We shall assume that this is
the case and shall treat 0 as either te real or complex phase, in each N
case as most coanvenielt.

................ '
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the angle-of -arrival component isoplanatism- structure function

jD, a (t$) (r. C91) C3 () 2) ,(1 4a)

and

ayc,(~ C2 f) (1 4b)

If we substitute Eq. (9) into Eq. (12), appropriately combine first

the sum and then the product of integrals, and finally interchange the order

of integration and ensemble averaging, we get

D,.(O) z~ )f drd W ~D) W( D).'3

The ensemble average in Eq. (15) can be simplified to the form

(C -l (. 9 )(i ,t) CO+,-6)- r,4

(0 04 ( . ) 0 04 ';j lo ) + (00. 0C(;~ ®r 1 0()0

+4 *~r (C,(1012) + k *((,(ir;') -. ('GO

CO Or 12 o. o

u~zr~r(16)

and the isoplanatic phase structure (unction is defined by the

equation
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It can be shown6 that the isoplanatic (complex) phase structure

function for propagation over a path of length L is given by the expression

b,~(7$)2. 91 ds? + u s (19)

where s = 0 at the measurement plane and s =L at the location of the

point source. As a practical matter, when the source is astronomical

(or at least exoatmospheric), which we shall assume to be the case in

this work, Eq. (19) -educes to zhe form

.54C;)= 2. 91 le d Cw2 j+ -s 5A~ (20)

If we substitute Eq. (20) into Eq. (16). we get

2. 91 d~fca c ' ( u + +3s"+* U $a15A ut) (1

And if wte substitute this result into Eq. (15), interchanging the order of

integration and simpittying as appropriate, we get

Ifwereea tesae roedre tatig ro E.'a(1a'or64b

rfweretther thanrcdre tatn from Eq. ' (14)) we get in4beo)L~(2 h rslsta
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Pit h

T" 16( * ( + I $S&, - uG/a)L (23a) I

ttI,64 d --

X I' ji+ S 5a+ IS 16/ U4s,') (23b)

If we now introduce the variable

v C* (+ r (24)

then the r- and r -integrations in Eq. (22) can be replaced by integra-

tions over U and _V . We get

, 64 )
ds C, {2. 9 1 (§) f'u v, Wf W( + *iU;D

x~~U W(10i3;)(v.*u)( ) (25)

where we have made use of the fact that in accordance with Eq. 's (17) and

(24) iI

r" r' "v ° - u . (26)

It is particularly convenient at this point to replace the variables u

and by i" and ' . where

D U d" -u du -P (Z7&)

- -a
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so that Eq. (25) can be rewritten as

;.a (6 D- -s/ ds c~ 2.91 (64/Tr? U'~},(8
P~'it du' )(v'v-* ';1

where

=s/D (29)

If we define the quantity in the curly brackets in Eq. (28) as Fo([) i.e.,

'()-z. 91 (64 /TT) rfl eu r., wr + 1 ;) wrv-i;l

X (V . U )( * + '11/+ - uS ) (30)

where, for convenience, we have dropped the primes on the variables of
integration, then we can rewrite Eq. (28) in the very compact form

= C4, F LOs/D) (31) .

In a similar way, starzing from Eq. Is (23a) and (23b), we get i

.01, (o) Y4a "0 do C4* Fo (Oo8/D) (32b)

where

Fo11= 2,, 91 (6 4/M) rr d W(' + '; 1) W('-- ; 1 )

x ( III^1+  Li - at (''' '  33a)
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F() 2. 91 (64/)e dv dW W +i *;l) W( - .;1)

x Cv2 Sin' (4+v)- * us sins (1 j)]

Here we have used p to denote the angle between u and the x-axis, and

to denote the angle between v and i . We made use of the fact that

since

, r" - (34)

then

x v coS 5 + v) + u cos( (3 5a)
X, v Coa 4 + V) - itu Cos 161 (35b)

so thAt

r x" v2 cos a ( + v) , ua coS(,A) (36)

and similarly.

y v #in (4 + v) +u aia (j) (37a)

', vin (0j + v) - * u sin (37b)

so that

y Y" v3 *ins(,& + v) - 4'in s () (38)

If we consider, 0 and v to be the angular components of a polar

coordinate representation ot " and * . respectively, and recall that j
is parallel to -and that the x-azis ia parallel to * theanwe can rewrite

?4(1 in the form
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]air ) 2.91 d ou du K (u)

X { [U+Zu cos () + g 2]/8.

J*U - 2u u cos (p) + t 2 S/6 u/Se3 (39)

where
2rr

K (u) =(64/l)2 F - u2) (40)
0

In a similar way we get

Fc) a, 2. 91 r dpfudu Ka (, u)
0 0

X { A [u 2 +2u cos (P) + 215/6+*[u2-2ut cos (p)+ 2 ]51e. uS' (41a)

F Y7 ) 2.91 Y 41 u du K (pu)
0 0

X, + . 2ut cos(p) + + 2 uc COS + u (41b)

where

2~Tk Ka; ( i ' u) (64/TT)2 dv f v dv W(I+jv;11W(v -+ *11
0

X ICV cos a (P+v)- *Us cosa(p)) (42a)

2rr
Kos(p, u) = (6 4/17)2 Y dv.f v dv Wlv + I lw (v-" uI

x [v' sin (k+v) 2 u 2 sine (p.)) (42b)
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Our basic results are Eq. 's (31), (32a), and (32b), with the integrands

defined by Eq. 's (39), (41a), and (41b), with Eq. 's (40), (42a), and (42b)
defining their integrands. These integrals are in a form directly suited to
numerical evaluation and provide a basis for establishing a linear relation-

* ship between the distribution of turbulence over the propagation path and the

isoplanatic angle-of-arrival structure function. Our basic problem is the

evaluation of Fc( ) , Fa' ( ) , and F ( ) in numerical form, as this is

the key to the linear relationship. In the next section, we take up the matter

of establishing this numerical result, starting from Eq. 's (39), (41a), (4ab),

(40), (42a), and (42b).

1. 4 Numerical Evaluation of F(), (F ) and F( .

The functions XCL(u) , KN (p,u) , and K (,u) can be evaluated

analytically without recourse to numerical techniques. We start by turning

our attention to Eq. (40) for 4,(u) . We note that the product of the two

W-functions, treated as functions in v-space, provide the bounds for the

(v, v)-integration. The region of integration corresponds to the area of

overlap of two circles of unit diameter, with centers located a distance

* 'i from the origin in.-space. If, instead of using polar-coordinates

for ' , we represent by the rectangular coordinates (p,q) , with the

p-axis picked to be parallel to u then we can rewrite Eq. (40) as

K 0 (u) (64/T)O { dp dq (pl+q 2 -* u)

-q (p")/ + q A

dp ( (p2 q " u4) (43)
0 *4

where

R a - - (u, 2pP 3(44)
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Making use of the fact that

Cos' (p+v) =cosau cos-2 v -2 cos sin cos v sin v + sin2 p sin2 v ,(45a)

sin2 (P+V) sin~t c-os 2 v + 2 cos p sin p cos v sin v + cosg8 , sinev ,(45b) I

and that since v is the angle between -v and -u , and that p is the

component of -V' parallel to u

p V OS v(46a)

q v sin v (46b)

we can rewrite Eq. Is (42a) and (42b) as

K41..u) (6 4ITr)2 J dp fdq (p cos8 j, - Zpq coo Ik sinp

+ q2 ain' *O uco ) 0f

+ dP dq (pscos* 2 pq Cos p sn p

0

+ q2 sn~ik 0 *uCosa 1) (47a)

K,, jAu) 64/r)e. J dp dqulp$ inp+ 2pq coosji ain l

+ q~cos'1 1 - * siensk)

+ dp ~fdq (p12 aIn* i + 2pq o 1 , sin p

+ q'cooslk Jul ui} . (47b)
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If in Eq. Is (43), (47a), and (47b) we make a change of variables, replacing

p by p** , where f or the first double integral in each case we let

P T= p~2p -u ,(48a)

and f or the second double integral in each case we let

p" 2p + u (48b)

and in all cases replace q by q* ,where

q* q (49)

then these three equations can be rewritten asJ

K (ul (16/Tt)s{ dp ~fdq (p3 +2pu + q) +dp dq

x (p" -2 pu +q2)} (50)

X s k (u)06 /Tt)~ ,p dq C(p+2 pu) cos~p - Zp+u) q coo sin pj

+, p dq C (p# - 2 pu) coa& -Z(p-u) q coo 4 sin ,I,

IK (4, u) 0l6/r)3 P dp fdq[c'+2pu) il+ 2(+u)q coo ino

+ -i -aOP

P q si2gitn$+2p] ) ool sns

+~ (61 b)



where for convenience, since it causes no ambiguity, we have droppe('t the primes from p* and q" . We have used the notation R in the
limits of our q-integrations to denote

R (1 p)' 2 (52)

If we perform the q-integrations in Eq. Is (50), (51a), and (5ib),

we get

K. (u) =2 016 /0)2 { dp [p 2 (1_p2)'I8 +2 pu(i-p2)/+ j (1..P2)-v23

+ dp C p'(1- pP )11-Z 2Pu (1 . p)V 2 + j (I1- 2)V) 2 53

K~4Ju) 2 16T+ ' fdp p (l-p22Cos81 2 pU (p2)118Cog2P

(54a

+ *(1-1")W2C sin8 j

+ J'dp CpP(1- pP) 1 cs'i -a 2 pu (1 _p3)L'ao.Ds

+ * ip)so%}(54b)

The evaluation of these p -integral& is a straghtforward matter making

use of the following formualas taken from Dight":
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J'd ~~p)~S - lP 8Y' (55a)

fdp p2 (1 _p2 )1I2 p p(1 _p2)$'2 + p(l _P2 /g+ S am"1.(p) ,(5 5b)

fdp (1- p2)1/2  p rp) Y2 + p(l-p 2/ + I S in-4 (p) .(55c)

Carrying out the necessary substitutions and sim'plifications, we get

Ka .6 ,u (l6/Tn) 2 [cos1l(u) -u(l-u 8 )1/2_2(j.+ 4 cos;ju(l~ue)W8),(57a)

ay 1j,u) j(1 6 /,") 2 cosl (u) -u(l -uP)1/2 - (j + i s inP p) u (I -ug)W)(5 7b)

With Eq. 'a (56), (57a) and (57b) in hand, we now turn our attention to the
evaluation of FO,() , F,() and F~ ~ as given by Eq. Is (39),
(41a). and (41b), respectively.

Because of the presence of the 5/6-powers in the integrals defining
F M (C6 and F or~ It does not appear to be possible to evalu-

ate these functions analytically. We have therefore had to make use of
digital computer numerical techniques. It is, however, possiLe to obtain
some insight into the asymptotic behavior of these three functions for very
large and very small values of g by analytic methods. Before presenting

e. the numerical results, we *hall develop these asymptotic results.

We shall be concerned with the fuxictice

which is commnon to the integravda defining eft) ,Fagi) and F,,,
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in Eq. 's (39), (41a), and (41b). We wish to develop the power series

expansions for Q(pu;C) for C << u and for >> u . From these power

series expansions, the nature of the asymptotic dependencies will become

apparent.

We start with the case >> u . In this case, we can write as

the power series expansion

061,u;g) : g5/I{j Cl + Z(u/t) cos (P) + (u/CP] s/ 6

+ ( 1-2(u/C) Co. (1k) + (u/C)2J]/ 8 - (U/C)0/}

+ .'r+'- [Z(u/l) cos (1k) + (u/C)23

+ 6 [Z(u/ ) cos (1) + (ul) s

+ .. ... [Zu) os () + (up/)2• .
-" 24

~~+ t+ (2u/C) Cos I)+ lu/gP

+ 6-Z(u/g) cos (0) + (u C)033

+ 24 [ -ull) o (1) + U/g)2

I + 24 ( [-(u/e) co, 5,)+(lu/[)I'+ .. }

" (ut ) ] (I9) "
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Now if we expand and retain terms only up to (u/,) 4  we get

1 +U(0)- -) [4(u/gP) cos'(p) + (u/g)']

(.)1-..jl--)[12 (ulg)4 coS(p)]

[16 (ufC)4cos4(p)J - +

.u U2 u g43[l - j co 8 (p)])

5 u4 7-I [1 -.. Cosa(,) +--1- COS')+ . .. (60)

In the case where u >> , we can write

Q ,u;) { * [1 + 2(/u) cos (p) + (C /u)S?/

+ * [1 " Zlg/u) cos (P) + (C /U)&' - ( . (61)

The expansion is essent4ally the same as that leading to Eq. (60), except

that, of course, the roles of u and C are interchanged and the two

leading terms, instead of being %A  and t , as in Eq. (60). are both

U , and so cancel. Thus the result is

Qi. u;) c U' -t'[l -*co,, i)+ -. /-

X -V COS () +rr co,,glp] +.. (62)

For very large values of 1 ,. e., values much greater than unity,

we use Eq. (60) to establish the asymptotic dependence. We note first of

all that if Q is replaced by a function independent of (p.u) , then the three
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integrals in Eq. Is (39), (41a), and (41b) will all vanish. This means that
the e -term in Eq. (60) does not contribute to the value of F MW , F a%
or Far The u513-term gives rise to a constant value (which can be

associated with the angle-of-arrival variance), and then the leading term

with a g-dependence has a -Ia-power dependence. Thus for values of g

much larger than unity, F ( ), Fc ( ) , and F ( ) all approach a con-

stant value with a deviation dependent on - . For values of C much

less than unity, we see from consideration of Eq. (62) that F,(C) , F, (R)
and F,., ( ) all start with zero value at 0 and grow as C2

The numerical evaluation of the double integrals in Eq. 's (39),

(41a), and (41b) is a straightforward matter. In the next section,

we present the results of this numerical evaluation and sample data reduc-

tion for high altitude C42 . This will utilize solar limb measurements

of angle-of-arrival isoplanatism made by A. Title.

Because of the similarity of the integrand for angle-of-arrival

isoplanatiem and for predetection compensation lsoplanatism, we feel

quite confident that instabilities in the inversion of the former integral,

while they might (if present) affect the high altitude estimates of 4'
should have only minor influence on the calculated value of the latter

integral. For this reason, we believe angle-of-arrival isoplanatism

Ai measurements will allow accurate calculation of the isoplanatic patch
' size for predetection compensation.

a.i
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2. 0 Isoplanatic Dependence of Predetection Compensation Imagery

2.1 Introduction

In the preceding sections, it is shown that we must be specific about

the imaging process we have in mind if we are to be able to speak meaning-

fully about isoplanatism - that the isoplanatic dependence for predetection

compensation imaging can be quite different from that for ordinary short-

exposure imagery or for angle-of-arrival measurement, and at the same

time developed an analftic formulation of the way angle-of-arrival iso-

planatism depends on the distribution of the optical strength of turbulence,

Cs2 , along the propagation path. In earlier work, 3 we developed an ex-

pression which allowed the isoplanatic dependence of predetection compen-

sation imagery to be calculated from knowledge of the distribution of Csj

along the propagation path.

Here we shall be concerned with the possibility that we can invert

a set of measurements of the isoplanatic dependence of the angle-of-arrival

to determine the distribution of CM2 along the propagation path, and then

use those values of C.q2 to allow us to calculate the isoplanatic dependence

of predetection compensation. There is reason to hope that while the basic

inversion process by which we calculate C, 3 from the angle-of-arrival iso-

planatism may be ill-conditioned and so yield a set of values of q3 that

have large errors, the errors in the individual values will be so correlated

that if we use these values of C40 to calculate the isoplanatic dependence

of predetection compensation, the error contributions will be greatly reduced.

We base this conjecture on the fact that although the two isoplanatism depen-

dencies are not identical, there is a significant similarity in their nature.

as we shall note shortly, in their dependence on the distribution of CM'.

As shall be seen, this conjecture is only partly borne out by results of

numerical znalysi of the transformation procedure.
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In the next section, we shall briefly review the pertinent equations

0' for the dependence of the two types of isoplanatism on the distribution of

CN 2 , and carry out appropriate numerical evaluation of certain functions

involved in these equations. The section following that will treat the con-

version of the basic problem to a form suitable for numerical analysis and

will set up the inversion processes in a general form and carry out the

generalized inversion. In the section after that, we shall consider the

noise theory associated with the measurements and develop appropriate

results for the resultant noise in the processed data. In the final section,

we shall present results obtained by processing a set of measurements of

the angle-of-arrival isoplanatism dependence generated by Dr. A. Title

of the Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory.

2. 2 Relevant Formulas

It has been shown that in predetection compensated imaging using

• point-source reference located an angular distance 0 from the location

of the region containing the source being imaged, the achieved modulation

transfer function will be down from the diffraction-limited value for that

aperture by" a factor exp (-ii) , where V is a function of ; and X?'

1' being the compensated image spatial frequency o interest (expressed
, in cycles/tad). U~ hats been shown that the relationship between 17 and the

distribution of C5 ' along the propagation path is given by the expression

X.) 2. 91 (Zw/X)l I do C.'1 I + #

"~~~ ~ s 0l+2 o

Ik +, a Cos 0 +

where 0 Is the angle between the orientation of the vectors $ and .

If we know the distribution of C' along the propagation path, we could
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calculate 74 directly, which is our basic objective -but here we shall

be seeking other indirect methods of determining the value of V? without

explicit knowledge of the distribution of C,, along the propagation path.

The mean square difference in the angle -of -arrival as seen by an

aperture of diameter D viewing two sources with an angular separation

(less the square of the mean difference))is the so-called angle-of -arrival

isoplanatisxn function. We denote this function by &t q . If we restrict

the measurements to the components of difference parallel to or perpendi-

cular to the orientation of the mean angular separation of the two sources,

we obtain the two quantities and &1,) and 0) .respectively. It hais

been shown that

D"110f ds C.1 F'MOsID) ( 2)

where
2V

F 2. 91 f do uK, u ~,u 3
o 0

KM 0 ,u) ~j(16/r)Arcos 4 (u M u(1-u9)l/8-Zu(1-uW) ,V (4)

~U;) C us u+ 2 u Cost +

Similarly. * U u C ~ +J ~~* ()

Qs >A ds C.9 FM (Ps/f) (6)

*It is to be noted that an developed earlier, the eft-term is missing from
the Q-formulation. However. since

it reeceo absence has no effect on F. The ~term io intro-
ducod to insure a small asymptotic r~alue for Q with lairge

1)5
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and

&I O = D- 1/3 de C42 Fa.( s/D) (7)Pat
where

Fa ( )-2.91 S dou duK , U) Q(,U; ) ,(8)

00
with

Ka ( ,u) = (16/t)2 [co,- (u).u(1.u2/I. . (1+4 Cos02)u(1-u-2)2], (9)

and

(7 = 2 9 0 ,(10)

a?, 5):z "d ,f u duKZ ,u)Q( ,u ) (0
o

with

K, (Ou) = (16/rr)2[cos-x(u).u(l~uvp)/) (1 (+4 sla)~ a] .ns NO l) i

The relationship, via Q , between the expression for .b,, and the
expression for 7 is apparent - but it is equally obvious that there is no
reason to expect numerical results to be well correlated between the two
quantities. We shall concentrate on development of a method of using ,, .
-4,, or A,% measurement data to indirectly calculate 9 . We startthis effort by noting that although IK(C) , K,, () and K(,,(() are defined
by rather complicated expressions, they are definable by a set of numerical
values. which we will now evaluate..

The calculation of the values of FP, F. , and F is a straight-
forward problem in multi-dimensional numerical analysis. The only poten-
tial problem is in loss of accuracy in the evaluation of Q(,u;g) when
u or > >C u . We avoid this problem by making use of the asymptotic
expressions

u) a ' 4S co+4 us +l.cjcas 03
9>>u

-Iu .""[l- ,o, o+.-.,o
1 3 6 -
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andt Q' U; ) - /3 +f t2 U-1/ [- cos2
u>>

t1-7u/3 I -cos + 91 cos401 (13)

Making use of Eq. 's (3), (8), and (10) for F. , Fax , and Fa,
of Eq.'s (4), (9). and (11) 'or K., K. , and K , and Eq. 's (5), (12),

and (13) for Q , we have numerically evaluated F,() , FM (g) , and Fa,( )

for C in the range 1 x 10- to 1 X i0F . The results are listed in Table 1

and are plotted in Fig. 1. As can be seen, the F-functions have no very

spectacular behavior. With the data in Table I and Eq. 's (2), (6), and (7)
in har.d, we are ready to start looking at how to go from the.&, -measurements

to - 'timates of C4' . [By use of Eq. (1), it would then be an easy matter to
get to evaluation of .3 We take up the problem of getting q2 values from
the h, -measurements in the next section. at least in a general sense.

2. 3 Numerical Inversion

It would be convenient if we could analytically invert an expression

such as Eq. (2) so that we could write

jf daA,20) A (s, ) . 414)

While it is obvious that the function A must exist, there does not appear
to be any reasonable way to analytically determine this function. To get

around this difficulty, we fall back on numerical techniques.

We start by converting the integral in Eq. (2) to a summation. As
a practieal matter, we shall restrict our attentton to the astronomical

problem of light propagatfug vertically down through the atmosphere. We
shau replace the integral by a own corresponding to ten uniformly spaced
points in the altitude range from 0 to 20 km . (We imply by this the
assumption that C , may be considered to be negligibly small above 20 km
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altitude. We 3hall let h, = (1, 000 , 3000 , 5000 , . . . , 17000 , 19000 m)

and (CN) denote the value of C,2 to be associated with the 2000 m inter-

val centered at the altitude h, . Then with 6h = Z000m, we can write

10

a,() = D-O Ah (C N ), F, (4 hI/D) , (15)

and similarly,

(6. ,()=D-1/3 7 Ah (CN2), Fa,,,(4 h,/D )  ,(16)

and

10

-= '3 7 Ah (C 2) F h/D )  (17)

1=1

At this point, we shall restrict our attention to Eq. (17) for .5,. (t) (with

the understanding that, although.we shall not pursue it here, the same pro-

cedures could be applied to q ,nd .61, ( ) data. ) We consider a set

of measurements of , ) made at various values of 0 ,which we de-

note by , This allows us to write
10

Z (C )1i F , , (18)
1= 1

where

- &1 a, , (19)

and
Ft, D4 / Ah F , h,/D )  .(20)

We note that Eq. (18) represents a set of simultaneous equations specifying

the unknowns, (C.2), in terms of the measured ..ft. According to the

number of values of j that we consider, there will be fewer equations than

unknowns, more equations than unknowns, or the same number. We have

no simple recourse to determine the (CN) t in the first case, and so must
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insist that there be at least as many values of j as there are of i if we

are to be able to meaningfully calculate (Co'), from the ., values. If

there. are more values of j than of i , then we can solve for the (C.1),
in a least-square sense. As a practical matter, however, it is most con-

venient to assume that all necessary data smoothing is done with a large

set of &I data in picking a set of values that smoothly interpolate the full

set and that involve only as many final values of j as there are values of

i . In this case, there are exactly as many simultaneous equations as

there are unknowns, and FU is a square matrix. In particular, we will be

dealing with a 10 X 10 F,, matrix.

Making use of the data in Table 1, we have evaluated the FU matrix

for the case 6, 1 sec , 3 s' c , 5 s'c , . . . , 19 s (] t4.85 X 0- rad1

14.54 X 10's rad, 24.24 x 106 rad , . . . , 92.11X 10X 4 rad . The values

are listed in Table 2. This is a relatively modest size matrix, and it is a

straightforward matter to obtain its inverse, F,.' on a digital computer.

In Table 3, we list the values of F,,j-l. It is now a straightforward matter

to obtain from Eq. (18), by multiplying both sides by F1r 1 , summ ing over

j , and where appropriate interchanging the order of i and j summation,

where we have replaced iV by i in writing this expression. This represents.

in numerical form, the basic solution to the problern of calculating Cq* from

measurements of hi, (0) , and is the equivalent of Eq. (t4). In a sense,
Fij- represents A(s,)

Our interest, however, is in the calculation of f . To get a suitable

expression for calculation of I from ) , we rew-ite Eq. (1) with the

integral approximated by a summation equivalent to that in Eq. (15). Thus

we get
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where

G(', 2r) 2.91 (2T, /)z (Xf))i3 h I + 2s h &3

20h 2h h A/8

- I - \ 2 f /Cos 0 + .=- (23)

If we now substitute Eq. (21) into Eq. (22), we get

74(l Gt M ,Xr) F ,-a is~ (24)

which is the basic expression we have sought for calculation of the pre-

detection compensation imaging tsoplai-atism dependence, V , from meas-

urements of the angle-of-arrival isoplanatism function, *0 . In Table 4,

we list calculated values of a (, M Xr) where

< t

and of course

With these results in hand, we are ready to start processing angle-of-

arrival isoplanatism measurement data to calculate the predetection con-

pensation isoplanatic dependence, 94 . However, before actually carrying

out such calculations, which we will take up In the last section, we shall

first briefly consider the noise aspects of our data processing. We treat

this in the next section.
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!.4 Noise Considerations

The basic angle-of-arrival isoplanatic measurement is of the dif-

ference in the angle-of-arrival for two sources separated by an angular

distance 9) . We shall denote the difference that we measure by x + n

where x is the random value associated with atmospheric effects and

n is the random value associated with noise in the angle-of-arrival sensor.

(We may assume that the sensors are properly aligned so that x has a

mean value of zero. ) The quantities x and n are both gaussian random

variables with zero mean. The data we wish to obtain from the sensor

measurements is

-- (27)

To do this, we have to take advantage of the fact that the sensor noise can

be determined separately*, yielding

aq = (n )  (28)

The basic data processing procedure, starting with a set of N

independent measurements, is to write

'I

and the approxination

g 6 - (30)

* The sensor noise is determined by measuring x+n in the case where the
angular separation 0 between the two sources is zero, i. a., there is
only a single source, In this case, we know that x a 0 and measurements
of (n) can be tbtcined directly.
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Because we can take a great deal of time, i. e., use very many samples,

in our one-time measurement of a2 , we can expect this value to be quite

accurate. On the other hand, our measurement of & , under the pressure

of experimental considerations, will be determined with only a limited set

of values of x + r . Inasmuch as x and n. are loth random variables,

then A will also have some potentially significant random component. We

wish to know how large this random component may be expected to be.

To calculate the variance of a measurement of .5 , we write

NN

1 2

i-h n ( +n8-o- ( (xt+ n)2 -a2 , (31)
kI kol

in which we have made use of Eq. 's (29) and (30) to obtain this expression.

Since 0s is not a random variable, It can be brought outside of the inner

ensemble average, and so cauicel the other aO . This then yields

Iaf This can bp reduced to the form

!A

SM Is - ( N ( +', ) " (X +, ) (33)
tok I kol

and writing the sum squared as a produce of sums, and that as a double

sum, we get

S 40 (+74,

N ;+x ~u 5 > (34),
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Now if we make use of the fact that each of the xt's and sl's are inde-

pendent random variables, carrying out the multiplication in the double

sum and dropping all terms whose ensemble average will vanish (noting

that the ensemble average of x,,N xknk. will vanish except when k'=k),

we can rewrite Eq. (34) as

S = ( (l~k*k' + , "k 2
1 1

8 +1kn*N N
+S I X (x. +nk4"+ ")+ 4X, " i ,,,2).kulk

_: 2+ ' + XkN 2) +

- 4n

kad

F(Xn + (n4)]+ Y-1 )2 +(n) . 1

-45

+ 2 (X2 )(EP) + F (x

[(x') (xs)a + 4 (xa(nl) -n2) +(n]

+ (z''+ 2 (x)n>+ (no) ((Xa) + () .(35)

Subject to the assumption that x and n are both gaussian randomn vari-

ables, so that

3 (36)

and

(n) 3 (nR>~l (37)

1.3.
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we can recast Eq. (35) in the form

2

N .(38)

Eq. (38) represents the variance in our determination of the angle-of-
arrival isoplanatim function, and makes it clear that to get acceptable
answers we need to make enough measurements, i.e., N must be large.

To see how the variance in the measured values of the angle-of-
arrival isoplanatism function goea over into variances in the computed
values of the predetection compensation function, we refer back to Eq. (26).
Recognizing that each of the . in that expression has its particular mean
value (. , and its own random component, & , with variance
(which variance may be different for the different values of j ) , and
taking the vaeiance of V as the sum over j of the variances of D b
we get

Z.(2,xr)? Si (39)
Making use of Eq. (38), we can rewrite this as

2 +(40)

To proceed further, we see that we need to have values for a' and for theise is In the next section, we Introduce this data and use it to calculate
both and V itself.

IK
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2. 5 Measurement Data

A series of mcasurements of the image of the edge of the sun have

been made by Dr. Allen Title, Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory,

from which he has been able to determine the angle-of-arrival isoplanatism

function for a D = 0.3 m diameter aperture at a wavelength of %=0.633xI0"rm .

The resultant measurement data is reproduced here as Table 5. These values

correspond to the quantity &/2 (in arc-seconds), as defined by Eq. (29), for

various angular separations, 0 . (The measurements are of the radial dis-

placement of the image of the edge of the sun for angular separations circum-

ferential along the edge of the sun - so that &0 (0) is the appropriate angle-

of-arrival isoplanatism function.) Each entry in Table 5 represents an aver-

age over 128 readings, i. e. , N = 128 . Each of the columns refers to a

different measurement run, some of them on different days. All measure-

ments were taken with the line-of-sight close enough to the zenith that we

believe that the zenith angle factor can be taken as unity for each measure-

ment.

Because almost 20 minutes elapsed between the taking of the first and

the last entries in each data set, it is doubtful that there is real consistency

between the entries in a column, and so it is doubtful that an attempt to in-

vert any simple data set by means of Eq. (26) would yield really sound results.

However, by ave raging all seven sets of data In Table 5, we can obtain a

plausible estimate of hs , from which we can then calculate .74 and a

Due to the scatter in the &,-data because of the 20-minute length of the

measurement, we do not expect to achieve particularly accurate values for

m . However, we expect that our estimates of N should be quite sound,

as they do not depend on the interrelationship of the various .hj , but rather

on the general magnitude of each , value.

Table 6 lists values of & in radians-squared calculated using the

average over the seven runs of the value of A at 6 0 as an estimate of

145 -
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a 2 
.Usi.g the average value of the.5-values for each t0 , we have

prepared the plot shown in Fig. 2. The scatter in the data is, ,.e believs,

indicativce of the variation in the turbulence con.,ditions during the 20 minutes

of each measurement run, reduced to some extent by the number of runs
that have been averaged. We have fit this data with the expression

A, (0 ~.5 3 12 0 Iis (41)

which we show plotted in Fig. 2 along with 1. 15A .~ and0.8

representing what we think are approximately the 1 -a bounds for the data.

Using Eq. (41) to provide the data listed in Table 7, we have calcu-

lated 74 and *N~e using the equations

(42)

N ~,E 5~xr)) (. 3 + 0 ) (43)

and have, in addition, calculated the quantity

(.1)M X7~1).,. (44)

These values are listed in Tables 8, 9, and 10, respectively.

The values of In are interesting and their meaning fairly obvious.
It would seemn that the isoplanatic patch size for predetectioui compensation
imaging is only of the order of one to one-and-a-half arc-seconds If we wish
to achieve an MTF within 10% cf the diffraction-limited value for the higher
spatial frequencies. However, when we consider the values of in
Table 10, it is apparent that very little confidence can be put in the values
of 14 listed in Table , except perhapsi for the inallest values of, . This

MR -146-RA
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is due to the large uncertainty in the measurement data caused by the

apparent non-stationarity of the turbulence during the 20-minute meas-

urement period.

If we consider the data in Table 9 for * N which represents

the uncertainty in the calculated values of M that we could expect if we

did not have the time spread problem, we could achieve an rms uncertainty

of about * 0. 3 in the calculated value of M if we had about 4000 readings,

i.e., if N-4 x l0s , The ten required values of 0 could be run 4096

times each, at 12. 5 msec per measurement (as in Title's work) in a period

of 512 sec, or just over 8 minutes. This would, however, require an

automatic means for stepping the equipment through the various values of

which we expect is a straightforward equipment modification. To

insure effective stationarity during the measurements, i.e., that the same

turbulence profiles applied to data taken at each value of # . it would be

necessary to cycle through the values of 0 several times (perhaps ten

times) during a total data run. The data processing would be somewhat
more complicated, but not really significantly so for the on-line computer

system used by Dr. Title. With this arrangement, it would then be possible

to determine the predetection compensation isoplanatism dependence with

adequate accuracy, i.e., about ± 30%. using angle-of-arrival isoplanatism

measurements.

6

2. 6 Summary

We have shown how angle-of -arrival Isoplanatisrm data can be used

to calculate the isoplanatism dependence of predetection compensation

imagery, and set up the necessary arithmetic for such a procedure. We

have determined the expected nature of the uncertainty in the angle-of-

arrival isoplanatisrn function values, and shown how these, in turn, deter-

mine the uncertainty in the calculated isoplanatic dependence of predetection
compensation. We have examined a set of date on angle -of -arrival
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isoplanatism dependence supplied to us by Dr. Allen Title, and have used

it to calculate the expected values for the isoplanatism dependence of pre-

detection compensation, and to calculate the expected uncertainty in those

results. The results imply that the isoplanatic patch size for predetection

compensation is 1 to 1. 5 arc-seconds. However, it is noted that because

of the non-stationarity of the turbulence during the measurement periods,

the results have rather substantial uncertainties. We note that by certain

modifications of the experiment, particularly of the data-taking procedure,

measurements could be obtained that would yield values of the predetection

compensation isoplanatism dependence that have only about 30% rms un-

certainty. However, considering the large number of meaburements re-

quired, implying an angle-of-arrival isoplanatism measurement uncer-

tainty of about (4 096)- 1/= 1. 61 , we feel that we must conclude that meas-

urement of angle-of-arrival isoplanatism (or probably of any other aspect

of the isoplanatic dependence of short-exposure imagery) is not a straight-

forward approach to the measurement uf the isoplanatic dependence of

predetaction compensation imagery.
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Figure 2. 1. Depe'ndence of F (r) on

The values plotted are takcen from the
data iri Table 1.
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Figure 2. 2. Measured Values of the Angle -of-Arrival Isoplansattsm
Dep'endence, and Interpolation Cuarve. The data pointe
are taken from the average data column of Table S. The
curves represent the. approxrn.tion fuctioni
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Table 1

Calculated Valves of F( ) Fax) and F.

The values of in the table are logarithmically uniformly spaced, four
to a decade, (viz. 1. 778 r 1C/ 4 , 3.162 1 / 4 , 5. 623 10a ")

F Fax ()

1.000X 10- 1,069 x 10 "  8.005 x 10"" 2. 6 7 6 x 10- 8I
1.78 3.376 2.530 x 10- 8. 443
3.162 1.067 x 10-4 8.002 2.673 x 104
5.623 3.376 2. 530 x 10" 8.441
1.000x 10"  1.067x I0"r 8.002 2.671 x 10-4
1.778 3.377 2.530 x 10-3 8.456
3. 162 1.066 x I "V 7.990 2.670 X 10-3
5,623 3. 356 2. 515 x 10-  8.416
1. 000 X 10,4 1.049 x 10 7.850 2.639 x I0 "e

1. 778 3.204 2.389 x 1"o 8.147
3.162 9.205 6. 794 2.411 x I" t

5. 623 2.257x 100 1. 6 18x 100 6.394
1.000 x 100 4019 2.682 1,336x 100
1,778 5.462 3.363 2.098
3. 162 6.635 3.859 2.776
5.623 7.598 4.251 3,347
1,00 x 10 R. 39Z 4.570 3.821
1.778 9.047 4.833 4,214

:3. 16? 9.588 5.049 4.538
5.623 1. 003 x 10( 5.228 4.806
1.ooox 1 (P 1,040 5.375 5.027
1.778 1.071 5.497 5.209 1
3.162 1.096 5.597 5.360
5.6Z3 1.116 5..680 56484
1.000 x 1Oa  1.134 5. '48 5.587
1. 778 1.148 5.305 5,672
3. 16Z 1.159 5.851 5,741
5.623 1.169 5.890 5.7991.000 x 10 1. 177 5.921 S.8471.778 1.183 5.948 5.886

3.162 1.189 S. 969 5.918
5.162 1.193 5.987 5.945
1. 000 x 101 1.197 6.002 5.967
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Table 4

Values of M3 ir

The ten values of #,are listed vertically for each value of

image frequency, sorted in blocks according to the value of

6,with (h (the angle between the vectors 5and r taking

the two values of 0 and 17/2

PHT C

WMFTA 2 MTCcORAOJIANS

4.901F412 '..985f+12 50493",12 5*242E#12 5.15O?E#i2
-2*979IF4t2 -3',OOIE*12 -3,033F+12 -3*0?9F*12 *.13Esi2

-E.983f411 449E# -6~*97F1i ~1 *.4UE+11

5.'04UF.2 5.3*.IE12 516$2f+12 1,RI2Et2 I*SIE*t2

LH = 0

THET a *1ROAIN



Table 4 (Continued)

T~rTIf 6 # YCFOPtID1MN

F (..Cr6 F = 2*Ef~ F !*FE F O.5EE F C*25E6

-i.3'qF.12 -E.3OqF.12 -. 4~i 1aq,2*.9E
3148F#13i 13*3F4P1 3q351+12 P.4Ee2 3iEE#13

-1SA8i7 .1 -I q"T8V*+ 3 -1.694t3W -2*65fs9VI -J.LuE,13

9*7C3!312 9s672E 12 qO1 7E.i2 ?.815f*12 1.0U413

'-.!t1F413 "Z.??1F+13 -j*6F5F4t3 -1*549F412 -3.4IE*13z
8,233F#12 813j'F+12 i.3OC +2 1.AOf*12 5.??2013

1*4ETA = A MTF09AUANS

F = '4.Ef F r ?*E F .I F( F V*E F O#2Sf6

7.~rO!V 1 S42qF+13 S8dlstfI3 5*49E,1Ie

4d9013 k.9~E*" 10551F+11 I'9E1 -4.38E+12

1.9~F.I I.Ojt!q t86F*t2 3.967E*11 -2*e1f9f*I

1,E~iF~t 1,f~fir 155 *Et *2(t

tOM*3 1010#1 iOW 110 1&04E#13 S*771#1

V-1ET I' il '.-----,", - -- ,-.



Table 4 (Continued)

Fiji = 0

THFU t2 MTCIOqf.nIANS

r 4.62F F 1.EE F 0 .5EG F 0.26

-j.~ti 3 '3.h~r+~-1.39J7E+14. -1.754E*14 -2,?3eE+14
*l.5P~3-6*179F,13 -6,550F#AI3 -4*OT5Et13 -'9*?e6E+i3

I .37 +2 1.~1V1~ t*q12F.1? 1 .q~ft2F1 69801E.12
3.#71+11 3O~F~'! 2,97t.F.1l 4.0536.13 ?*E21E.13

-5-2Q38F+1 ~~ 3 -4%~99.13 -1*IOZE*14 5.9,SfEf13

THFTA = 14. 4 ICQOPflA0S

F =4.66 F =2*EE F 1.6 F = .5S~ F = G.25F6

?.J lF 1z ?.3~ q , ~ 21 16F+14 f.72GEW1 £.040E+12

-S5.2F~j~t2 q' 6 1  -3.24AE's12 7.152E*12 -2,226C+124.2'*1f. 14omw 2.8?7E+13 -4.174E,13 4.7CSE*13-$.c43Fe~-.41v3i -1548TIE*13 2*641F+13 -q.32?E.IsV.3 f~f 13  .3I ~ .i 3. 7~ E fy -E .6 85 F,1 4eSSSE 413

THFTA 1 4C~A3~

F i.Fb .E V= .6 F 09O5ff F u O.SE6

~~5 ~ ;p~ .09fSF12 -8.506,11 -7.362612 *.50*t?1

4.84E* 441??V#1 3.3156.13 1*634E*13 565~SE0i
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Table 4 (Continued) '

PHI =

THP rI A MTC4O0PAe14N'

F = .6 r=?F F i.EG F OeSEf~ F = O25E6

?.054F#14 ?.Ii5r*14 f#.319tEle 1.119(413 298EEE+1.

,c-Ft 3,6?4rt!2 2,,'*4f~~3 -1.665F+442 2*3S2E412

-2659tC.1.3 -2635q(I1I 8*260E.13 -3*00SE.11 -2*794,E.13
?."+p-?s276Ff12 2s.269E.I? -?*eS1Ef13 *81EE.12

f*3icF+:l3 SAW+V13 ..1*5q~f+1e 1.3,3E+i1 6.292E~i3

PHI 2 0

THCT = 2 Mtt.ROQAIrIAW

F = t '.Ef F = ?*Ef F IsFAV F G*S.E6 F C*25E6

2,4r.lr+14 ?.bASE+1e 3.998E*t4 1*29EE14 2*11IIE*14

?.1Ei5F413 -.O6055tS.*s1 -2#S6fjE.1 -2o26E+13

PH! O 0/2

T~rTA t 1~COOLIArI IAKS

f = L,.tG F m- PsEf F 1*EG F O*S.E6 F a 0*25E6

. ~ 541? i103E412 5.311E*1Z 5*4R0V412 S0527E+12

PO.6tc 9-465F410 q*217F#1o S.lEOE~1O q9iis,3fat
I.95rg,+12 I*5qof+1? 1*543E+12 1.53?F#12 1.53SE4'2

S 1.6~53F+12 t.e06PA12 1.559E*12 10544gf#1?
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Table 4 (Continued)

PTr -- PT/-> ~y

14 F F , v . .5 F C.SFE F

?r1 -. o rj 
M4.9~1  3 95Et 3 ,E12

~d5Ui~ Aoo-6xz .O' Ft -*.O?E1? * 213iE411

sOHi7t 4, 4 F+2J'2F 12 4 98 E

F~ F = . F~ Ibef F 'C.5Ef F=4E

S2 
7 6r j -4*6 F t 5 4 F + 1 - 01 F 1

3.2,t .3 q14 17 1.30ZE4j 3039E #13, 3122E*1 3-iIF ,1 I Q , c 1 1 9? f + l 1 9 0 * 3 -1 5 E 1
F -731 0 1 58.. * 1 5 * 6 E 1 f U E

9 0 6 0 E # I 9 0 7 9 F 1 2 9 5 8 3 * 1 2 9 * . 1 EVI.

-4 D S # I 3 14 5 # 2 3 9 S E 1 3-~f l



Table 4 (Continued)

F 4.y., F 1*EA F GO.5F6 F G.25E6

7,rr1 f;*Q6?FW1 8*012E+13 7*63fF41? 71SCEE413

1.9,245F1~RO t31 P*1511 2*219r~i3 2*28EE13

-2,~qgj3 -5alqr*E12 -2*811Fs12 -29841E+123 -2*O5E*12

F sE F = ?.E 1*EE F v OSEf F = O*IS6

11.qq~f1? IOPW*i2 1.OO4E12 2e.7'1912 *4s.3f~iz
t.79E,1 3,-0?RF*3 3#0?1OE*Iv *E.51E13

-1259.1 1*5Fi

-3.......2 -3944.1 ... 30*
4: . .+1

* ,5. 2tr t .52 2F J ..asF i SO S



Table 4 (Continued)

THFTA = 16 MTCRODAtTAN

F = *6 F = ?*EE F 1.E6 F O*5EE F 0,25E6t j754E+14 1*76AFo-t4 1,I~OE*11 1*643F414 *4E1

'4*987F413 4.qlqE.1. 5.O21)E+1~4813 '*?Et ..65?Es.3

4.141EWt 4*13:sv.13 4.141E413 4*itl4E+i3 4.059E413

FHI =PI/?

THETA 18 P4*CRORACIA, S

F = 4,r F = 1OEE FO.5MEE F :0,25E6

*4qoqr4i' -2.'419Ps23 ?.*9$.11 -2.1290F113 -23tE

75.4 9fEtU -?*(Oi30i6E*12 -F.99?E+12 -e.egiq,1s

6*024E01 6.LGE *4fl s*E
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Table 6

Estimrated Values of &o#Ct (0)

These valuee are developed from the average values of the
data in Table 5, using the t = 0 values to estimate oa

(arc-seconds) (radians -squared)

1.0 2.41 x 1014
1.5 3.57x 10-14
2.0 4. 51 X I0-1'4
2, 5 I. 022 x I0"

3.0 6. 5 x I0 4

3. 5 1. 022 X lO

4.0 1.397X 10- 3
4.5 1. 062 X 10-13

5.0 1.441 X 10-13

5.5 2.005 x IO"

6.0 2. 637 x !0"&3

6.5 3.971 X 1043
7.0 2.862 X 10-3

7.5 3.336 X 1-a13
8.0 2.805 y 10-3

8.5 6.430 x 10"13
9.0 5.686 x 10-13
9.5 4.651 x 10"

10. 3. 522 x 10,13
I I. 4. 170 x I0C"I

12. 3.840 X 10 a

13. 4. 037 x 10-13
14, 4. 794 X A0&'
"is5. 6.:399 x 10-13

S16. 5. 232 x 10"-'3

17. 5. 457 1. I0"1
18. 4. MZ. X 10-1

19. 5. 306x 1043
ZO. S. 306 x 1043
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Table 7 o

NominalVauso

Vt1lues are calculated from Eq. (41)

(Sec) (rad2)

11 2.O000x 10,4
Z3 1.t,7 x 1"43

3 5 2.041 x 10-04 7 2.976 x 10435 9 3.(,69 x10-13
6 1 4. 125x 1043~7 13 4.412 x 10,43
891 4.593 x 1043~

1019 4. 787 x 1"43
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Table 8

Calculated Predetection Compensation Isoplanatism- Factor,

f=4x10 f--2Xl9 f= Ix.O ' f-0. 5Xio ffo0.25x 10.
(urad) (cycles/rad) (cycles/ra') (cycles/rad) (cycles/rad) cycles/rad)

2 0.26 0.2b 0.23 0.20 0. 17
4 0.78 0.72 0.64 0.53 0.32
6 1.47 1.32 1. 13 0.86 0. 51
8 2.28 2.02 !. 67 1.02 0.93

10 3.20 2.79 2.22 0.82 0.89
12 4.20 3.60 2.73 1.62 0.23

14 5.28 4..:, 3.13 2.11 -0.55
16 6.42 5, 31 3.24 2,94 -1.08 I

1 is 7.61 6.18 1.66 3.43 -0.80
20 8.85 7.04 2.60 2.84 -0.29

2 0.Z3 0.21 0.18 0.14 0. 10
4 0.66 0.56 0.44 0.31 0.17
6 1.19 0.98 0.72 0.44 0. i9

N 8 1.79 1.41 0.97 0. 53 0. 15
©10 2.43 1. 85 1.20 0. 5s O.06

" 12 3.10 2.28 1.40 0.59 -0.07
14 3.79 2.70 1.56 0.55 -0.24
16 4.48 3.09 1.70 0.17 -0,45

14 18 5.18 3.47 1.79 0.35 -0.68
zo 5.88 3.82 1.86 0. 19 -0.95
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Table 9

Estimated Variance-Factor, j N4 , for Calculated Value of 7

This quantity is defined by Eq. (43) and applies to data taken with
no significant statistical non-stationarity.

(prad) f=4X1 .. f=2X10.. f=lx1l s  f=0. 5x10s  f=0.25x101'
(cycles/rad) (cycles /rad) cycles/rad) (cycles/rad) (cycles/rad)

2 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3
4 54.7 54.1 53.7 53.5 48.6
6 209.8 207.9 207.0 204.7 792.9
8 545.2 541.1 539.6 489.7 47.3
1 10 1143.7 1137.0 1132.7 5573.1 1183.1

11
0 12 2095.9 2086.4 2063.0 7991.9 3512.3
&414 3498. 5 3486.4 3363.7 1205.2 10078.9
0 16 5454.1 5438.7 4935.5 477. 1 16591.6

18 8070.5 8047.7 24659.0 9026.9 13188.420 11459.9 11416.5 56173.2 11924.5 7969.8

2 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.6
4 53.8 53.9 54.8 56.8 58.2
6 207.8 209.6 215.7 223.6 222.9
8 543.0 552. 0 572. 1 586.3 576.5

:0 1146. 1 1172.8 1218.3 1229.9 1205.1
" 12 2113.1 2174.1 2254.2 2247.0 2200.7

14 3548.3 3666.3 3782.6 3738.5 3662.8
16 5564.1 5766.3 5909.1 5811.1 5701.8
18 8279.9 8595.8 8742.4 8575.9 8438.4
20 11821.4 12279.5 12396.4 12146.8 12001.0
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Table 10

Estimated Variance, , for Calculated Values of
This quantity is defined by Eq. (44) based on the apparent spread in the
measurement data, and apparently encompasses the non-stationarity of

the phenomena.

( Lrad) f=4Xl CP f =2x10 f=lXl03 f=0. 5X10 8  f=0.25XlP
(cycles/rad) (cycles/rad) (cycles/rad) (cycles/rad)(cycles/rad)

2 0. 086 0. 086 0. 084 0. 083 0. 080
4 0.857 0.846 0.831 0.803 0. 530
6 3.285 3.234 3. 150 2.895 13. 203
8 8. 520 8.369 8.091 5. 345 0. 759

o 10 17.835 17.471 16. 596 84. 531 19. 155
12 32.601 31.830 29. 184 133.080 44. 378
14 54.269 52,761 44.531 16.272 124. 001
16 84. 353 81.558 53.868 7. 655 204.9 M04 18 124.425 119.412 286.962 156.417 165.605
20 176. 097 167.285 852.015 193. 070 103. 596

2 0.084 0,083 0.081 0.081 0. 081
4 0.837 0.824 0.812 0.810 0.813
6 3.201 3.152 3. 125 3. 146 3. 099
8 8.297 8.180 8. 165 8. 201 7. 968
I0 17.366 17.166 17.228 17. 150 16. 580"12 31,764 31.499 31. 701 31.242 30. 188
14 S2. 943 52.677 53.021 51.822 50. 169

0 16 82.448 82.299 82.652 80.321 78. 0rtI1418 121.907 122.042 122.084 118.232 115.499
20 173.028 173.639 172.859 167. 108 164.271
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Appendix A

Short-Exposure Imagery Isoplanatism Theory

As a matter of completeness, we shall present here the details

of a theory of isoplanatic dependence for post-detection compensated

short-exposure imagery. It will be our objective here to show that this
theory does not result in the simple linear relationship between iso-
planatic dependence and the distribution of the strength of turbulence

over the propagation path, and that, in fact, the relationship is highly

nonlinear.

The focal plane electromagnetic field function u3 ( ) associated
with the jthpoint source, at location x , with x referenced to the

nominal center of the image of the jth source can be written ass

u (x) =  d* Wrr;D) exp CiO, rr)] exp (ikx "t'/F) , (Al)

where r denotes coordinates in the aperture plane, C () is the wave-

front distortion (taken to be entirely real) for the th source relative

to the undistorted wavefront for the jth source, and F is the focal
length. We have deliberately suppressed a constant of proportionality

in the equation. The image intensity is

d dr'* W(') W('r*) exp fi[J (r) - rr')])

x ex [ik' .( - r ,)/F] (A2)

Since the source is a point source, its Fourier transform corresponds
to the optical transfer function for imaging within the isoplanatic patch
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around that source. For the jth point source, the optical transfer

function at spatial frequency "t can be written as

where A is a constant of proportionality chosen to make the optical

transfer function have unity value at zero frequency. If we substitute

Eq. (A2) into Eq. (A3) and rearrange the ord6r of integrations, we get

Tj (t') A Aff d di Wrr) W(P~) exp (i ro (rt) - 0,C '3

X dX exp fi (k/F) Cr - r ' + ] f ") (M4)

In Eq. (A4), the "x-integration can be performed, yielding a delta-function

-- which then makes it a trivial matter to perform the TO-integration.

Taking advantage of this possibility, we can reduce Eq. (A4) to the form

() = A j Cr w(r) WIr + 1 F/k) exp (i[Oj (')-€(+? F/k)3. (A5)

We note that inasmuch as 0 is a random function, then so is -
[It is appropriate to note that the coefficient A , however, is not a ran-
dom variable since it is defined by -r (f) for w' 0 , in which case the

j5 -dependence disappears from Eq. (A5).3

We take as our measure of the isoplanatic dependence of post.

detection compensation of short-exposure imagery the correlation between

the optical transfer function at frequency ? for two point sources at

and 4 • We write this as

C1 2() -T) 7(f / £( f)( ,( (A6
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Obviously, the entire isoplanatir., dependence is contained in the numerator,

r1(t) r2*(fo)) , and in this appendix, we shall be concerned with develop-

ment of a formulation for this quantity.

Making use of Eq. (A5) and appropriately simplifying, we can

write

( 9 (f) T*2f)) ( f, dr d' W(r) Wr+'F/k) W(') W('+r F/k)

X (exp £i[o(r)-$O,(+rF/k). 3 (r')+O,(r'+f F/k)])). (A7)

Taking advantage of the fact that the argument of the exponential in Eq. (A7)

is a gaussian random variable with zero mean, we can cast the ensemble

average in the form

(exp (i[¢rr)-0 C+fF/k) - Orr')+Osr +f F/k))])

exp CO, ( r)- 01 (+t" F/k) - ,('') +0,(4r '+'f F/k))] (A8)

We note that the ensemble average on the rlght-hand-side of Eq. (A8) can

be cast in the form of isoplanatic phase structure functions. We write

(Q¢Z(r) - Ol(r+t F/k) - s'r) +0,(r'+? F/k)])2

3 ([,(-) - 0c(+t F/k)0),)-(.( ) .O(+'i F/k)3)2

+ ([ 1 (i )-0 3 C'))')+([tI(+t F/k) - Orr +? F/k)38)

(c;(+'F/k) -€0 (')]5+([,,(' "+t F/k) - .(r)32 t
h 1,€(f F/k;O) - .,.-'-rf F/k;$) +.*(r-r 4P; )

+ A -r';l' - .i *,-r'+t F/k;O) +.&,,O(G F/k;O)

-Z2J&(f' F/k;O)4 2 D, '-';$)-. F/k;)

-A,(- P- F/k;$) . (A9)
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I we substitute Eq. (A9) into Eq. (A8), and then substitute the

result into Eq. (A7) and change the variables of integration from r

to u, v, where

u r-r (A1)

= (-C +-"r) ,(All)

then we get a result which cau be cast in the-form

(r,(f ) 'r ( exp (h.0C F/k;O)1 r du k (u- 'f F/k)

X exp f-.b,,€C ;) + * (, + F/k;) +* (,ui " F/k;")J . (Al2)

Here we have used the function K to denote the arsa of overlap of four

circles, defined by the equation

The function K has been evaluated by Korff9 and we need not repeat the

rather complicated results here.

If we now make use of Eq. (l-20)of the main text to introduce pro-

pagation theory results, we can cast Eq. (AI2) in the form

(r 1(f) rar*f)) a(r) d ru,t F/k) exp 2. 91 k2 dSa CS1+2j 1 a 5/3

+f [iur's +"bF/kls+* ji+ s -fF/kl6/} (A14)

where

a(?)} = exp r- 1€ F/k))

=(XP{ 2. 91lk5(f F/kBi3J dsc3 q2 (AIS)
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The significant thing to be noted about Eq. (A14) is that the

path-integration appears in the exponent so that we cen not interchange

order of integration between it and the i-integration. This then prevents

us from performing the c-integration independently in a manner that is

independent of the C.-distribution. As a consequence, we would have

to invert a multiple integral to obtain Cm2-data from short-exposure

post-detection compensation measurements, i. e. , from measurements

of (-() r,*(?)) . It is for this reason that we attach so much signi-

ficance to the angle-of-arrival isoplanatism measurements, since such

data is easily inverted to give high altitude CN' estimates.
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